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MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE.— WEEK OF MARCH 25-31, 1961
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'Wear The Old,
•Don't Buy New'

Begin Exodus

Plan Tenters
Move This Week

Many school children are literally crying to see the "Ham
id-Morton Shrine Circus." Ac
cording to some of the regular
BY BURLEIGH HINES, JR.
circus fans, this year's circus
is an exact repetition of last
This
the families of Tent City of Fayette
week
year's circus. So if you have
seen one you have seen them County are expected to move into the Freedom Farm
all.
purchased recently by the National Baptist Convencampaign with the slogan; chants of Main Street realize
This is not what we are critiCounty. The families were ex''Wear Old Clothes with dignity that Negroes will no longer
cising. We are mostly concern- tion, Inc., in Fayette
rather than new clothes in pay for segregation and seconded with the arrangements the pected to be transported to the tarm March 22.
shame."
class accommodation."
Masonic group has insisted up- The great exodus of the beon. A misleading statement was sieged sharecroppers, harass.
The "Don't Buy For Easter Rev. Nabrit urged further
to be first of all a producers
released informing us that Ne- ed for their efforts to execute
Campaign" is an intensification "that Negro citizens of Memgroes may sit wherever they their voting privileges, had fellowship or corporation. This
of the current picketing of Main phis could and should help in
please. Contrary to this, an ad- been planned by the Baptist fellowship pools the money be
Street stores which includes this fight for freedom in the
vertisement that appeared in group in an effort to help-them- purchase the land, modern
Goldsmith's, Levy's, B r ye, following ways:
several newspapers stated thus: help themselves.
others.
and
Lowenstein's
1. "Don't cross the NAACP
farm equipment and the necesFOUR SHOWS FOR NEGROES The site on which the tent. sary things to make farming
In a resolution, passed at a picket lines on Main Street
—NEXT MON. (10-2-8 p.m.)
recent branch meeting of the 2. -Don't order by telephone
dwellers are to move is a veri- possible.
Tues. (10 a.m. only).
NAACP it was stated "Be it from Main Street stores.
table paradise compared to The money is used to purfurther resolved that in order 3. "Join the NAACP and urge
Another point we wish to the indignity of their former chase large tracts of land that
bring up is the allowing of homes. It is 30 minutes driving may be used by many families
to help speed the day when everyone you know to join.
Shrine Circus tickets to be sold time from Tent City to the In a group or may be sold to
the brotherhood for which Christ 4. "Join the picket lines and
in the city schools; whereas
(lied becomes a living reality in walk for freedom.
individual farmers. 2) To purBaptist head, while the NAACP is prohibited, whol- Freedom Farm.
our time, the Negro community 5. "Support the programs of ON THEIR WAY to (be Hy of Fayette County's fam- Jackson,
chase the most modern equipACRES
404
Memof
Williams
A.
J.
Rev.
Here,
Mr.
City."
"Tent
recently
ed
Farm"
"Freedom
ly, from selling harmless MR.
will practice self-denial during the NAACP, and urge your
ment for cultivation of farms.
expected
be
are
to
Families
Farm
The
on.
looks
phis
Anderson,
L.
the
E.
Mrs.
National
and
the
by
purchased
AND MISS NAACP contest
this Lenten Season:
friends to do likewise," said
spread out on the 404 acre plot 3) For agricultural experts who
Inc., are first applicants for the Farm plans a gala opening March votes.
Convention,
Baptist
Nabrit.
PRACTICE SELF-DENIAL
on which two lakes rest. En- will help the people and, 4)
Andersons, former lam- are signed up by Dr. .I. H. 22. (Withers photo)
CORONATION BALL
I. By not purchasing any items "Wear Old Clothes for Easter, the
is expected for the For managers and leaders to
tertainment
Is
remember
The
to
date
of clothing from this the 26th and refuse to patronize Main'
move by the Baptist Conven- aid the people in going for24;
date
March
the
brings
that
day of February, 1961 until Street stores, which are monuward in such a way that the
to a close the Mr. and Miss tion Choir, directed by Mem- best possible crops can be
ments to segregation and disafter Easter Sunday and
phis' Rev. W. Herbert BrewThe
is
NAACP
contest.
place
realized.
2 . By wearing old clothing crimination, a vital blow can
LeMoyne Commons. The admis- ster.
with dignity rather than new be stuck to eliminate the stigma
The plan then delves into the
farm-aid
the
for
plan
the
In
sion
on
only.
is
(All
invitation
of segregation and second-class
clothes in shame."
creation of a market for the
the
to
program
presented
members
requested
pick
are
to
Dr. V. A. Smith, Jr., vice- citizenship," he explained.
up their invitations from Miss Board of Directors of the Con- crops after they are raised.
president of the NAACP also All citizens are urged to join A new church contest Is opMargaret Abernathy. She may vention by Dr. J. H. Jackson, The pastors and state convenNew
the
in
ening
week
next
emphasized that" this spirit of the "Don't Shop For Easter
be
reached at
president. said the farm plan tions of the Baptists groups and
6-0339.)
conDefender.
The
Tri-State
self-denial should be continued Campaign" and help make
are:
The
Betty
contestants
Is
designed to help create as other individuals would be an
"Fathe
test
around
centers
after Easter and until the mer- democracy real in Memphis.
The body of B. Carroll Reece, Mr. Reece was first elected Sanders and Lawrence Haley well as to consume values. "Itiintegral part of this phase. A
vorite "Churchwoman" a n d
U.S. representative of Tennes. to Congress 41 years ago. In
4.•
Washington school dis- Is our belief that the "Good reasonable profit is expected
valuable prizes will be given see, was lowered into a grave 1946 he resigned from his post from
trict; Velma Rimmer and Ches- Earth" must Isa used construc- from this venture, says Dr.
away to the churchwoman getat Monte Vista cemetery at 2 to accept the national chairtively to help Negroes as well Jackson, but the primary purting the most votes.
(Wednesday) fol- manship of the GOP party.
(See LETTER Page 2)
as other Americans to solve the pose Is to help the people as
Coupons will appear in next P•m• Today
lowing rites at St. John's Epis- Four years later he was re
week's Defender
problems of unemployment, a whole to live a more wholeworth 20
East
copal church in his hometown, elected to Congress from
votes for the woman in YOUR
and democracy. We some economic life on the farm
freedom
Johnson City, Tenn. Memorial Tennessee. In 1948 he WAS dechurch who you deem moat
must do more than condemn an and to help remove the tensions
KeEstes
the
in
Senator
held
by
House
were
ffeated
services
unjust and cruel landlord. We both in the state and in the
A BRAVE James Williams of as they smash still after still worthy of praise.
in Washington, D.C. at noon
in a bid for the senate.!
Everyone knows of some per- Monday. A fellow Tennessean, fauver
. re- nation.
must assume some .
500 Pontotoc said last week!in their quest to rid Shelby
of great wealth, he
As to the Federal Governsponsibilities of a landlord."
that he grabbed a hit and runi county of illegal whisky mak- son, likely a woman, in their Howard Baker, a House mem- A man
ment, loans will be expected.
TO PURCHASE LAND
driver—and faced a knife for ers. Another still was raided church who has worked tire- ber conducted the ceremony. was a banker, had been an
As to the structure of t h e Dr. Jackson said that what has
his troubles. Williams said in and put out of commission last lessly for the betterment of
instructor in college and a
the church. She may be a
The 71-year-old congressman
farm - aid program it provides happened in Tennessee can be
Traffic Court that he nabbed week.
a newspaper. Durof
publisher
member of the usher board, died of lung cancer and pneufor producers clubs. There is spread throughout the nation.
Irvin Brown, 598 S. Lauderdale
MEMPHIS Negroes apparent- the minister's wife or a faith- monia last Sunday in the Naval ing World War I he received
after Brown had run a red
ly love the city because they ful worker who goes to the Hospital at Bethesda, Md., distinguished citations from
light and hit another car.
(Second In A Series)
Brown was fined a total of 93 are really filling it up. Latest limit of her ability when she's after being hospitalized there the I.J.S. War department as
census report that Negroes called upon. Be sure and get since March 9.
dollars in court.
well as from the French govWhen Bishop Sherrod JohnSHERIFF'S deputies, newly make up 37 per cent of the next week's Tri-State Defender He was considered a "con- ernment for "valor."
for more on this exciting con.
son was pronounced dead far
powerful
Installed in a marked replete
Memphistoal
population of test for that deserving woman. servative" of the
House Rules Committee. His Among survivors are his from his favored flock in the
in their shiny new uniforms
created a vacancy which wife, Mrs. Louise Reece, a United States, the members
are taking nothing for granted
(See RECORD Page 2)
ta111111111111111111111111111111111111111011111111111I111111111 death
calls for a special election. daughter, Mrs. Nlarthens II of throughout the nation reportedly took the news unflinchingly,
The law requires the governor
Chase. Md., three grand- without emotion. "We 3re not
of the state to fill the seat Chevy
seven
and
sisters
two
children,
given to emotional outbursts,"
within 40 days by a special
one of his followers was quot- Lafayette Rene Seymour cf permits a student who is combrothers.
election.
974 H McDowell at., Memphis mitted to the parish ministry
ed.
undue has been awarded a protestant as a vocational goal to study
emotions,
Undue
pleasures and giving vent to fellowship program award. Mr. at the college or seminary of
the sensory nerves were con- Seymour is presently attending his choice.
The announcement of the
M the Fisk university as a graduate
allowed
ditions not
Church of the Lord Jesus Christ student in the field of sociolo- 1961-62 Class of Fellows was
He
a
gy
is
anthropology.
made by President Nathan M.
of the Apostolic Faith. Followers are not allowed the "lux- graduate of Booker T. Wash- Pusey of Harvard university,
high
and
ington
school
Arkanchairman of the Fund granting
Edna Ann Maple, a senior at Students in American Colleges ury" of smoking, drinking, usthe fellowships.
LeMoyne college and daughter and Universities.
ing cosmetics, going to the sas State university.
Mr. Seymour is planning to
of Mr. and Mrs. Marshall Ma- Under the terms of the fel- movies or even listening to the This fellowship is given as
ple, 1104 Louisville ave., has lowship, Miss Maple will be radio unless his was the pro- one of 25 granted to outstand- study at Harvard University's
BY BURLEIGH HINES, JR.
ing Negro students in the School of Divinity, Cambridge,
been awarded a joint Southern able to attend summer school gram being heard.
apIs there a future for all Negro businesses? Before you scream that there Education FoundatIon-Woodrow in 1961 as well as graduate It was, ironically, this strict United States and Canada. It Mass. The fellowship is1961.
Wilson fellowship, it was an- school in the regular academic doctrine, plus his commanding is a one year fellowship which plicable beginning Sept.
will always be a place in the business world for all-Negro businesses, let me nounced this week by Dr. Holmanner of preaching that gainyear of 1961-62.
caution you on the changing tide of human events. Perhaps the chief argument lis F. Price, president of the The Southern
Education ed him thousands of folkwers
a housefor the eternal life of All-Negro businesses is the influx of segregation. Segre- college.
Foundation's contribution to and made his name
hold word in religious circles.
English
an
is
Maple
Miss
cost
cover
will
fellowship
the
gation demands separateness and, it would seem, this separateness would
major with a minor in educa- of room, board, tuition and Since he first made a go at
teed to leave in open door to
tion. She is one of nine Le- fees for a full summer session the ministerial field more than
the Negro in business to serve bank and they settle back and,following goals:
Moyne students named this at an institution to be selected 40 years ago he showed the
his own. For there will always
country that he was truly a refeel content. Ottrers look out furl I. BHS has founded on a year to Who's Who Among by Miss Maple.
Als+414.4041440•••••••••••••••••••••••
be segregation, some contend,
markable man. He was orator,
manufactura
sevfoundation
from
solid
choose
may
She
with
additionall
future
musician.
no matter how many Supreme their
builder,
Sorry, readers and entrants, 2. What is the Ursa Major?
businessman,
ing concern making the type
eral schools for the summer
Court rulings are in favor of the training in their field of en- of choir robes, pulpit and
but the last quiz proved too 3. Who in the Bible is called
study, including University of
is
2)
This
Page
preparedness
deavor.
(Ste JOHNSON
protection of civil rights. There.
tough pushing the Jackpot up the weeping prophet?
academic gowns their cusKentucky. University of Oklawill
fore, there
always be and ambition.
to the astronomical height of 4. If Easter time is the Season
Peabody College
— Here In Memwant
tomers
George
homa.
adamant Negoes who insist that PREPARE FOR FUTURE
20 dollars.
of the resurrection, then Lent is
phis.
Teachers. North Carolina
for
a "white man can't see or tell BHS Tailors, Inc. is preparing
? (one
University of Texas,
Most of the Tri-State Defen- the season of
College,
a
established
has
BHS
2.
corn
This
for a stable future
me anything."
the
5
der entrants seemed to breeze word
University of Arkansas, Unitailoring
department,
complete
and
many
But the question, is there a pany has astounaml
through the first four questions,
versity of Florida and UniveriFor
year ending Deconstructing men, women and
future for all-Negro businesses?' refuted the scotfs of skeptics children's garments.
though some were stumped by cember 31, 1954, what religious
sity of Tennessee.
dehad
outset
the
cannot be answered. Nc: by me who from
Wilson Fellowto
on
Woodrow
martyr,
falter
first
The
the
(or church) body In the United
tailored
The future of any business is termined that BUS, a company a. It has brought
ship may be held at any gradquestion number 5, concerning States had the largest meinWomen's Suits down
The Bluff City and Shelby the medium of exchange that bership? Give the total memcontained in the preparedness, WITHOUT CAPITAL, would last Men and
United
the
in
school
uate
educa- to everyone's pocket. *59.00
having a
the abilities, the ambitions or but one year. The trio's
States or Canada, but Miss County Councils are
of the 50 United bership figure within 600.
Owen col- names 48
experience, complete — HERE IN MEMtraining,
heights to which a ousiness at- tion,
Maple has been urged to con- workshop at S. A
States.
Correct answers to these
10
25,
to
trying
PHLS.
March
not
prices,
Saturday,
reasonable
lege
tains or wants to attain, and
tinue at the university she
Remember, you can enter questions will be found on page
by overcharging, 3. BHS has provided —
training. a.m. Discussions on the various
a hundred other tangibles Oh, get rich
summer
for
chooses
organi- more times than once, just be 14 of next week's Tri-State Deservice, has HERE IN MEMPHIS — a
Under the Woodrow Wilson civic clubs and school
I know the economists will also prompt and exact
a fender. Good luck! Now turn
sure your entry biank is
atmosphere in much needed choir robe and
Maple will re- zations such as the PTA will
Miss
Fellowship,
say "capital" and I oelieva it set the perfect
reasonable facsimile of the en- to page 14 of this issue to find
has grown academic gown service, en
allowance of be held. All officers of clubs
living
a
ceive
is vitally important also. But which this business
14.
page
on
last week's correct answers,
to be try blank found
Wing the consumer to save
what is capital if you don't know and will grow.
$1,500 plus tuition and fees. are especially urged
cost without
Mae Now here are this week's ques- Fill out coupon and mail or
BHS, headx1 by Berkley money on overall
At LeMoyne. she also is present. Mrs. Jolumle
what to do with it?
president, tions.
bring coupon to the Tri-State
and paying postage.
president of the Honor Society. Peters, 10A District
Some Negroes in businesses Buckles, Albert J. Henry
depart238 S. Wellington,
new
Defender,
light
workfaster,
the
travels
has
of
charge
BITS
Which
in
I.
4.
be
will
achievhas
Small,
and
She has three brothers
don't care about their future, Leonard J.
Memphis. Tenn.
sound?
or
shop
sisters.
EDNA ANN MAPLE
two
knowhow, the
(See NEGRO Page 2)
They get a little money in the ed, because of its

The Memphis Branch of the NAACP has announced plans for a city-wide campaign to discourage
the traditional trek to Main Street to purchase new
Easter outfits. Rev.. H. C. Nabrit, chairman of the
Freedom Committee, under the auspices of the
NAACP set the mood for the
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FREEMAN
COVE

SUMMER BIBLE CAMP will
be erected on a 10-lot site.
;purchased by Rev. J. T.
.Freeman at Carver Point
Lake Estates, the first state
park in Mississippi for Negroes. Rev. Freeman, named
the site "Freeman Cove." In
the above photo, he (second
from right) is looking o‘er
the blueprint of the site with
Mrs. Ann Gilmore, a representative of the Mid.Contihent Land Investment corpor.
!atlon,
here in
Memphis,
'which is selling and develop)ng the 700 lots in Carver
Point. To the left of Rev.
l'reeman are, Rev. C. C.
'Coleman, pastor of New Hope
— -

Baptist church in Granada,
Miss., the nearest town to
Carver Point; and Rev. Famous McElhaney, pastor of
Baptist
Morning Star
the
church in Gulfport, Miss.,
who attended school with
Rev. Freeman. Rev. Freeman, pastor of Southside
Baptist church in Memphis.
said "A summer Bible camp
the
will be established on
site in Carver Point, the
largest number of lots, to
date, purchased by a single
Individual." Also being developed at the resort are a

300-foot-front sandy beach
and a parking lot to accom.
automobiles;
200
modate
a boat-dock facilities
and
are being renovated. The
first house is expected to be
constructed in a few weeks
according to the Mid.ContiDent I.and Investment company. Also a gravel road is
expected to be constructed.
It is said a good spot for
fishing, is nearby. It is re.
ported that a number of
Memphis leaders have already purchased a lot at the
site.

I

George W. Lee, manager of
Atlanta Life Insurance Company's Memphis office and
longtime political associate ot
Rep. B.' Carroll Reece had this
to say on hearing about his
death:
"The loss of Congressman
Reece was more than death .
it was robbery by time of its
noblest aspect. I have lost my
political meteor. He fought a
lifetime of ceaseless struggles
and built his fortunes in hearts
of men . . . both white and
black. He was a study in the
achievement of character, and
like a tree planted by the rivers of waters, he was unmoved
by the ceremonies of human
judgment. He achieved national leadership despite his southern extraction.
''Mr. Reece was of the common run. He stepped from the
dust of the day's long road to
one of the highest pinnacles of
earthy grandeur and renown.
"As a statesman, amid the
greatest minds in Congress he
blazed like a torch among
tapers. As a friend of mine he
knew no section, race or re-'
ligion. The eternal God was his
refuge and overall was Hisi
everlasting arms. Ile wrote his
name where few have seldom
been traced. And his mourners
are thick as grease."
PATRIOT'S JOB
BOSTON — Paul Revere,
famed American patriot, was I
a gold and silversmith as well
as an engraver of early renown
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GOLDEN MARK — Mr. and
Mrs. Johnnie Jones of 238
Dixie rd. celebrated their
Fiftieth wedding anniversary
recently at their home. Hon-

ored guests at the site were
Rev. and Mrs. 0. D. White.
Mr. and Mrs. Jones are mem•
bers of Riverside Missionary
Baptist church, 248 W. Mitchell rd. Mr. Jones serves

Angola Under Negro
Martial Law

on the Deacon board and Mrs.
Jones is very active on the
Mother's board. The table was
overlaid with beautiful patterned decorations of irish
linen, trinimed with gold 1.4-

ters, topped off by a bug*
anniversary cake. Over 50
guests enjoyed the setting.
Hostess was Mrs. Thelma
Clarke and Mrs. Vernice Red.
ditt. (Photo by Joe Clark)
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(Continued From Page 1)
(Continued From Page 1)
ter Moore from Carver school
aside from being a "prophet" district; Lois Deberry and Mae
and "messenger of the Lord." Lawrence Moore from Hamilton
Yet, despite all of these things school district; Mary Lee JonLISBON, Portugal — (UPI)
backed up by the tremendous es and Samuel James from
—Portugal has placed sections
who Manassas school district; Dorfollowers
faith of his
of northern Angola under marthought that he was "eernal" is Ingram and Edward Harris
tial law and poured more reinBishop Johnson was laid to rest from Father Bertrand school
forcements into the African
last week in a cemetery out- district; Walter London and
colony to forestall further atside of Philadelphia.
Joyce Glason from Melrose
tacks by machete-wielding naHis voice still lives, however, school district. We ask every.
lice marauders.
as his taped recordings will con- body to support the students,
A communique issued by the
tinue to be aired over the va- especially in his or her districts.
Some $200,000 in salary sup- United States. Dr. H. Ralph end day African Methodism."
governor-general's office in the
rious radio stations throughout The Youth Council President,
plement will be paid to nearly Jackson, Director of the 1 1-2 In addition to the members Angola capital of Luanda said
the country. Ever creating the David Moore, asks that par1.000 ministers of the African million dollar fund made the of the Commission attending that "the full national military 'FIRST-IN
sit-ins, illusion that the Bishop "is still ents, students and teachers rebeen
, Methodist Episcopal Church in announcement today to the were 12 Bishops, four general potential would be put at the There have
frain from attending the Shrine
many alive."
April, from the Minimum Sal- I meeting of the "Commission officers and over 30 ministers disposal of the province to en- stand-ins, pray-ins, and
other Ins., so nobly led by self- It has been speculated that Circus, and if possible ask your
ary Department here, 434 on Minimum" Salary closing a representing 30 states.
sure capture of the terrorists."
sacrificing men and women, tint perhaps Bishop Johnson had no children, relatives, friends and
Lucy Avenue. The church has two day session at the depart
Marauders struck last week.
now we also have BHS, a big right to die. From purely a pupils to refrain from attend1,200,000 members in t h e ment headquarters.
cutting across the upper half of
"First In" actual manufactur- medical standpoint, Bishop John- ing the circus.
Ministers eligible for salary
the province on the Congo borson would have no part of a
But for those parents who
ing.
supplements ranging from $400
der and killing at least 70 perdoctor's care. Although finally would like for their children to
The Philosophy of BHS Custo $1200 per year will receive
sons.
felled by a chronic heart con- grow up to be big, strong, "Un(continued From Page 1)
tom Tailors is a simple one —
their first quarter payments by
dition aggravated by hyperten- cle Toms" and to respect the
because
us
trade
with
not
"DO
April 10. Eligibility is based 497,524. Memphis has 184,230
Justice Department would file we are Negroes. If we cannot sion, Bishop Johnson failed to "white superiority policies,"
upon scholastic training, ten- Negroes plus. This represents a civil rights suits against state
heed medical advice or even the Shrine Circus is just for
ure and productivity and does growth over the last census of and local officials if they didn't give you reasonable prices;' seek it. This was another of you.
efficient,
prompt,
goods;
quality
not include pensioners or mm- 37,089.
The next meeting will be at
heed the warning of dropping and courteous service, then we his doctrines, albeit tempered
isters serving missions with
NEGROES in Memphis were discriminatory practices. Many have no place in business." through his followers. He grant- Mt. Olive, 4 p.m. April 5,
248 Vance—JA 7-9320
outside personal financial sup- interested in the recent state- Memphis Negroes feel that Mr.!
ed to those who wanted medical
BHS OPEN LETTER TO
port.
aid his approval, even though
Memphis, Tennessee
ments made by Atty. Gen. Kennedy will "get tough," if
CUSTOMERS
OUR
he shurned it.
Dr. Jackson stated to the Robert Kennedy, who said the necessary.
Customers:
Dear
had
that
Doctors believe
Commission that this new promanTailors,
Custom
BHS
Bishop Sherrod Johnson sought
gram of aiding ministers is
pulpit and academof
ufacturers
help for his heart condition in
designed to give in-service
Starts FRIDAY!
ic gowns, choir robes, men and time he would have been alive
support that will enable minisgarments, wish to
women's
ters to increase their efficiency,
ONE BIG WEEK! thank you for your continued today. But this was characterisCALL
tic of the man. Tough ever
giving greater service in &vetpatronage, faith, and trust. We going forward and relying on
FIRST MEMPHIS RUN!
"loping new parishes and smallyou to
welcome
always
as
only his own convictions. (Picparishes.
non-productive
er
Come In — Call In — Walk In ture on page 2)
the AME Church is the first
— Spend In. Many choirs, sing- - NEXT WEEK: Bishop JohnCAB CO.
Negro denomination to offer
ing groups, individuals, min- son's marriage and the reason
such a plan to its ministry,
isters, and others have increas- for his wife leaving the church
Dr. Robert W. Mance, of
DR. J. M. ELLISON
ed their trading with us, and only to return when he died.
Washington, D. C., AME fiWEST MEMPHIS, ARK.
it will be possible that you,
Mail In Your News
•••••••••••'nancial secretary turned over
your son, daughter, aunt, uncle,
•SPENCER CORSETIERE•
On Duty 24 Hours
Stories To The
grandfather or grandmother will
at the meeting, $37,000, repre•Mrs. Emma R. Green •
have a job opened in our facsenting interest accrued durReliable, Courteous
St.
782
David
them
or
you
of
tory for some
ing the period from May 1956 to
•
The story of
Phone FA 4-2525
Drivers
in the future.
•
• March 31, 1961, on funds conDURHAM
the
governor's
_Registered Spencer Corsetiete. tributed by the church amountIt is not necessary to buy
•
Individual Designer
daughter...
when you visit us; just come STEEL FOLDING
ing to 1 1-2 million dollars, to
CHAIRS
•Spencer Foundation & Bra • begin the supplement operaher Creole
and see what we are doing. If
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Here are the answers to last (Junior Quiz Book by March)
4. Who was the first Christian
week's quiz.
1. In what century were pins Martyr? A. St. Stephen (Bible,
invented? A. 14th Century (En- St. James version).
Proprietor
Henry Reed
5. The names of 48 of the
cyclopedia)
Service
Broke
Repairs
Auto
termer P &ewe Preeadlone, Mr mast. A neenoSeape Pietro
2. What is the Koran? A. The 50 United States can be found
Body & Fender Work
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Al! Work Guaranteed
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ment, "graduation caps and
gowns," which is designed to
create jobs for ..ome OF our
RIGHT
children.
school
HERE IN MEMPHIS.
5. Buckles — Henry — Small
has established this manufacturing concern, creating employment which will embrace
representation from the entire working public including
youths, young adults, physical
handicaps and older adults.
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Aid Comes To Hard
DOWN FRONT' Pressed Farmers
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An additional $85 million has 10 to 15 calves from their AnA MEMBER OF ALPHA invitations we have ever seen. been made available for hous- gus herd, and get a yield of
cotton per
GAMMA CHI sorority went to On the invitation we received is ing and operating loans to hard 750 pounds of lint
instead of the 400 they
the Vivian Kelly Costume Shop, the picture of a white orchard pressed farm families, Secre- acre
harvesting before they
2097 Madison ave. last week to on a lavender background, em- tary of Agriculture Orville L. were
and ininquire about renting some bellished with white lace. The Freeman announced recently. had money for fertilizer
"Roaring 20's" costumes. A invitation, in keeping with the Of this amount, $50 million is secticides.
woman attendant in the shop event, is the Orchid Ball. set set aside for farm housing, and Their peanut yield is up, their
pastures are green year-round,
snarled "we don't rent to color- for Currie's club on March 31. the remaining $35 million for
two tractors and a peanut picked folks," while looking very CAN-HEAT, produced mostly eqipment, seed, fertilizer, tracto heat a chaffing dish, is most tor fuel, livestock purchases, er stand under the shed, and
indignant.
their home was recently re.
MISS ANN CRAWFORD and popular as a drink among a cer- fencing, feed .and other farm
modeled.
Miss Lurline McEwen, both tain group of our populace. and home operating needs. The
secretaries at the local NAACP There are several drug and loans will be made through the "We have seven children,"
office on S. Wellington St. have Sundry stores around town do- 1,450 county offices of USDA's says Mr. Nelson, "and we plan
found a nickname for Mr. L. C. ing a landslide business in the Farmers Home Administration. to send all of them to college
Bates of Little Rock, who is sale of Can-Heat. The stuff can Money will come from funds who want to go." There's a
working out of the local NAACP be deadly but the boys and girls already appropriated by t h e broad smile on his face. A loan
critical
office. When they were asked in the wino-gang are taking Congress for fiscal 1961. The and some advice at a
the difference.
about the nickname, they simp- their chances by straining the additional allotments made time have made
ly replied with giggles. Out with small content of alcohol out and available by Secretary Freemixing it with a soft-drink. We man will raise total housing
the name girls.
the year to $90
STANLEY TATE, national will be looking deeper into this loan funds for
loan
advertisement
representative matter. It could become a wide- million, and operating
Nearly
Ak for the Chicago Daily Defender spread fad for those who want funds to $232 million.
all of the previously allotted
cheap drink.
mil Newspaper of which the Tri a HOSEA
of California was in money is exhausted.
State Defender is one in the
SAVES FARMS
chain, was in town last week town visiting friends.
schooling our Ad men in the BRYANT T. WILLIAMS, the In making the announcement
'Tate" technique of obtaining first Negro bail bond agent in of the $85 million, Secretary
good accounts. We must hand Memphis, is now working with Freeman said. "To the extent
it to him, be is one of the best. a downtown company. No longer that farm loan policies and
MISS AURELIA RODMAN is he associated with the 'Bond- available funds can prevent it, Initial plans are in the inakno qualified family farmer will ing at St. John Baptist church
really has "drive." After com- ing Agency on Vance Ave.
be required to give up farming on Vance as women take the
pleting a day's work at Univerbecause of his inability to fin- lead in the preparation of its
sal Life Insurance ,company
Annual Women's Day,
Sunance his 1961 operations."
she "drives" to Arnold and
Since 1954, a total of 847,000 day, March 26. Mrs. Georgia
Associates and start on her
farm operators have left agri- V. Harvey, a dynamic Chris"part-time" job. This takes a
culture. Of these nearly 168,000 tian orator and educator will
lot of "drive" for any girl to
be the Guest Speaker at 3 p.m.
were colored farmers.
keep up day in and day out.
How a loan can make the dif- Under the leadership of Mrs.
WE EXPRESS Sympathy to
ference for hard pressed farm- Beulah Williams, general chairMrs. Alice Morgan. Her husers is illustrated in the achieve- man, the women have begun
band, Mr. B. Modis Morgan,
ment of Mr. and Mrs. Plezy their activities for the month.
owner and operator of Morgan's
Nelson of Leslie, Ga., who Various committees appointed
Grill at Peoples Roard and Horn
within the past five years, have are: Mrs. Bertha Estes, coLake Road, was buried recentrisen from near failure to a chairman; Mrs. Bertha Conly. We wish for her success in
high level of prosperity.
ard, secretary; Mrs. Elizacontinuing the business estabIn 1955 when Mr. and Mrs. beth Bradshaw, assistant sec•
lishment her husband started.
Nelson applied to Farmers retary; Mrs. Edith Cotton,
MRS. LOUISE WILLIAMS,
Home for a loan to buy 75 chairman-finance; Mrs. Lillie
one of our favorite waitresses
acres to piece out their small Q. Harris, co-chairman; Mrs
at the Harlem Hous restaurant
farm Into a family-size unit, Inez
Morris,
chairman-proon Fourth at., underwent an op"their backs were against the gram; Miss Corilla Gray, co.
REUBEN WASHINGTON
eration at E. H. Crump hospital
wall," says Farmers Hoirie chairman; Miss Garrie Gossett
last week. We wish for her a
Loan Specialist Josephus John- Miss Mary Boyd, chairmanspeedy recovery. After all, we
son of Fort Valley State Col- speaker's
committee;
Mrs.
must have somebody to listen
lege.
Frances Estes, co-chairman
to our complaints while having
Mrs. Katherine Fields;
BORROWED PAYMENT
coffee.
The young couple had bor- Mrs. Essie Fizer, chairman,
WHICH WILL IT BE ....
rowed the down payment for a decoration; Mrs. J. W. Scott,
John Edward Jordan, Jr., or
50-acre rundown farm in 1949. co-chairman Mrs. Cecil Hayes,
Michael Jordan? Dr. and Mrs.
Year by year, they went deep- chairman
Mrs.
reception;
John E. Jordan, who recently
er into debt as yields and prices Leatha Ann Sims, co-chairman
became parents of a son, had
slipped. They needed more Mrs. Bettie Dotson, chairmannot named the little fellow earliland, and money for fertilizer, evangelistic; Mrs. Katie Power this week. He is now more
Alaurer, general mana- pasture development, and live- ell, co-chairman Mrs. Fannie
than two weeks old. The hitch Jack
Palmer, chairman-dinner; Mrs
ger
of
Radio Station WLOK stock purchases.
seems to be that Father Jordan
has just announced that Reuben Farmers Home officials took Nevada Jones, co-chairman
wants the son named after him,
Mrs. Josie Cobb, chairmanWashington has been made a a look. The family was hard
but Mother Jordan wants the
member of WLOK's Sales Staff. working and enterprising. "All music; Miss Esther Pulliam.
the
son named Michael. In
This is the first time in the they needed was half a chance," co-chairman; Mrs. Ethel Lowe,
meantime he is just Baby Jorhistory of the "OK Radio says Mr. Johnson, "and Farm- chalrman-ushers; Mrs. Pearl
dan.
Overton, co-chairman; Mrs,
group" that a Negro has been ers Home gave them that."
RUTH HEWLETT, a waitress
made a member of the sales It made them a loan to buy Amelia Whitelow, chairmanat one of our favorite eateries,
staff.
the 75 acres they wanted, de- invitations; Mrs. Xania Strong,
can actually laugh. This we disWashington is a native of velop pastures, and, make a co-chairman; Mrs. Carrie M.
covered! She was talking about
chairman-publicity;
Memphis. He attended Booker start toward adding livestock Scot t,
an article which appeared in
Patterson.
T. Washington. He resides at to supplement their income Mrs. Donzaleigh
his column. She found the ar929 E. South 4th Street with his from cotton and peanuts. Along co-chairman; Miss Irma Clanticle so amusing until she said. wife Vera and seven children. with the loan went profession- ton.
ah! ah! I am glad my name
Captains have been selected
Maurer said that he expects al advice in management and
hasn't appeared in that column. Mr. Washington to be one of production where needed.
to help attain the financial
She said. Now we said ah! ah! the best Radio Salesmen in
Now the Nelsons raise nearly goal. Rev. A. McEwen WilMiss Hewlett.
150 meat-type hogs a year, sell liams, pastor.
the Memphis area.
HOME DURING SPRING
BREAK from college class rou.
tine were Calvin Davis and Leroy Sumter, both students at A
& N college in Pine Bluff,
Ark. Both are members of the
college band and have done a
lot of traveling since they enrolled last September. They are
among the "swingest."
Two Negro 4-H Club mem. 4-H winner in any of the severRUMORS ARE GETTING
bers — Gloria Edwards, Chi- al 4-H awards programs as set
ink LOUDER about the Memphis
cot county and Raymond Grif- up by the Arkansas AgriculturChapter of the NAACP appointFuneral services were held fin, Phillips county — have al Extension Service and who
ing a full-time, salaried, execuMarch 12 at the Union Baptist been awarded $200 freshman will be a freshman at Arkantive secretary to man its busy
church, for Sandy Neely of 211 scholarships to Arkansas AM sas AM&N College in Pine Bluff
office on S. Wellington at. This
Tuley. Mr. Neely was a long & N College for the fall semes- in September is eligible for the
will be a new position for the loaward.
time member in good standing ter this year.
cal chapter. Name most often
church and Chris- The scholarships to be award
of
the
Union
mentioned as the likely appointian husband to Mrs. Amanda ed annually, are provided by
tee is Lawrence Wade. The anNeely, to whom he had been the Arkansas Electric Cooperanouncement is expected within
married for over 35 years.
tives.
the next two weeks. Wade
Scripture was read by Rev. Gloria Edwards, who is a
"ain't saying a word about it."
Rev
member of the Lake Village
A. Suggs, eulogy was by
CHARLIE DAVIS, a MemJ. W. West, pastor of the Senior Community 4-H Club,
phian who is assistant circulahas completed eight years of
church.
tion manager for Ebony maga..Taking part in the ceremon- club work. During these eight
the
West
zine came in from
ies were the church choir, Bro. years she has served in many
Coast last week. We noticed he
Lee Smith, Mrs. Lillian Jones, capacities in Junior and Senwas being entertained at lunch
Mrs. Malinda T. Jones, Bro. Abe ior 4-H Clubs, plus County
by Lawrence Wade and Johnny
Williams, Madam Willie P. Council, school, church, and The annual Founder's Day
don't
know
who
Arnold. We
Gley, Mrs. Isabel] Adams, Sis. NHA organizations. She was Program at Albany State colpicked up the tab.
Cora Lee, the Faithful Soft elected vice - president of the lege will be in Caroline Hall
WE ARE VERY SORRY to
Singers, Bro. M. A. Young State 4-H Council in 1959; won Sunday, April 9 at 3 p. m.
hear that Mrs. Dorothy Montmany county and state honors Miller A. Johnson, adminisand Mrs. Dorothy Johnson.
gomery was not feeling very
Active Pallbearers the Mt. in 4-H method demonstrations trator of the Florida A & M
well last week. We wish for
Moriah Deacon Board a n d and activities and was selected University hospital, will be the
you a speedy recovery.
honorary pallbearers, t h e state champion in leadership featured speaker.
A REPORT ON A NEWSMAN
for 1960. She is a graduate of
gah says that L. 0. Swingler simp- Union Baptist Deacon Board.
Ceremonies at the tomb of
Interment was at National Central High School in Lake Dr. Joseph W. Holley will imly cannot get the printer's ink
Village and is a freshman at
cemetery.
R.
S.
Lewis
and
mediately follow the program.
out of his veins. Ile is back
AM&N College, her major is
Sons Service were in charge.
Leviticus Roberts, president of
with the Herald-Times.
math. Her parents are Mr. and
Albany State Student GovCHARLIE FIELDS is being
Mrs. Rufus Sanders of Lake the
ernment, and Ethel Hardeman,
considered for a position with
Village.
Albany State College, will
the Johnson Publications of ChiRaymond Griffin, jr. is a Miss
the wreath on the grave.
cago. Recently he was a salesmember of the Lake View 4-H place
Johnson is a graduate of the
man for a local Buick distribuClub in Phillips county and was
Normal Elementary and
tor.
the 1960 state winner in cotton. Albany
School, and received his
BENNY TATE appeared to
lie has been a club member High
Degree from Allen Univerhave been the most popular
eight years and completed B. A.
bachelor at,the Gersoppa Duke's
eight projects last year. He sity. He has taught in the pubof Columbia, S. C.,
spring dance last Friday night
has also been a state winner lic schools
at Currie's Tropicana club. How
in field crops and poultry and and served in the United States
lucky can same guys be?
has been very active in school, Army for 3,12 years.
MISS MIA LAWS has that
church, and county activities He has been a boy scout
new look . . . without excess
and has served as a junior executive and a case worker
poundage. We cannot say how
leader. Raymond is a gradu- in the state of Florida, and is
many pounds she lost because
ate of the Lake View High a member of the Board of Diwe did not know her weight to
School and Is a freshman at rectors of the Florida Conferstart with. With women, that is
AM&N College, majoring in ence of Social Welfare.
secret guarded as securely
math. His parents are Mr. and The speaker is a member of
Mrs Raymond Griffin, an. of Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity,
as their age. Any how she, has
and has served as Chief AdElaine, Ark.
that New Look.
The Negro 4-H Club member ministrator of the University
THE LILTS BRIDGE CLUB
SANDY NEEI.Y
who is, or has been, a county Hospital for several years.
has sent out one of the prettiest

Women Take
Lead At
St. John

KOK Adds
Negro To
Sales Staff

Sandy Neely, Ark. 4-H Members
Buried At
Win Scholarships
National
Founder's
Day April 9
For Albany
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MEMPHIS NEGRO

CITIZENS
Your Help Is Needed
NOW!

At the regular meeting of the Membership of the Memphis
Branch of the NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF COLORED PEOPLE, held at Mount Olive
C.M.E. Church, Memphis Tennessee, at 4 P. M., on Sunda y,
February 26, 1961, the following resolutions were unanimously approved and adopted, to-wit:
WHEREAS, hundreds of students and adults have actively been
engaged in a sit-in movement to r the purpose of attempting to
arouse the conscience of the citi rens of Memphis, Tennessee, to
the end and with the hope that r acial discrimination in all walks
of life be abandoned; and
WHEREAS, for eight months, hu ndreds of students and adults
have been peacefully picketing tl.e downtown areas in protest of
racial discrimination still being practiced by the merchants in
employment, lunch counter seati ng, lounges, nurseries, and restrooms;and
WHEREAS, many Negro citizens in further protest of racial discrimination have refrained from buying in the downtown areas until such time as the barriers of r acial discrimination a re elimmated;
NOW THEREFORE BE IT PESO LVED, that the Negro citizens
renew their determination and c ourage a n d rededicate themselves to the proposition that th ey will remain away from t h e
downtown area until racial discri mination in all its forms is irradicated; and
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, tha t in order to help speed the day
when the Brotherhood for which Christ died becomes a living reality in our time, the Negro comm unity will practice self-denial
during this Lenten Season:

(1.) By not purchasing any items of
clothing from this the 26th day
of February, 1961, until after
Easter Sunday and
(2.) By wearing old clothing with
DIGNITY rather than new clothes
in SHAME; and
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that copies of these resolutions be
circulated through this community.
We certify that this is a true and accurate copy of these resolutions
passed by the Memphis Branch of the NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF COLORED PEOPLE at said place and time stated above.
J. H. TURNER, President, Memphis Blanch NAACP
LORENE THOMAS, Secretory, Memphis Branch NAACP

YOUR HELP Can Accomplish These Things:
1. Job Opportunities According To Ability.
2. Freedom From All Human Indignities.
3. Full Use Of Tax Supported Institutions.
4. Full Use Of Customer Facilities In All Shopping Areas.

YOUR HELP IS NEEDED NOW...
DON'T DELAY

. . JOIN THE NAACP

TODAY

. TOMORROW IS TOO LATE.

WEEK OF MARCH 25-31, Mt
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National Ministers
Meet Set For May5

Nebo Plans
Youth Day
Mount Nebo Baptist church
MACEDONIA BAPTIST
There were four tables rep- 5.55 Vance Ave., has made plans
"Twelve
entitled
one
the
!resenting
seasons. Each
A drama
to observe "Annual Young PeoKeys to God's Resources" will was presided over by one of the ple's Day," announce the chairbe presented at the Macedonia guilds .... The St. Monica, St. man of the event, Mrs. Lillian
Baptist church, Sunday, Mar. Faith, St. Ann and St. Thema- Barnett,
26. It is the second presentation Sa.
Rev. Charles L. Dinkin, presiof the popular play.
Some of the city's most out- dent of Owen college has been
The sponsor of this treat standing talent rendered a
love- engaged to deliver the 11 a. m.
which begins at 7:4.5 p.m. is ly musical to
supplement the af- Sermon. At the 3 p. m, program,
energetic Mrs. Daisy Brown. fair.
the featured speaker is expectMrs. Julia Henderson wrote the
Proceeds from this Annual ted to be Rev. Calvin Mims, pasinteresting drama.
of Castalia Baptist church.
There will be a free-will of- Affair are used to meet some tor
of the charitable and obligatory The day-long celebration is
fering at the door.
Rev. L. D. McGhee is pastor commitments of the Church Wo- expected to climax with a panel
discussion which is entitled
of the Macedonia Baptist church men of Emmanuel.
Rev. Samuel D. Rudder is the "The Need for Religious Eduof 2093 Perry rd.
pastor.
cation in Today's Society."
EMMANUEL EPISCOPAL
Rev. Roy Love is the church's
MRS. GEORGIA V. HARVEY Picturesque indeed was the FIRST BAPTIST CHELSEA
Four Seasons Tea held two Sun- The 16th Annual Tea of the pastor.
days at the Emmanuel Episco- Joyful Circle of First Baptist
COLLEGE ACT
pal church.
Chelsea drew a host of members and friends the past Sun- WASHINGTON — The Morrill
act establishing the land grant
day.
The sanctuary is located at colleges in the United States
was passed by congress in 1882.
500 N. Fourth st.

The Rev. Richard A. Rollins, The Rev. Dr. T. H. Chamchairman of the Division of bers, Minister in the Zion Hill
Religion and Philosophy, and Baptist church, Los Angeles,
director of the L. K,. Williams Calif., will deliver the evening
Wednesday, May
'Come, Lord Jesus (but on tragic thing about this is that Ministers' Institute, Bishop col- message on
and will serve as Co-Chairwhen we smile upon them or lege, Marshall, Tex., announces 4,
Sur terms)"
man of Finances.
Now we come to Palm Sun- give them our approval by say- that plans for the thirty-first
day—a day that goes down in ing nothing this very thing annual session of the Institute To buttress the seminars with
history as Jesus' triumphant haunts them and us later on. and the nineteenth session of informative counsel, the Rev.
entry into Jerusalem. Hordes of Jesus could not afford to do this the Women's Department to be H. Rhett James, Minister in the
people gathered along the way These people like many of us held May 2-5, 1961 are under New Hope Baptist Church, Dallas, Tex.; the Rev. Marvin C.
tearing down Palm branches want Jesus but they wanted way.
The theme for this year's Griffin, Minister in the New
and crying. "Hosanna to the Him on their terms. We welis "The Christian Hope Baptist Church, Waco,
King!" To many this was the come Jesus in our lives but we Institute
Church in Cultural Perspec- Tex., and Mr. L. B. Cash if
greatest event in their lives. want Him to turn His head when tive."
Pittsburg, Tex., will serve es
They were a part of the crowd we do certain things or close
The Institute is nation wide Resource Persons in the semito extend a grand welcome to His ears when we say things.
eminent
together
and brings
nars.
Jesus. They were—in the words Being conscious of His duty to
clergymen, educators, and layof modern terminology giving men now and in the future men to the historic Bishop ColJesus the keys to the city. They Jesus could not afford to do this. lege, for stimulating and probailed Him as King. He was He could not do it then and vocative discussion, for reflectheir king. Nothing was too can not afford to do it now! tion, devotion, and to be stabgreat or too sacrificial to do for Had Jesus turned His head bed awake by the vital issues
upon those money-changers or which confront them in the
Him.
These people were very much upon us today over a period of Christian faith.
like people of our day. Today time we and they would lose This Institute has historic
In the sight of people you can all respect for Him. In like s- gnificance because it will be
be a hero—tomorrow a heal. manner those of us who are the final session to convene on
Mrs. Georgia V. Harvey, a She is a member of PrinceWhat you do today may be high- church members, custodians of the historic eighty year old
ly accepted by the people—to- the moral and spiritual develop- campus in Marshall. Texas. prominent speaker in Memphis ton Chapel AME Zion church,
morrow the same person can do ment of people and the nation Confirmations have already is expected to deliver the Wom- pastored by her father, the Rev.
something and everybody will thwart our own program when been received from some of tho en's Day Address at St. John E. S. Johnson: district director
be against him. The voices that we smile upon that which is nit major participants whose task Baptist Church, Vance Ave. at of Christian education of the
today will yell 'Hosanna' will to- holy. One of the basic criticisms it will be to lift the sights of Orleans St. 3 p.m. Sunday, Mar. West Tennessee and Mississippi The Usher Board of New!
conference; directress of the
morrow cry out, 'Crucify Him." of the church today is that ministers and laymen alike to 26.
Salem Baptist church. 682
challenges Mrs. Harvey attended Wood- choir in her church and member Tillman at., heard an
tremendous
Human nature has not changed many unchurched see us do the
address
keeping
in
one bit since the day of Jesus. things which are not
which confront the Christian stock Training School and Le- of the trustee board. She is mar- by Rev. Lee Wilson, during
Church within the modern socio- Moyne College prior to gradu- ried to George Harvey and they installation service Sunday
As long as you do what the with that we profess.
aftating from Lane College, in have two children.
crowd wants you to do the! Jesus could not have main- cultural context.
ernoon. Rev. Wilson is pastor
crowd is with you but the mod tained His stature as Jesus had The Rev. W. K. Jackson, Min- Jackson, Tenn. She received her The public is invited to at- of Orr Street
Baptist church.
popular ister in the Saint John Baptist master's degree from Tennes- tend the program and the rexnent you go contrary to the He preferred to remain
wishes of the crowd you are among the people. It goes with- Church, Oklahoma City, Okla., see State university; attended ception honoring Mrs. Harvey Installed as president was
out contradiction that we can will address the Institute from the University of Tennessee in Saturday night, March 25 from Foster Taylor; Mrs. Ora Lee
unwanted.
not be popular and eternally the theme "Social Action in Knoxville, for post graduate 7:30 to 9:30 p.m. at the home McKinney, chief usher; and
Herein lies the weakness of
productive too. The demands of Christian Perspective" and will work. She is a member of Al- of Rev. and Mrs. A. McEwen Mrs. Maxie Mayweather, secpopularity. Teeming millions of
these two forces are too far at lead a seminar on CHANGING pha Kappa sorority where she Williams, 840 E. McLemore retary.
people today are bending over
Guests at the program includodds for blending—we can not PERSPECTIVES IN CHURCH served as Basileus for three Ave.
backwards doing that which
be both. Jesus chose rather to ADMINISTRATION.
consecutive years.
Mrs. Beulah Williams is ed representatives from the
pleases the crowd. They want
unpopular in the ' yesight Dr. J. M. Ellison, Chancellor, She is a Teacher of English General Chairman; Mrs. Ber- usher boards of Ora Street
to be popular. The spiritual and be
some people and popular in Virginia Union university, Rich- at Manassas high; guidance tha Estes co-chairman and church, Friendship church, Old
moral demands upon the individ- of
the eyesight of those who have mond, Va., will address the In- counselor and has charge of Rev. A. McEwen Williams is Salem and Pleasant Hill, all
ual play no part in their thinkcome to grips with he real stitute from the theme "Basic student activities.
Baptist churches. Rev. L. A.
pastor.
ing and doing. Only one thing
meanings of life. This has been Ministerial Ethics" and will
Blake is pastor of the host
matters and that is being popusecret of His acceptance lead a seminar on "FOUNDAchurch.
lar. The mission of the individ- the
from His birth until now and TIONS FOR RESPONSIBLE
ual as a moral and spiritual
continue throughout etern- TWENTIETH CENTURY
being is left out of the picture will
ity!
PREACHING.
altogether.
High fashion styling
ENTERED JERUSALEM
superbly tailored
entered
Jerusalem
Jesus
— at an economy price!
amidst the Palm waving and
SHAPIRO-SOUTHERN
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
UNIFORM COMPANY
yelling and was in the whole 1
314 SO MAIN ST
IA 6-3641
sense of the work 'King.' But His
Place Your Order Now
lourney did not stop there. He
For Individuals And Groups
went a little further. There He
saw men using His Father's
CALL, WRITE or WIRE
house as a 'Den of thieves.' His =
TAILORS
CUSTOM
sense of mission could no longer ==
be retained. He took off His ==
•
belt and drove out the money- =
changers who incidentally were
INC.
the big people of the communi- ....-=I
248 Vance Ave.
JA 7-9320
ty. This turned the chain of
things. Ti, them Jesus was supMemphis, Tennessee
misdeeds
their
posed to look at
and smile. After all we were
I
"YOUR Company Makes What You Ask For
I part of the crowd that wel- —
Creates What You Think Ol"
corned you yesterday. To them =' '
; 111111111111111111111111111IIIIIINIIIIIIIIII1111111111111111111111111111111111111171
Jesus was indebted to them. 7
People even today who do small
things for you feel that you are
ever indebted to them and you
are supposed to look upon them l
with special favor.
Had Jesus looked upon these
money-changers with special
favor His mission would have
been thwarted. Whenever we
look upon the wrongdoings of 1
people with favor we lose our,
effectiveness. A teacher who allows a student to cheat, a lawyer who pleads a case that he
knows is guilty already, or a
minister who allows certain people in the congregation to do
'.".•••• •
things without redress only lays
the foundation for rejection later on.
In hours of opportunity many
people would love for someone'
to smile upon them during
periods of breaking from that
which they know is right. 111,!
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Remember how great
cigarettes used to
taste? Luckies still do

St. Stephen
To Celebrate
Men's Day
St. Stephen Baptist church,
508 N. Third at., has made ,
plans to celebrate its Annual
Men's Day Sunday, March 26,
starting at 9:15 A. M. during
Sunday school.
The featured address is expected to be delivered by Dr.
Charles L. Dinkins, president
of Owen college at the 3 p.m.
program.
Theme of the annual event
Is "Working Together With
God."
The pastor, 0. C. Crivens,
has planned to deliver the regular 11 a.m. sermon. Special
music during the morning service will be by the Male Chorus.
Financial reports for the spedal day are expected to be
reported during the 8 p.m. program.
W. M. Yates is general chairman of the celebration, B. L
Lewis is program chairman:
and Walter King is publicity
chairman.
SPEEDING CURB
NEW YORK — To curb fast
drivers of horses. New York (in
1652) had a law which compelled drivers to walk beside their
Vehicles.

The Publisher of this Newspaper is often asked what kind of person you are?
. What you like and don't like? ..
What you buy and why? From whom
and where?
Why is the Defender Publisher asked?
Because the advertisers insist upon
knowing the kind of people for whom
the Defender is edited ... and how
many of them respond to direct appeals

made to them through their own newspaper.
Every time you indioate to the business
where you buy that you read the Defender you show that YOU BELONG
piti show also that you appreciate direct recognition of you as a consumer
whose trade is invited through your
min newspaper.

BUY FROM DEFENDER ADVERTISERS
AND BE SURE

THOMAS RICHARDSON, award-winning advertising
copywriter, is a I2-year Lucky man. "There is only
one cigarette that gives me the good taste I want—
Lucky Strike," he says. "Oh, sure, I've smoked
discovered Luckies,
other cigarettes, but since
they've been the only brand for me. Luckies give

That You're Wanted, Appreciated and Afforded Every Courtesy! Show that You Know How To Buy Intelligently!

Demonstrate That YOU BELONG To
America's Fastest Advancing Economical
Group and Everybody Will Profit

I

CIGARETTES

me that full, satisfying taste today, just as they
have every day for 12 years."

Change to Luckies and
get some taste for a change
Product of(7‘Jimmie-an glaireo-emeary--.1cleacro is our middle Nom;
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DEFENDER

Georgia, Louisiana Soften Bias Stan
NotesAttitude Change
'In Other SchoolAreas

NASHVILLE, Tenn. — The Ten Negroes requested regisschool
segregation-desegrega- tration forms after the private
NEW YORK CITY — CORE as were the last demonstra- campaign to push for integrattion issue dominated only two University of Miami announced
National Director James Far- tors.
of the 12 Southern and border it would admit students withou
ed eating facilities, explained
mer urged Kentucky Gov. Bert One CORE member, Kenneth Frank Stanley, son of the pubstate legislatures in session dur- regard to race. The only other
Combs to intervene to stop Miller, has already been ar- lisher of the weekly Louisville
February, SOUTHERN major private colleges in the
ing
mass arrests of Negro and white rested four times in the series Defender, a Negro newspaper.
SCHOOL NEWS reports in its South to have announced such
youths, members of CORE and of demonstrations.
"There are only 10 integrated
March issue. And these two — a policy are both in Tennessee
the NAACP Youth Council, in "The NAACP, CORE, and eating establishments in down-Georgia and Louisiana — pass- — University of the South at
Louisville. One hundred and the local Non-Partisan Registra- town Louisville," he said, "out
ed bills softening their "seg- Sewanee and Vanderbilt at
seventy-seven were
arrested tion Committee, which gets Ne- of two department stores, two
regation or no schools" stand. Nashville.
groes registered to vote, organ- hotels and 118 restaurants
last week.
For the first time since 1957, The Georgia Legislature's
Farmer also asked Gov. ized a united pattern of dem- None of the six downtown thee.
Arkansas legislators convened concern with the school issue
onstrations
and a non-buying tres admit Negroes"
Combs to take action to "end
with desegregation in only a had continued over from the
racial discrimination which is
minor role, although Gov. Or- 1960 session when the controthe
cause
of
these
disturval Faubus proposed two con- versy then involved a federal
bances." Farmer's action was
stitutional amendments on the court's order for Atlanta public
taken to support the local insubject.
schools to desegregate. The detegration leaders who have
orrespondents for the month- segregation of the University of
requested the Governor to inpublication of Southern Edu- Georgia in January gave the
tervene with Mayor Hoblitzell.
Cation Reporting Service re- problem added importance.
Meanwhile, Negro leaders
ported that the legislatures in One of the four school bills
predicted that the last mass arDelaware, Maryland, Missouri, approved by the legislature and
NEW YORK — ( UN) — The searle, which already Is marrests — which took in every
Oklahoma, West Virginia, North signed by Gov. Ernest Vandiver
demonstrator police could find manufacture of birth control keting the pills in this country
Carolina, Tennessee, Texas and in February repealed all the old
—would bring a defiant march pills Will become a substantial and Engla-el, still needs further
South Carolina had little, if any, school segregation laws, includof more thar 1,000 Negroes to industry in the U. S. in the dec- action by the U. S. Food and
school-race legislation up for ing one that would have closed
ade, pharmaceutical houses Drug Administration to get the
downtown Louisville.
consideration.
any school desegregating. The
price down that low.
The Louisville demonstrations said.
VIEWS CHANGE
It must have federal approval
Chances of this took a big
began Feb. 24 and continued
legislature passed new laws to
Another indication of a chang- keep the public schools open and
for a week. They halted for a step forward when G. D. Searle of the 5-milligram size for a 20.
ing attitude on the 'issue in the at the same time resist desegretwo-week study by a commit- & co. of Skokie, moved to re- tablet bottle to sell for $3.50.
But Dr. Gregory Pincus of
region appeared in a Gallup poll. gation.
tee appointed by Mayor Hoblit- duce the price of a year's supsell then reseumed last Thurs- ply of its progesterone-estrogen the Worcester, Mass., FoundaGallup reported that its latest The governor called the bills
day. Last week, 86 were ar- hormone pills, called enovid, tion for Experimental Biology,
survey in the South found that the "most important ... to be
who developed the pills originalrested for disorderly conduct, from $120 to $42. •
76 per cent of the persons ques- signed in this century" in Georly, is supporting Searle's conConed "say they believe now gia. In addition to repealing the
MISS CLARA LEACH, cen- nation In June at the Brook Naomi W. Wynn, dean of the
tention that the 5-milligram
that the day will come when old segregation laws, the new
Nursing;
Mai.
size will be as effective as'the
white and colored persons will acts provide tuition grants for ter, a senior in the A&T Col- Army Medical Center, Fort School of
Rev. E. L. Gevan officiated, as- 10-milligram size being margenerally share the same pub- students to attend private lege School of Nursing, was Sam Houston, Tex. She is a Lawrence Spencer, professor JACKSON
By C. A. AGNEW
sisted by the Rev. Felix Jar- keted here now. Searle already
lic accommodations in the schools, allow local option in last week commissioned as a native of Fuquay Springs, N. of military science who adthe U. S. C. Participating in the com- ministered the oath and Dr.
is selling the 5-milligram tabman.
Southern states."
closing and reopening public second lieutenant in
The 1490 Club celebrated their
She will report for ac- missioning ceremonies were Samuel D. Proctor, president
Funeral rites for Mrs. Irene lets in England.
The copyrighted report noted schools during desegregation Army.
of
the
college.
tenth
anniversary
recently
at
tive duty following her grad- from left to right: Mrs.
Tries were held last Thursday
t ^ only 45 per cent of the crises, revise appeal procedurs
the Recreation Center on InstiThe Matrons Proem of Be3:30 p.m. at Beech Spring
herners interviewed in 1957 es on the pupil placement plan,
TEXAS — Some racial overtute St. The building was beau- at
Gov,
South
Carolina's
Ernest
F.
Baptist church with the Rev. rean Baptist church was held
he d. this view and 53 per cent and provide, subject to a conthe
April
4
developed
in
tones
decorated
with
lovely
tifully
Hollings
received
criticism
officiating. recently and was largely atHerring
in 1958.
'
stitutional amendment refer.
race by more than 30 candiflowers, and the atmosphere Moses
Burial was in the church ceme- tended. The program was as
The same report on the stir- endum, freedom from "compel- from a freshman legislator for dates for U. S. Senator.
encircled
the
buildof
welcome
with Stevenson and Shaw daughter Bernice to Mr. Arthur
vey said that the change "will sory association at all levels of omitting a reference • to "our VIRGINIA — The State Board
ing as the guest and members tery
Cunningham. The marriage
way of life" in his address to
Funeral Home in charge.
very likely be highly imPoP- public education."
pupil asEducation
adopted
of
delightful
eveenjoy
a
arrived
to
vows were pledged at Browns.
the legislature.
ular." All Gallup testings of The
signment criteria for use by
ning of entertainment. The A successful revival meeting vill, Tenn. Saturday, March 4,
Louisiana legislature, MAJOR DEVELOPMENTS
Southern opinion since 1954 con- holding its
fifth consecutive Major developments reported localities withdrawing from the . LISBON, Portugal — (UPI) Club's motto is: "There is Joy was held last week at Mt. Mo- 1961. The lair& Is an accomsisteney have recorded at least
riah Baptist church on Doughspecial session on the New Or. by SOUTHERN SCHOOL NEWS jurisdiction of the State Pupil
Congolese terrorists killed in giving to others. The Flower
plished cosmetologist and the
71 per cent in opposition to the
leans
school desegregation, on the school segregation-deseg- Placement Board. Fairfax and Portuguese men, women and is Red Rose. The colors, Royal erty St. the Rev. L. R. Swin- groom is a food technician. ConSupreme Court ruling in the
quickly passed seven new seg- regation issue for the South Arlington counties -became the children and set fire to their Blue, and Red. Through the ney, pastor of New Hope Baptist gratulations to the newly-weds.
school segregation cases.
church, was the evangelist.
first to move for withdrawal.
regation measures. The first during February included:
houses in a series of border years the club has made conThe Glee Club of South JackThe courts. continued last act _
a variation of local op. ALABAMA — Visiting Gov. WEST VIRGINIA — A water- raids in Angola Wednesday and tributions to church and civic Many souls wore added to the
month to be a source of impored-down version of Gov. W. W.
church through this meeting. son Elementary School present.
was
renprogram
affairs.
A
has
government
—
Thursday,
the
would permit school Lindsay Almond of Virginia de- Barron's proposed Human
its annual Vesper Song Service,
;ant developments on the issue. ti"
dered as follows: Welcome — Rev. Felix Jarman, pastor.
Sunday afternoon from 3 to 4
President Kennedy figured in boards to close and sell public clined to offer advice on the Rights Commission was report- reported.
the
Response
—
president
of
Mays.
Denkins,
Walter
Dr.
Mrs.
announcement
gave
no
The
The admission was free and
two legal moves. A suit seeking schools when local voters ap- school problem but said he found ed from committees in both
official casualty figures, but Mrs. Devernice Bryant, Read- S. A. Owens College, Memphis, the occasion was ,largely atto block the use of federal funds prove but it made no provision no way of preserving segrega- houses of the Legislature.
Gill, Introduc- Tenn., was guest speaker at
Eva
ing—Mrs:
Portuguese
from
dispatches
where
local voters might favor tion in his state's schools short
tended. Prof. J. L. Davis is
for segregated schools named
Africa said "dozens" of whites tion of speaker—Mrs. Ernest Macedonia Baptist church, Fri- principal.
the president and three other retaining public schools even if of abolishing public education.
Speaker—Mrs. Rosetta day night at 8 p.m. Members of
Golden.
marauders
killed
by
been
had
ARKANSAS — Except for two
Stewardess Board No. 1 met
federal officials as defendants. desegregated.
and
along the border of the Congo McKissack, Remarks—Mrs. Col- all the choirs of the city
proposed constitutional amendMonday at 3 p.m, in the home
Secretary of Health, Education GOV. DAVIS ..
lins Jones, Mrs. Katie Jones, county were invited to join in
newspaper
Angola.
The
and
ments,
the
desegregation
issue
and Welfare Abraham Ribicoff, Gov. Jimmie H. Davis' adJohn- the mass choir directed by Prof. of Dr. and Mrs. W. D. Holder
Diario Popular said 28 whites president, Mrs. Annie Bell
one of the defendants, has ex- ministration leaders said the was a minor one in the current
on Sycamore St. Mrs. Lula
son—vice president, Mrs. Hat- Daniel Glass.
raid.
one
in
killed
been
legislature.
had
pressed opposition to denying local option act implied no acMoseley, president; Mrs. Lucile
tie Estes—Secretary, Mrs. Mil- Funeral foe Mr. Frank Simthe
issued
by
statement
The
DELAWARE
—
A
controversy
feeiral aid t o segregated ceptance of token desegregation.
Hurst, secretary; Rev. C. F.
dred Mays—assistant secretary, mons was held at Home Baptist
departoverseas
government's
developed
over
an
opinion
poll
.1111Pols.
Odom, pastor.
But well-informed legislative
Mrs. Willie Mae Prather—treas- church, the Rev. T. Grimes ofMr. Allen McNair of 512 Day
Within hours after the ',rest- sources said privately they saw by the State Board of Education NEW YORK — Scott O'Dell ment said terrrorists from the
the urer, Members—Mrs. Lillie ficiating with Boyd and John- St. celebrated his 90th birthlaunched
Sidjakov
were
acCongo
and
Nicholas
turbulent
to
determine
if
Negroes
wanted
dent received an appeal for a softening of the segregation
Sherrod,
Maedell
Mrs.
charge.
Shepard,
claimed last week as recipients attacks at dawn Wednesday
son Funeral Home in
March 8,
Wednesday
help from the Orleans Parish leaders' long stand against any a consolidated school.
Kendrick, Mrs. Funeral services for Mrs. day,
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA — of the 1981 Newbery and Calde- and during the following night, Mrs. Maggie
1961 quietly at home with his
school board, the U. S. Depart- desegregation.
GUl,!
Eva
Mrs.
Napkins,
were
Naomi
O'Daniel
chilSusie E. Porter
"slaying men, women and
wife and family. Many more
anent of Justice applied more Two bills adopted by the An injunction suit filed by five cott Medals for the most distinpub- dren, • Europeans and Afri- Mrs. Catherine Hunt, Mrs. Mar- held Wednesday, March 8, 1961 happy birthdays for Mr. Mcpressure to end state interfer- Louisiana lawmakers wOuld re- Virginia Negroes seeks to block guished children's books
Mae
Lillie
Mrs.
Reaves,
CME
earette
Paul
St.
at 2 p. m. at
cans."
Nair.
ence in the New Orleans public ward informers who provide the use of federal funds for ished in 1960.
Harris and Mrs. Marcella Ozier. church with the Rev. J. D. At- Theta Iota and Kappa Sigma
of the awards
schools. New civil contempt information leading to the con- segregated schools or other ac- Announcement
toast
as
served
Shaw
FunDaisy
Fledsoe
Mrs.
officiating;
ofwater
came from the New York
Chapters of Omega Psi Phi
proceedings files' against State viction of persons paying parents tivities barring Negroes.
mistress for the occasion. A eral Home in charge. Interment Fraternity Inc. presented their
Frederic G. Melcher,
Education Superintendent She!- to send their children to hi- FLORIDA — Dade County fice of
served to
was
menu
Mrs.
delightful
cemetery.
Elmwood
Jean
A.
medals.
of the
was in
Fifth Annual Talent Hunt reby M. Jackson attempt to force racial schools. An administra- made its first routine assign- donor
all who attended.
director of work with
O'Daniel was a faithful member cently in the Lane College andihim to release state and federal tion leader said he had infor- ment of a Negro to a predomi- Merrill,
she
where
church,
(Mo.)
City
Paul
Kansas
A
fellowship
banquet
of
Mace-'
children,
of St
torium. All selections were of
funds to the financially pressed mation of such payments but nantly white school without
donia Baptist was held recently headed the G. F. Porter group a classical and semi-classical
Public Library made the anholding a public hearing.
school board and to certify qual- he did not explain further.
mema
was
She
of
the
Linchurch.
chairman
In
the
cafeteria
of
nouncement
as
spacious
the
Gov.
Ernest
of
nature. The public was Invited
Although segregatton-desegre- GEORGIA —
Fled New Orleans teachers.
All ber of Sigma Gamma Rho So- to attend and encourage young
Newbery Caldecott Awards SAVANNAH, Georg! a.— coln Elementary School.
At his Feb. 8 press confer- gation was not the major issue Vandiver signed four bills that
the Children's The 14th annual Men's Fes- members of Macedonia enjoyed rority. For many years she was follows: Opening
wiping
out
of
have
the
of
Committee
effect
Song—Layence, President Kennedy stated in the Arkansas assembly, sevDivision which selects tival Celebration has been slat- a delicious menu consisting of an instructor at Lane College. mer Chorus, Scripture — Mrs.
that he "will attempt to use eral proposals on the subject school segregation laws and Services
other safeguards the award winning books on ed for April 9-15 at Savannah chicken salad on lettuce, olives, She attended Hampton Institute. Maxine Stewart, Prayer—Mrs.
moral authority or position of caused a controversy. Some op. setting up
pickles, potato chips, home A graduate of Lane College, she Florence Jones, Song—Laymen
desegregation.
behalf of the American Library State college.
influence of the presidency in Position developed over Gov. against
During this seven-day cele- made pies and hot tea. The received her Master of Arts de- Chorus, Welcome — Mrs. VivKENTUCKY—Faculty deseg- Association.
New Orleans and in other Faubus' two proposed amend"Man
of
members who could not attend gree from Northwestern Uni- ian Bell, Response — Mrs.
regation in Louisville public The John Newbery Medal, bration the selection
ments.
schools has more than doubled given annually since 1922 for the of the Year" will be announced this festival were served in their versity and had completed her Georgia Kelly of Liberty CME
iees."scope of the Supreme One would provide for amendall-college
Festival's
homes. Mr. James Douglass work for her Ph.D. degree at church. Introduction of speak.
since firsts started last year. "most distinguished contribu- at the
Court's 1954 ruling broadened ing the state constitution within
literature for assembly.
American
served
as master of ceremonies. the University of Chicago. Su- er — Mrs. Daisy Shaw of MaceLouisiana's
to
LOUISIANA
—
tion
in Maryland to cover juvenile a minimum of 33 days instead
Other daily activities sched- The officers of the Deacon vivors are her husband, Mr.. J. donia Baptist church. Speaker
O'Dell for
to
goes
children"
seven
new
legislature
adopted
correstional institutions. The of the present 20 months, and the
segregation measures at Its fifth Island of the Blue Dolphins pub- uled for the Festival include Board and the church in general L. O'Daniel; sister, Mrs. Lillian —Mrs. Bobbie Scott Heron, Solo
state's highest court ruled that other would insure every child consecutive special session but
lished by the Houghton Mifflin a Music Appreciation Day, were presented and compliment- Adams, niece, Mrs. Vivian Bar- --Mrs. Rose Anna Watkins of
the Maryland reform school for a free public education without showed signs of relenting In its
Fine Arts Day, Etiquette Day, ed. All were thrilled by the righer, nephews, Francis and Rock Temple church, Offering
co. of Boston, Mass.
boys was part of the public edu- being required to attend school vigorous fight against even The Randolph Caldecott Med- which will feature
a "Jazz music rendered by Prof. Daniel Stevens Barrigher all of Chica- —Recognition of Visitors—Mrs.
cation system and subject to with another race. The latter token school desegregation.
awarded since 1938 to the Forum" and a Symposium; Glass. Timely remarks were go, Ill., a host of cousins and Annie Mae Nelson. Remarks —
al,
includes
a
policy similar to that
the Supreme Court's decision.
MARYLAND — The number artist of the year's "most dis- Education Day, all-college as- made by the pastor, the Rev. friends.
Rev. A. L. Campbell, Mistress
The Court of Appeals held that adopted in the pew Georgia leg- of desegregated schools de- tinguished American picture sembly during which the "Man R. J. Page.
Mr. and Mrs. Edd Long an- of Ceremonies — Mrs. J.613easal
,
'station.
presentthe federal court's ruling
be
will
their
Year"
of
Sidjakov
for
the
marriage
of
Bell
Mrs.
by
services
for
the
Baltimore
but
Newon
Funeral
creased in
nounced
ley, Directors of Music — Mrs.
book," was
plied to all forms of public ed- The Arkansas legislators al- groes in biracial schools in- Baboushka and the Three Kings, ed; Talent Day, Sports Day and Nash were held at 1 p.m. at people in the area of the clas- Margarette Savage, Mrs. Kay
ready
have
approved
these
Festival St. James Baptist church. The sical arts.
Men's
ucation, "without regard to type
published by Parnassus Pross, the Annual
Reid, Mrs. Neilson, president.
creased.
school measures:
of school."
Ball.
MISSISSIPPI — A desegre- Berkeley, Calif.
Act
61
—
Repealed
the
schoo
Two federal court suits begation scare at the University
came moot in February when board recall election law of 1958 of Mississippi kept highway paAlthough
intended
for
use
school
officials
voluntarily
trolmen on the campus for two
agreed to the plantiffs' petitions, against moderates" .on school days.
desegregation,
the
law
in
pracTwo Negro high school students
MISSOURI — U. S. Senator
in Fairfax County had filed suit tice has been used often as a Paul Douglas (D-I11.) suggested
harassing
means
of
school
Feb. 16, challenging a ban
in St. Louis that city schools
against their participation in in. boards without reference to the use groupings by "ability and
race
problem.
terscholastic sports. The county
preparation" to help solve probschool boaed rescinded its three- Act 45 — Increased the pen- lems caused by the entrance
bombing
public
alties
for
or
months-old ban on Feb. 21.
of large numbers of poorly pre- LEOPOLDVILLE — (UPI)— mumbist Congolese leaders at
The other moot case involved private property. This grew out pared students, including miMadagascar
Tension between Congolese au- a conference on
Abut 66 "Turk" children who of the dynamitings in the Lit- grating Southern Negroes.
to
thorities and the UN command to form a loose federation
Wimed to be of Mediterranean tle Rock situation.
NORTH CAROLINA — U. S. has built up steadily with the replace the chaotic-ridden Conextraction and requested ad- HALFWAY MARK
District Judge Willson Warlick arrival of more Indian troops go Republic. It meant the automission to the white elementary The other state legislatures plans to rule in the Mecklenburg in the Congo in defiance of a matic return
of secessionist
Schools of Sumter County, S. C. in the region considering school County school suit in time for "blood will flow" warning.
Katanga and Kasai Provinces.
The long-standing suit was re- legislation had only minor bills assignments next fall.
The first contingent of 90 Ileo and president Joseph
vived last year after lying dor. on the subject. The Maryland OKLAHOMA — Two south- Gurkha troops. India's tradi- Kasavubu meanwhile were remant in the federal courts for House of Delegates approved east Oklahoma high schools—one tional mercenaries flew in by ported ready to begin talks to
Province
several years. The school board, two civil rights measures but formerly desegregated and the U. S. Air Force plane and win back Oriental
which has admitted "Turks" two school and teachers bills re- other segregated—face probable other planeloads were expect- which with Kivu Province reto the white high school for see mained in committee at the closure as a result of local and ed. They are the first of MOO main loyal to the late Premier
eral years, agreed also to let halfway mark.
state actions.
Indian troops to reinforce the Patrice Lumumba.
Legislation proposed in the SOUTH CAROLINA — A UN forces here.
Ileo said a meeting had been
them attend the elementary
Missouri
legislature
would Sumter County school suit ap- Congo Premier Joseph flee arranged
at the request of
school.
SOUTHERN UNIVERSITIES strengthen the state's human parently ended with the agree- told newsmen that attempts to Stanleyville army commander
The school board of Florida's rights commission. Both houses ment of school officials to admit enforce the Feb. 21 Security Gen. Victor Lundula, am indicaonly desegregated district, Dade of the West Virginia assembly dark-skinned "Turk" children Council resolution calling for tion that Lumumba's political
his cert concert" for the iecky
County (Miami), admitted an- considered a watered-down ver- to white elementary schools the use of force if necessary heir, Communist-backed An- A POST-CONCERT CONCERT lovers who lingered after
pianist concert at the Wilberforce. group. Katz was presented as
young
from —Brilliant
slipped
had
Gizenga,
toine
in
the
other Negro to a predominantly sion of Gov. W. W. Barron's next fall.
order
Congo
restore
to
George Katz, Ohio university Ohio school. Surrounded by part of the college's Artistwhite school The board, wnich proposal for a human rights TENNESSEE — The Chatta- "will provoke bloodshed for power in Oriental Province.
music Instructor and world - admirers, he skillfully moves Lecture series which brings
is considering the feasibility of agency.
nooga Board of Education has which the UN will be respon
traveler in the music field, through the difficult passages some of the nation's greatest
DIFFERENT SALT
desegregating two additonal In Texas, the legislature pass- appealed .U. S. District Judge sible '!
Ravel's "Alborada del to the Central State campus
SALT LAKE City — Salt In grachlusly plays "just one of
schools, approved the boy's ad- ed a Dallas County bill requir- Leslie R. Darr's refusal to ac- RECENT DECISION
"post-con- throughout the year.
atsion without the public hear- ing majority elections for school cept its school desegregation Ileo based his stand on de- salt lakes is different than the more selection" for a greet) Grecioso" as a
of Central State college music
Ws held in previous instances, boards instead of pluralities. plan.
cisions taken by the anti-Lu- salt found in the oceans.
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DRIVE OWN CARS
WASHINGTON — Four U. S.
Presidents before Dwig ht
Eisenhower often drove their
own automobiles. They were
. Harding, Collidge, Roosevelt
and Truman.
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Too many parents have the
same attitude.
teacher at Booker T. Washing- It is a tragic fact that too
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on High Stchool, is almost fan- many Negro parents don't enEditor
THADDEUS T. STOKES
atically interested in getting courage their boys and girls to
more Negro boys interested in master the fundamentals of the
taking vocational trades courses vocational trades. They want
Subscription rate: One year, $6; six months, $3.50, (2-year special Subscription rete $10)
now being offered in the schools, them to be "white collar" and
or
Photos.
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for
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Defender
The Tri-State
Mr. Brown isn't alone in his not" blue collar" workers. They
interest. He is flanked and sup- frustrate a child who is a naPublished Every Thursday by the New Tri-State Publishing Co. Second Class Postage Paid
ported by the other vocational tural born mechanic, by tryat Memphis, Tennessee, Under Act of Marc h 2, 1879.
teachers all over Tennessee. So ing to cram a law degree down
intense is these teachers' in- his throat. The kid ends up a
SERVING 1,000,000 NEGROES IN THE TRI-STATE AREA
terest until they have formed an muddle-minded history teacher,
organization of the boys now mutilating the minds of other
taking the courses. Basic aim unfortunate kids. Or becomes a
of the organization is to "sell" "drifter" from one meaningless
the boys on the advantages and job to the other . . . unable to
opportunities growing out of make solid progress anywhere
sound vocational trades train- because of a lack of basic training. Another major aim is to ing in what he can really do ...
attract other boys to an inter- and clear understanding of what
ested consideration of vocation- has happened to him or her.
al trades training. And still One of the great tragedies in
It was 134 years ago, the first Negro designations as "Right of All" ... "MirIrtoa tses ewxiasstenthce
deg'
another
. organtzatitomnportant
..
Torfadtehe tihnetteN
rael
giehneth
newspaper was published in the United ror of Liberty" ..."E 1 e v a t o r"
the
missing of the boat provided by
States. We are in the m i d s t of cele- "Clarion Genius of Freedom"... "North and Industrial Club . . . is to the
teachings and program of
hNaereolpurSosehnitliotnhly atthteitaindteelsrehsft tbhudet
brating the occasion along with the 23rd Star" • .. and the like.
measshienfettohne.
the gareheat eBfootkheer ThseW
The torch lighted by RusAwurm is
Annual Observance of the National Net
in hegeneral
atrewaaref
races's history that it produced
burning more lightly in the nearly two theg importance
gro Newspaper Week, March 19-26.
one of the greatest modern adeducation,
and
of
publishers
hundred
hands
Negro
Russ
John
to
tribute
We pause to pay
t
cies
ti -alr
ionf t
Mr. Brown, obviously moved yoea
vocationalheperson
wurm, a Negro born "free" in Amen- editors. An estimated two million copies gbryamthe
d arteherthDe aypro- training
treC
and then turned an
Ca, which was guilty of enslaving most of Negro newspapers and magazines are
Negro Washington,
sponsored
almost complete about-face on
Negroes. Even until today we still suf- ready by an estimated nine million Ne- schools by the local Urban Lea- the program he offered them.
gue chapter, observed that too
groes weekly.
of the South
fer from the scars of slavery.
e The white boys and
imngantynaytoubnogatNtengrtonees matterare miss-f
have gone
dedicatare
Negro
took the program
newspapers
Most
RussJohn
1897
16,
It was on March
to town on it. Negro boys haywurm, published the first issue of his ed to the task of seeking full citizen- seeking the training and oppor- en't been awakened to its impli. York City, ship for members of its race together tunities offered by the voca- cations yet.
"Freedom's Journal" in New
Hopei trades courses.
DON'T UNDERSTAND
Associated with Mr. Russwurm was the with the thought of keeping America POLNTED OUT
thereToo many Negroes still don't
become
not
will
it
that
strong
within so
Rev. Samuel Cornish, also of New York
It waspointed out that
understand what Mr. WashingCity. These two farsighted pioneers be- an easy prey for an attack from with- is a difference between thee s ton meant when he said, "The
Great Artists Of Jazz
:
°
called
courses,'
"industrial
Negro shall prosper insofar as
came the first Negro journalists to dedi- out.
"vocational courses," and "vo- he learns to glorify and dignify To pinpoint the qualities that qualities shared to some degree cerns poetry of the printed
many
offered
has
press
Negro
The
opthe
cate themselves to the cause of
cational trades" courses now labor, and learns to do the corn make a creative artist great is with other famous jazz perform- page. If in a musical perform pressed Negro in the South as well as youngsters of our race the opportunity being offered in the schools. mon things of life uncommonly not always easy. To isolate one ers.
ance, no unneeded nuances, dik
single quality as contributing There is one quality, however, waste, no rambling, no diffulli,
to the advancement of Negroes who to carry on a career in journalism when There is too little understanding well."
the differences. Too many Negroes used to be the South's especially to his individual that only a few of the giants of sion.
the doors to the field would have other- of
escaped to the North.
people don't know that in the mechanics. Now they are gen- greatness is usually quite diffi- jazz have. That quality has to There is none of these in a
Russwurm's career in journalism wise been closed. It has also been a case of the "vocational trades" erally unskilled. They used to cult, unless that quality be dis- do with musical poetry. Were I Miles Davis performance, for
to coin - single phrase to de- he makes of each musical interwas short-lived. He was captured by the source of training in the mechanics of courses a boy is given basic be the South's cooks. Now, they tinctive indeed,
training in skills that will enIn jazz, Miles Davis is cer- scribe Miles Davis, it would be pretation, a musical poem.
Colonization Society and shipped to printing, business administration and et able him to make a successful can hardly qualify as dishwash- tainly an artist
Heart, mind, and soul beat out,
(in the grand "The Poet of Jazz."
ers. Word is getting around that
Africa. The "Freedom's Journal" was ceteria.
start in some trade area that there are scores of technical sense of the word) and his.qual- To me, poetry is the distills- think out, and feel out each
While the Negro press is not as ex- will lead to good wages and jobs in government and private ities of distinction are many. tion of an' emotion, the corn- mood so clearly beforehand that,
suspended. However, his daring ignited
industry available . . even to But sureness of technique, im- pression of a mood or feeling — when his music strikes the ear,
the imagination of other Negroes who cellent as many would have it, it is comfortable living.
It has been pointed out that Negroes. But the word is also provisational inventiveness, a whether it be joy or sorrow — listeners cannot help but be
the
as
and
...
steadily
making
progress
sprang up and published other newspathere is a growing need in around that there are too few great ear for tone and a corn- into its ultimate essence. No moved emotionally by what this.
pers to light the paths of the enslaved Negro press progresses, so will the Ne- America and the world today Negroes trained and qualified plex rhythmic sense, are all superfluous words, if it con- music has to say.
for young people trained in the to take the jobs.
It has been stated, on occaNegroes. The main policy of the news- gro race in America.
varied skills required for the Sure, scores of kids of colour
that the platform manners
sion,
Russwurm.
of
the
memory
salute
We
Negroes
bringing
in
aid
to
papers was
highly mechanized and techno- are graduating from high
of Mires Davis are not always
from under bondage ... a task which May the torch he lighted 134 years ago logical time in which we live. schools and colleges all over.
exemplary. Well, neither were
those of the late great Billie'
has not been completely accomplished. forever burn to light the path of Free- Someone has predicted that But they have only a kind of
Holiday. The word poets, Hyland'
the next ten years there generalized training. They are
Immediately after the suspension of dom Loving Men of America . .. Not within
will be only three persons not qualified to do any particuThomas and Brendan Behan,
but all men.
"Freedom's Journal" there came such only Negro men
not always behaved in public.,
trained and qualified to fill a lar job. Most of our graduates
like angels either. Nor did Paul
demand for ten skilled technic- have to get "on the job trainT.
Laurence Dunbar. But each and
ians in a given trade. Too many ing." Too many have followed •
all produced poetry, sometimes
boys are being misdirected to the will-o-the-wisp of profession. '4•••••••••••••••
very great poetry. It is the end
shoot for the stars, when they al ambitions
with
pictures
exwide
had
has
Muhoberac
CRAZY!"
LIKE
"MAN
The multifarious career of Brazella representative to become the national don't have the equipment to of themselves starting at the
result in art that counts. Mile
Hal
with
while
playing
perience
whether
there is any doubt
Carroll Reece has ended amid a blaze Republican chairman. He was re-elect- launch missiles.
and Havic is a great poet of jazz.
top, and never getting a speck Ifnot
Memphis has a large McIntyre, Ralph Flanagan
influence Louis Armstrong is, on the'
The
That last statement simply of dirt on their hands. Whereas or
Herman.
Woody
of national recognition and achievement. ed to his seat in 1950.
fans,
Jazz
modern
of
number
be other hand, the soul of rhythm,
We did not always agree with his means this: Too many boys are the record shows that virtually put "doubt" out of the door. of these bandleaders canstyle
Seldom does a man live long enough to
the master of the basic beat
looking to a future for themselv- every successful Negro of the Fred Cook packed LeMoyne detected in Muhoberac's
achieve status as a lawyer, and educator political maneuvers, nor his political es as engineers, doctors, law- past was adept at some skilled College's Bruce Hall when lie . . . swing, hot, sweet and that lies at the heart of Negro •
music, the interpreter of all the
a banker, a soldier, and a great politi- reasoning. However, we ha v e always yers, and the like, when they use of his hands. . . . in some presented his "Jazz Workshop," modern jazz.
colors of its varied soul. Louis
have
the
don't
area of occupational choice.
natural
equipAUDIENCE
WARM
was
That
night.
Saturday
good
a
as
last
him
had
for
respect
great
more
cian. He achieved these and much
its current name
ment for such places. They may If the Negro, generally, is
that any presen- Outstanding instrumentalists and jazz -7 by
the same age. Both
. he won the hearts of men. U.S. American citizen and a great statesman. be born mechanics. They may going to be economically secure the firsttotime
my knowledge, has with Muhoberac w a s Trom- — are—i6but
tation,
It is with a sense of loss, a feeling have the dexterity of hand and in his future in this country he's ever packed that big staid hall. bonist Wayne Oldham. Hand- came into recognizable being
Representative Reece of Johnson City.
at the turn of the century.
of brain and mus- going to' have to be the master
Tenn, succumbed to lung cancer, aggra- of sympathy for his wife, Mrs. Louise coordination
of fans were not ex- ling the trumpet section were In New Orleans where Louis
cle to be excellent plumbers, of an assortment of skills. Af- A lot
MosRichard
Tidwell,
George
exto
what
about
vated by pneumonia, in the Naval hos- Reece, his daughter, brothers and other plasterers, auto mechanics, car- ter all, first class citizenship actly certain
was born, Buddy Bolden, Jelly
pect at the "Workshop." They teller: and Joe d'Geralamo.
Bunk
pital in Bethesda, Md., last Sunday after family members, we submit to the in- penters, or the like . . . , but isn't first class when it's hun- were thinking about the aca- The tenor sax was manned by Roll Morton, Kid Ory and
Johnson in those days filled the
being hospitalized on March 9. He was evitable silencer of all men . . . death. they have theii. sights set in the gry or dependent. It's hard to demic meaning of the word. Richard Scianni. On the bari- air with music. Louis latchedon
wrong direction.
be a first class citizen on the
tone sax was Vernon Drane
since carMany hearts are heavy with sadness. THE'
71 years of age.
relief or welfare rolls. And un- Fred Cook, who is a D. J. Gene Maharrey, alto saxophone to this music and hasaround
SHY AWAY
the
a
and
Station
Radio
WREC
on
person
in
it
ried
fact
bass.
the
find
in
us
Let
on
consolation
Alexius
a
member
staid Republican
He was
The result is they shy away trained people are the first news announcer for the sta- and Bobby
Ronnie Capone did well for him- world.
of the House Rules Committee. He first that Congressman Reece worked un- from the vocational trades cour- candidates for the "rolls."
tion's T.V. division, produced self on drums.
With his horn, Louis has imAs some would
'Let's
directed the Workshop, the Vocal were done by Cyd mortalized the sadness and the
won a berth in the House in 1920. In ceasingly for his fellow Tennesseans and ses in the schools. They seem face it . . . . eight say,
out of ten and
to
feel
only
who
the
fellows
first of its kind in Memphis...
1946 he resigned his post as a Tennessee Americans as a whole.
humor, the sparkle and the
make low grade in the academic Negro boys and girls . . . just integrated. He featured two Mosteller.
sigh and the hear
subjects, or who feel inadequ- like eight out of ten boys and orchestras. One very popular. The audience was warm, ap- moan, thethis
music out of th.
ate to master the traditional girls of any other national or the other, very new. . .as a preciative and very responsive. break ofthe Negro folk.
literary subjects should take the racial group, . . . are not equip- matter of fact . . .it was the which is really saying some- soul of
p by nature nor inclination, Debut of "Maestros, Incor- thing for most audiences that Another Louis — Louis Jordan
vocational trades courses. Tooed
call the clown Of
Much enthusiasm has been generat- ory that seeks to uproot inveterate local many boys "loaf" away their nor
- opportunity to be profes- porated." which is headed by I have noticed at various pro- — one might musician,
Jordan,
jazz. A fine
ed over the Administration's Peace traditions and restrain the political ob- time while taking the courses. sional or business leaders. But Orme 0. Horne. The other gram in Bruce Hall.
jazz a vehicle for
with
of
training
made
in
some
basic
has
camon
Muhoberac
Too
group
many
the
teachers
happiest
take
Larry
atwas
group
The
Corps program. In a large sense there jectives of the natives.
of humor, a bit in'
that the boys who are skills, they can be just as hap- and His Orchestra, which is pus after the Jazz Concert was the broadest tradition.
Cab Cal,
The Peace Corps men's primary con- titude
is justification for the effervescence
good in English and the other ny
r and live just as satisfying associated with the Pepper Re- the LeMoyne Student Council, the niinstrelplayed up the humor
evrhsons in cording company.
richaelistthpe
cern should be to strive for acceptance. literary subjects should be the
that is bubbling in so many quarters.
which was footing the bill for loway has as did the late wontl ihveesn aatsiont e.
t
the show We know that Willie of jazz, too,
The prospects of this plan are ex- They should discard all notions about boys who receive the scholar- do
"OVER JOYED"
is be guider! aright a-nd atre
v ain-o Horne said he was overjoyed Shotwell, president of the stu- derful Fats Waller,
ceedingly alluring and challenging, es- reshaping the native psychology and so- ships and praise as top students. ed aright. Now. how 'bout that!
often accents
at the reception given the Work- dent council, could have jump- Lionel Hampton
pecially for young people who have the cial point of view. If they go to Africa,
the the fun of music-making with
watched
he
as
joy
for
ed
very
was
"I
added,
He
shop.
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And the Basie
misssionary zeal and spirit together especially, in the guise of political meshappy about the reception giv- hall filled up. 011ie Neal, also great skill.
sponsoring bounce scintillates good humor.
the
of
member
a
appreciate
I
orchestra.
my
en
with the requisite physical fitness for siahs preaching the gospel of reaction,
group, was walking around The rock and roll performers
it greatly."
or as saviors attempting to rescue the
the tasks that lie ahead.
of utter de. have borrowed heavily from the
The unique thing about wearing a smile
humor of jazz while neglecting
light.
The Corps can easily be the vehicle native leadership from the clutches of
is
orchestra
12
piece
Home's
certain of its other distinguishCRITIQUE
NO
with
instrumentalists
all
that
or
their
Marxism,
for transplanting American ideals to supposed socialism
his music-makers ing qualities. they have preand
Horne
one,
exception
music
of
are
the
foreign soil where they might blossom efforts will be aborted.
did 12 numbers of which six Fortunately,
teachers in public schools.
have
There can be no mixed motives or
to reciprocal advantage. If it can infuse
"Killer Horn" served its basic beat and
At the piano was Nelson Jack- were originals.
Lady: Stop helped to bring back to popular
Pink
"Bonanza"
the peoples of the underdeveloped and confusion of purposes in carrying out
of a
son. On bass was Robert Mcand Homo-Heterogen, favor the dancing qualities
fare. Drums were handled by Pushing
uncommitted countries with a sense of this assign m en t. It cannot be too
music originally intended for accoos.
Curtis Green. Tenor saxophone
for ID
their own dignity and power, so much strongly emphasized that, in a great
vo- tion rather than simply
was mastered by Gilbert Caple, Miss Reddick addedandher Emtening.
"Misty
measure, Africans must be left alone to
the better for all concerned.
to
calizing
who was featured to the deThe African drums that gave
light of the audience. Emerson braceable You." She teamed jazz its basic beats were never
The technique of industrial know- work out their own political destiny.
"Spoondo
to
Campbell
with
up
Able blew the alto saxophone
Americans are known for their lack
how, of mechanical efficiency, of engiplayed just for the ear alone to
Herman Rankins handled the ful and Black Coffee."
hear. They were played for
neering skill in which American genius of tact in their first contact with an
availbe
will
he
baritone sax. Herbert Thomas Horne said
hands to clap to, feet to move
engagelocal
any
is unexcelled, if properly imparted to alien culture. They are too boastful, and
sounded off with a trumpet as able to play
to, the body to swing out to, for
out-of-town
as
well
as
well as Roy McLemore. Blow- ment
those areas of the world where freedom are quick to complain aloud about the
marching bands to march to,
ing a cool trombone was Daniel gigs, "if the money is right." dancers to dance to, singers to
and independence are new and raw, it plumbing, the food, transportation sysHarvey. Maestro Horne re- I will not attempt to write sing to, and only recently just
would be a great and rewarding accom- tem, sanitation and even the weather
ported himself well on the vi- a "critique" of the Workshop. for listeners to listen to Modbraharp.
However, I will say in parting ern or concert jazz has its
when they are on foreign soil. Such an
plishment.
Working in the vocal sec- .. "Man those cats blew cool place.
Such a program should go a long attitude has stirred much hostility and
tion was Miss Juanita Reddick horns. They wailed awhile. I But in its broadest forms,
way toward advancing the New Fron- resentment tow a rd Americans and
and Charles Campbell, both of dugged them. Man! Like Way jazz, America's most popular
a
America.
tier of democracy which constitutes
them sang with Hornet group
swinging- music, can hardly he contained
when he had his orchestra about Out. They were the
Their mission will not be accombasic concept in President Kennedy's
within the polite walls of eon.
ago.
est."
five years
cent halls or on the pages of
plished, if the Peace Corps men attempt
social philosophy.
I am not sure about the above carefully written scores. Its
But there are hidden shoals on to discharge their function with an air
OLDEST ROAD
opinion I have just stated. greatest performers carry its
which the whole Peace expedition migh t of superiority or condescension. The
SANTA FE — New Mexico However, the "cats" said that poetry and its blues, its rhyand its humor even to this
claims it has the oldest highflounder. The tide of nationalism, which ideal candidate for this mission must
was very clear- thms
di
wide and far-off spaces
way in the United States. It the deacription
foolis sweeping over Africa and Asia where have the patience of Job, the forbearnot
are
they
Jazz hail.
Africa and Asia.
is El Camino Real, which, ac- ly stated. If
most members of the Corps will he as- ance of a saint and the digestive system
cording to historical tradition, ing me, Then I will say "Like wrapped its rhythmic arms
"IT's ALL RIGHT TO LOVE THE SIMPLE
around the whole world.
signed, will not tolerate frustrating the- of g goat.
THINGS IN LIFE .. • JUST DON'T MARRY ONE." was established in about 1581. Crazy Man."
JOHN H. SENGSTACKE
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• vat.:2,- MME CHANTE — STR — to meet ladies between 25 and
Dear Mme. Chante: I am in- 29. I have a good ,u)); live
terested in meeting a woman alone. All letters will be answerbetween 45 and 65 whose desires ed.
are sincere companionship, Mr. Ellis Lindsey, 7702 Blackpeace and comfort — color does stone, Chicago, Ill.
• • •
not matter. I am single and free
•
to marry. I am not looking for Dear Mme. Chante: I would
a glamor girl — just a plain, de- like to hear from sincere women
-41(
cent, home-loving woman. I am between 25 and 35. I don't have
a working man, broadminded, much education but I do have a
understanding and easy to get good job, own my own home
along with. Please send photo and have 5 small children. Light
along with reply. All letters will complexioned—considered good
looking. I need a good wife.
be answered.
Tee Wadds, c-o Box 4305, Chi- Rebon G. Beason, 590 Tremont
at., Rochester, N. Y.
cago 80, Ill.
• • •
• • •
Chante: I am a
Mme,
Dear
would
I
Dear Mme. Chante:
of age, olive comlike to join your pen pal club man 37 years
black straight hair,
and correspond with Christian plexion,
features, dark brown eyes,
people of all ages. I am 5 feet, keen
5 feet It incises tall, 189 lbs. I
2 inches tall.
and a sense of
5Irs. A. Collins, 1120 Emerson like all sports
humor. Prefer someone from
st., Evanston, Ill.
another city, between 18 and
• • •
brownskin, between
Dear Mme. Chante: I am 25, light
lonely and would like to hear 5 feet 4 inches to 5 feet 7 inchfrom some one honest and sin- es tall, weighing between 125
cere. I am 24, 5 feet 9 inches and 140 lbs. Will answer all
tall, considered attract iv e, letters. Please send photo in
brown complextion. I have a lit- first letter if possible. No others
tle boy 3 years old. Will answer need answer except the type
mentioned.
all letters.
Mary L. S., 2117 N. E. Rod- Bennie Bennett. 2683 W
Grand, Detroit 38, Mich., 1st
ney, Portland 12, Oregon.
• • •
Apt.
• • •
Dear Mmc. Chante: I am
looking for a sincere gentleman Dear Mine. Chante: I am a
who loves children and is in- reader of your lovelorn column Linit: ROCK, Ark. — Two Raymond Griffin, jr., Is a
terested in marriage. I am 33, and I am asking you to please 4-H Club members—Gloria Ed- member of the Lake View 4-11
5 feet 5 inches tall, 120 lbs., print my letter as I am very wards, Chicot county and Ray- Club in Phillips county and was
brown complexion, long black lonely. I am looking for a wife. mond Griffin, Phillips county— the 1960 state wniner in cotton,
hair. I like to attend church. She must be between 18 and 30. have been awarded $200 fresh- He has been a club member
tall.
Martha Mae Barbour, R. R. 2 I am 31, 5 feet 11 inches
man scholarships to Arkansas eight years and completed eight
dark brownskin, 168 lbs. Have A. M. & N. College
Box 430A, Jeffersonville, Ind.
for the fall projects last year
•
•
•
job.
good
a
special
needs.
training, Education and capiBy JAMES B. SHUMAN
government.
He has also been a state winsemester this year
RooseW.
2235
Green,
Health
Willie
a
Public
health:
On
The
am
I
Dear Mme. Chante.
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — —On 7ndian values and atti- tal grants and loans.
The scholarships to be award- ner in field crops and poultry
Ill.
Chicago,
of
velt,
Bureau
Indian
like
and
Would
service
and
man.
lonely young
When, the rugged frontiersman tudes: —the Indian must be On tribal governments
ed annually, are provided by and has been very active in
work more
pushed American civilization given responsibility, must be law and order: Present policy Affairs should
the Arkansas Electric Coopera- school, church, and county acthe
Indian
attacking
in
governclosely
tribal
westward a century ago, one of afforded an opportunity he can of maintaining
tives.
tivities and has served as a
health
so
problem.
continued
be
his greatest. problems was the utilize, and must develop faith ment should
Gloria Edwards, who is a junior leader. Raymond is a
of
AfBureau
Indian
the
On
themgoverning
thus
"by
in himself" so that he will no that
. American Indian.
member of the Lake Village graduate of the Lake View high
Today, the "first American" longer feel dependent on gov- selves, Indians will among fairs: It should be continued, for
Senior Community 4-H Club, has school and is a freshman at A.
but
supplemented
present,
the
of
knowledge
gain
things
other
Is an entirely different sort of ernment aid.
& N. College, majoring in
completed eight years of club
and gain experience in the laws by an Indian advisory board of
problem. Neglected on govern- PLANNING NEEDED
work. During these eight years math. His parents are Mr. and
appointed
citizens
distinguished
greater
the
of
procedures
and
ment reservations, ill-clothed, —On economic development:
she has served in many capaci- Mrs. Raymond Griffin, sr., Of
by the President to report to
ill-housed and ill-educated, the The U. S. bureau of Indian Af- community."
ties in Junior and Senior 4-11 Elaine, Arkansas,
the
on
intervals
regular
should
at
him
There
education:
On
Indians of today are the for- fairs should cooperate with the
Clubs, plus County Council,
act
should
It
tribes.
the
adult
of
state
of
expansion
an
be
an
economgotten men of the new frontier, tribes in setting up
school, church, and NHA orcoun"to
way
affirmative
an
in
develand
programs
education
will
unable to teke their place in an ic planning program which
ganizations.
or
control
not
guide,
and
sel
for
programs
special
of
opment
Increasingly complex Amen. develop Indian resources—huSTATE HONORS
regiment."
their
meet
to
children
Indian
.
through
—
man and material
can society.
She was elected vice-presiIt was because of this that the
N. Irdent of the State 4-H Council NEW YORK — John
Ford foundation's Fund for the
the
partner in
in 1959; won many county and win, II,
Republic undertook a study
state honors in 4-11 method legal firm of Patterson, Belhow
din- years ago to find out
demonstrations and activities knap and Webb, was elected
IP better the Indians' lot.
and was selected state cham- chairman of the Board of DiWIDE PROBLEM
pion in leadership for 1960. She rectors of Union Theological
in
56
The report, published
is a graduate of Central high Seminary at the Board's regu.
pages, examines seven major
school in Lake Village and is lar meeting last week.
aspects of the Indian problem.
a freshman at A. M. & N. col- Until recently, Irwin has been
!leaven
"Simply
of
INduction
TUSKEGEE
makes recommendations
It
IN THE
serving as assistant secretary
lege.
knows little about the Islamic And they are winning some con- STITUTE Little Theatre pro- ly," a musical comedy by
By LOUIS CASSELS
dealing with termination of govHer major is math. Her par- of Defense for International Se"Simple"
among
Hughes,
particularly
verts,
Langston
refor
example,
may,
He
faith.
values
Indian
ernment treaties,
International) fer to its adherents as "Moham- American Negroes. There are
('ummings) has his ents are Mr. and Mrs. Rufus curity Affairs, a post which he
and attitudes, economic develop- (United Press
segrega- (Richard
assumed in 1957.
of history, medans," which they intensely, now about 80,000 Moslems in the ing under stigma of
view
From
long
the
lie is in love with Sanders of Lake Village.
problems,
and
governments
ment, tribal
the
tur- resent. The correct name is U. S., and mosques can be found tion has been reflected in
educated
and
puritanical
Law and order, education, the key figure in Africa's
U. S. by the growth of the so- "Joyce" (Jeannie Pitts), at
may "Moslems."
in 11 American cities, Includhealth, and the Bureau of In- bulent political equation
Muslim" sect.
be neither Nasser nor Lumum- There is also a widespread ing Washington, New York, Chi- called "Black
right, but falls prey to tempdian Affairs.
truly Moslem in
not
is
sect
This
Here are the recommenda- ba, nor even Nikita Khrushchev, tendency to think of Islam as cago, Philadelphia, Detroit and Its religious doctrines. Its main tation by voluptuous "Zarita"
but a camel driver named Mo- an Arab religion. It is true that Sacramento, Calif.
(Sandra Faye Edwards). The
tions:
teaching is an implaczble hatby Carlton
—On termination of govern- hammed who lived in the city nearly all Arabs are Moslems. Worldwide. Islam has about red of all white men. But its play, directed
ment treaties; there should be of Mecca nearly 1400 years ago. But not all Moslems are Arabs 400 million adherents—or rough- adherents take Arab names, Molette, will be presented -0
the Silver Anniversary Conan avoidance of undue haste Mohammed founded the re- by any means. Islam has al- ly half as many as Christianity.
wear fezzes and otherwise iden- ference of the National Assoand plans should be worked ligion of Islam. For centuries, ways been strong in such non- Although Buddhism is techniwith Moslem
themselves
tify
and
Dramatic
ciation of
out with the Indians affected western Christians have regard- Arab nations as Turkey, Iran, cally the world's second largest customs.
Speech Artists at Tuskegee
ed this religion as moribund. Pakistan and India. In recent religion—with about 500 million
themselves.
advangreat
second
Islam's
Institute, March 15-17.
—Final plans should include But in recent years it has un- years, It has spread rapidly in- nominal followers in esia — it
is that it .nakes
alining for th( Indians to man- dergone a dramatic renascence. to ''black Africa" south of the has not experienced a resurg- tage in Africa
its converts
on
demands
lighter
We their own affairs "paid for It is now on the march all over Sahara. In many of the new ence comparable to that which
does. For exwhen necessary by the United Africa. And it has become one African states, where Christian has taken place in Islam, and than Christianity
an African who becomes
States." There should be no of the most dynamic elements missionaries have been at work it has none of Islam's fierce ample,
a Christian must also become
termination of Indian water in the explosive mixture of anti- for more than a century, Islam missionary zeal. Islam today
a monogamist. But if he berights.
western, anti-white emotion is now winning four or five new stands alone as a real challengcomes a Moslem, he can have
Land should be tax exempt which is the driving force be- converts for every one attract- er to Christianity — particularfour wives. This is no small conontil Indians can afford to pay hind African nationalism.
ed to Christianity.
ly in Africa.
sideration in African countries
taxes and states should be will- Despite its growing impor- MOSLEMS IN U. S.
Islam has at least two tremen- where polygamy is widely
ing to assume many responsibil- tance as a factor in the African Islam has even begun send- dous advantages in Africa.
practiced.
ities now borne by the federal • rees, the average Westerner ing missionaries to the LI. S. Africans are inclined to look
Islam has also been willing
upon Christianity as a "white to let its African converts conman's export." They associate tinue to practice many of the
it with colonial rule which they rituals of their old tribal religare so violently rejecting. And ions, including black magic,
missionaries
they connect it with the racial which Christian
discrimination that takes place cannot condone.
In fact, the available eviinsome Christian nations.
indicates that no great
Islam,( thc other hand, can dence
effort is being made to get newpresent itself as a faith "native"
ly-converted Negro Moslems to
to Africa — and one which has
observe the detailed precepts
never had any color line. Racial of the Islamic faith, as they are THIS YOUNG FLOOD victim moral support and comfort in can Red Cross reports more
equality has always been a practiced in ancient Islamic
of Montgomery, Ala., pre ha- the background was a Red than 13,000 families have sufmajor emphasis'of Islam. As countries like Egypt or Iran. bly wonders of the anti-typhoid Cross volunteer. The mass in• fered flood losses in Alabama,
virtually every African knows, They are simply being asked to injection he's receiving is oculation program was part Georgia. Louisiana and Missione of Mohammed's four wives consider themselves Moslems, really worth the pain and the of an health measure early in ssippi. The ARC estimates it
was a Negro.
and to embrace the one-line strain. He got the shot at an the flood emergency to guard will spend almost ei,000,ifile to
EMOTIONAL APPEAL
Islamic creed: "There is no American Red Cross shelter against infection from con• help them return to their norThe Emotional appeal which God but Allah, and .Mohammed here from a local public taminated water. The Anieri- mal way of life.
Islam has for Negroes smart- is his prophet."
health nurse. Lending him
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44IPER MAKES POWER
MOWER — MacArthur West,
an 18-year-old 4-H Club youth
of Clarksville, Tenn., is getting his homemade power
mower ready to be put on display in hie community dui.-

tog Mathes! 4.111 Week. The
youth converted his old hand
mower into • power mower
by attaching a discarded electric motor to it. Stooping at
right is County Agent John R.
Branham who showed the 4.

H'er bow to attach the motor.
Standing are the youth's father Reuben West and Assist
ant State Extension Supervisor W. WIliamson, right. More
than two million 4.H'ers observed 4-H Week.
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No TV Shows Stars Find Work Elsewhere I

BILLY DANIELS one of pioneers in radio's individual spotlighting, has been confined to
guest shots in recent seasons.
He, too, is a regular on the Miami and Las Vegas scenes.

Ray Charles
McCormick's
Star April 8
"A Salute To Genius," a special stage spectacular starring
Ray Charles—In Concert—will
play the fabulous new McCor- DOROTHY DANDRIDGE, scene from picture "Taman- bookings open to her in for.
mick Place on Saturday and shown with Curt Jurgens In go" filmed abroad has found eign countries in television
and pictures as well as cafes,.
Sunday, April 8 and 9 for two
performances only.
The amazing Ray Charles who
LENA HORN E, a regular lured on Broadway in roles In- on television have been limit- is rapidly skyrocketing to the top
of all performers in the jazz
along the Las Vegas and Mi- cluding starring stint in ed to guest stints, however.
and pop fields brings his enami scenes has also been lea• "Jamaica." Her appearances
tire group of star performers
to the giant theater on Chicago's lakefront.
The concert will begin at 8:30
Flesh And The Devil" offere,
pm. on April 8 and at 8 p.m. on PARIS — The film "Paris Another change, and even
April 9. All seats are reserved. Blues," soon to be released is more important was to have a more democratic presentastory.
topic of strange conversation Miss
romancing tion of the
Dandridge
is a report over here
There
along critics row these days.
class
lower
with one of the
will shoot his
The conversations deal with crew members. Not the lead as that Belafonte
ANN HENRY whose television
next film over here, with
manthe
and
films
interracial
appearances here have been
was the way of things in "Ta- foreign performers in most
ner in which they are handled mango." This is but one of
limited to guest shots was starroles. The picture will he resepia "names" are
Many
in
at
Las
Vegas.Ifield.
spots
bookings
the
Jack
to
and
Sullivan
compared
Ed
While
as
here
over
red on BBC-TV in London for
several pictures Miss Dandridge leased first over here and later
now are will be
abroad
either
and
Miami
in
season
the
winter
"Paris
variety.
Hollywood
pay
and
Paar argue whom to
several weeks last season.
starred in while appearing over taken to America, it reported.
in Atlantic City. sailing soon for tours through
an interracial here
Blues" boasts
how much, Negro stars are summer work
If he will make changes when
Fertile fields
countries.
many
Davis,
like
Sammy
names
Top
divided
honors
top
with
cast
will
doors
wondering when the
Again there are exceptions. the him is prepared for Ameriinclude Australia, Lonabroad
Harry
Horne,
Lena
Cole,
itNat
in
This
races.
the
between
regular
for
he opened to them
Likewise again Belafonte is ca is not known. Dollars to
Armstrong, don, Paris, South America, Jaself is most unlike manner in
top ranking berths in television_ Belafonte, Louis
it
allow
he will
Pearl Bailey and others have pan, and the various African
are shot the person or actor involved. doughnuts
pictures
such
which
Right now the only jobs in been appearing regularly on the countries visited rather freHarry has been seen in two screened in America just as
Hollywood,
in
in Hollywood it is filmed over here So far
television open to Negroes are above "circuits." Today the Mi- quently by Louis Armstrong
pictures made
There are many critics here
made no comment
those guest stints that stars ami scene is presenting several and his band and show.
with "Ta- but since he was the producer- Harry has
familiar
are
who
plans, if there is any
some other artists. Lone excep- aces of music, song and dance Yes, there are a number of
made with star the chances of bias creep- on his
picture
a
mango"
ing m were very slim indeed. .s how being reported about
tion so far has been Harry Bel- with others to follow. Those avenues open to sepia stars at
Dorothy Dandridge and Curt Harry's two films, "Odds how the film will be made or
TwentyGrand
afonte who has been able to on scene now and the ones to this time when television doors
co-starred. The two are
Jurgens
Against Tomorrow" and "The distributed.
DETROIT — Lloyd Price, one;gain individual spotlighting for follow have mostly come from remain just slightly open to
shown in several romantic
of nation's top singing stars, is'his twice a season telecasts. He Las Vegas where hotel work their talents. Visit Miami. Las
during the hour and half
scenes
the attraction at Twenty Grandihas arranged two in 1961, the is a year around outlet.
when
Vegas or take a trip abroad if
RAY CHARLES
However,
screening.
night club here for limited en- first coming early in May with Still another outlet for Ne- further proof of the brighter
story was filed in Hollysame
gagement. Price, recognized as'another to follow late in Sep- groes is the foreign booking side is needed.
wood, U.S.A., the changes inIN TITLE ROLE
on of top singers in television tember. Another exception has
cast members (James
cluded
—
(UPI)
HOLLYWOOD
and night club circles is in- been Sammy Davis' occasional
actor Mason in place of Jurgens)
n
Shakespearea
British
creasing his popularity where. starring stints on shows like
to "Deck
Peter O'Toole will play the title and title of the film
ever he appears.
"Lawman" and other such
Ran Red."
Arabia."
of
"Lawrence
in
role
here shows. Nothing regular like the
date
Following the
Lloyd is scheduled to move to weekly Como, Dina Shore. GarChicago for theatre and night ry Moore, Ed Sullivan shows
club performances. He is a have been given top sepia stars
popular favorite in the Windy however.
ZAG
G a
Ihi
City and should attract large Peering through the clouded
Sam Cooke, the. RCA Victor have been clamoring for Cooke
crowds during his engagement television stars, however, has
I come the regular year round recording star, this week opens to return.
over there.
a return engagement in the Brit- Cooke personally was anxious
ish West Indies where last year to make his current visit to
he did turnaway business.
the Caribbean, because it gives
ZIC,iY JOHNSON
Booked for two weeks (March him a chance to sooth so I e
14-29), the singer is slated for angry feelings among the naMoore show last week doing a
appearances in Trinidad, Mon- tives. Many of the singer's DETROIT — Handsome Obis
f on the late Bert Wiltake-of
countless fans in Trinidad have Benson, the former basketeer
tego Bay and Kingston.
makes me believe that
liams,
No.
Cooke's first Caribbean tour, been up in arms since last
out of the army and has re- the oldtimers must have had
promoter
when a
as Down Beat Magazine reportjoined the Four Tops . . . Aron the ball. Marty Eisner
promised to present a Sam thur Braggs headed down Mex- much
FOLKS ARE TALKING about for several "families."—WELL, ed, proved him to be "the hota month in Florida. On
spent
never
concert that was
ico way . . . Curious friends his way back. he stopped oft
that recently wed matron who TAKE YOUR pick of reasons test singing item on the tropi- Cooke
was
house
booked. Once the
wondering if that sweet and at Atlanta. Ga. Came out of
moved out of a VERY FLNE but fact remains tenants she cal isle's abbreviated concert
Chicago his hotel to go downtown, and
schedule." He broke all existing sold out, the man pocketed wonderful lady
on
APARTMENT building, telling l
of
out
ducked
rather
left behind when moving
,records set by other American $6.000 in cash and
Blvd. has really said I do.
all who cared to listen, that she
the bus driver sent him to the
arislanders
town. When the
to the 20 back of the bus. Thank you
had purchased a new home suddenly are very much con-!performers in auditoriums, theeheaded
Price
Lloyd
found
they
! ters and nightclubs. Ever since rived for the show,
WAS BACK AT THE former fused.
Grand as a follow up of the Sammy Davis jr. . .
house shuttered.
address last weekend TO DO 'TWAS RATHER news learn- that time, fans in the B.W.I. the
first top rated show in Bill
When the tornado hit ChicaHER LAUNDRY work in base- ing that of physician, Dr. John
Kabbush's new plan to give go last week, I immediately
PST CONNELL
very
efficient
who
does
Palmer
entertainin
ment.—BY SO DOING SHE wall
Detroit the ultra
called my mother since it
tieing up washing machines.job "BAKING BROKEN LEGS"
ment. The current show eon was in the vicinity of my
WANTED BY REGULAR ten-' is also adept at baking cakes,
gists of Ruth Brown ("Miss daughter's home, She said,
ants, and why.—THE REASONI an additional chore he performs
Brown" to you). Lotti t h e son, it missed us, thank God,
IS a split verdict between other!for kicks quite often.—JUDGBody, the Four Tops, Organist but it fame close to your
tenants with some saying had ING FROM letter received
Levi Mann and his swinging brother Charles' home, just
she bought a home she most''tother day lady Nosey exposed
band and, well you guessed it. Iwo blocks away.
certainly would have added a for charging guests for drinks
your writer as M.C.-host proAsked how was my daughter
washing machine to other es- at her "birthday party" held on
ducer. with Phil Giles standing Josephine, "Oh she's on the
sei tials and would not have 63rd St.. recently is very mad
in the wings waiting for his big town tonight.
Urban
The
been compelled to return to about what she read in this
but most of it was
chance.
League is having some sort 01 NEW YORK — Radio circles like a lot,
HAVE
former apartment to sio her;column.—SHOULDN'T
singer
new
the
Ossie Smith,
and she had to be has a new top figure in Pat just grazing land, couldn't raise
affair
an
washing.—OTHERS ARE SAY.: happened, lady.—WHY NOT A
with Count Basin. was called there" was her reply.
Connell, recently appointed an- anything. Back in the 1800's my
ING perhaps she is taking in token of sympathy for the "dad"
"The Button" by a certain
telling a lady of nouncer on CBS-radio chain for grandfather came to Montana
Basle
Count
washing now and finds more who lost battle to prevent his
lady in our town. He's so fine. some of our past experiences Saturday and Sunday shows out to fight the Indians and, as
profit using machines operated fins daughter's coming merriIncidentally. Basin has an eye and put the lady and your of New York via station 'VCSB was customary, the government
by someone else.—THERE ARE er?. to a certain fellow.—WED
on the Four Tops. As Nelson writer in stitches.
Pat, incidentally, is the first Ne- gave him this land grant afteras
as
soon
believe
DING TAKES place
OTHERS who confess to
would say, look at them, look
gro to become a staff announcer wards."
is
able
the
new
to
love
cutie's
building
their
the ex-tenant of
on a network, and last month Grinning, Pat says he's dy
at me.
is now living in a kitchenette get his divorce from present
CBS rewarded his ability by to play a cowboy in a TV we!,
The story around New York
where there's only one machine
assigning him his own deejay em," doing an excellent imitais that Phil Waddell and his
show in addition to announcing tion of the flat, terse tones of
"double" Leonard Reed ate
typical western hero.
chores.
that duck that Phil used to
Forthright, serious, quick to On "The Pat Connell Show,"
carry on a leash. Leonard
NEW YORK — Duke Recthere
is the secret to enterheaded for the coast with his ords of Houston, Texas has smile, Pat frankly says
career balance
beautiful singing wife, Bar- signed Jackie Verdell former were times during his
taining programming. He won't
setbacks
bare. And Phil? Well, ask lead singer with the famous when he felt certain
a platter unless it "says
says spin
Davis Sisters gospel group to were due to prejudice. He
Senator Bryant.
something."
are
relationships
working
Lions' defensive halfback a long term contract.
"The best singing," Pat
CBS, and in turn,
Jackie had her first session "great" at
Dick "Night Train" Lane
"is acting which is
maintains,
hired
was
he
say
Chubby Checker and Brook To One I Love."
who Is now with Dawson Tay- on the Duke label this veek his bosses
to music, and among the
set
spite
in
nor
of
Benton scored impressive gains The "Spanish Harlem" disc
lor Chevrolet Center, bring- under the supervision of Dave neither "because
say something to
because of his people who
In the United Press-Internation- by rock'n roll star, Ben E.
ing back a message from Clark topper in Duke's produc- of his race, but
me because they mean what
al record poll over past seven
mimic George Kirby (who .10 tion Dept. Clark was success- talent."
they sing are Peggy Lee and
King moved up a spot this
days.
He auditioned for three years Sinatra."
to gather a
me is the greatest thing since ful in bringing
replaceSummer
list
in
the
16
a
to
week
number
Check of poll shows Checkbubble gum). The message? bunch of Chicago Musicians sti sight for
job with WC. His easy-going talk between
er's "Pony Time" moving Into of "First twenty hits." Yes the
that he used from time to ment announcing
Watch that heart!
is acdisc
oxx
I
popular
Red
so-called
BACON,
it, stay- platters has resulted in sizeable
PEARL
made
hit
he
on
okay
did
stars
sepia
year
slot
behind
the number three
band that BS; last
version of
Leon Claxton sending a fond time. Included In the
with
poses
a
audience response, and while
bootlegged
tually
Coast
West
staff.
The
UPI
.It
week.
past
parade
the
with
"Surrender"
Elvis Presley's
ed on
titled "Red hello while he's in winter guat. flew In from Chicago for this Patrick Connell was horn 35 he's "happier than 'I ever bese•
to
Dotto's
release
Wands
she
as
smile
a
most
of
popular
one
is
poll
Ingby
Jorgen
"Apache"
and
Party." ter from Tampa, Florida. Car- session were Johnny Griffin.
possible," he looks formann The same period has ratings in recording circles rims beeit • Of checking Foxx's Laff of the
Land- St. Patrick's Days ago, on his lieved
$1,000 for ry on Leon, we all knove the Harold Owsley, Wesley
ward to the day when he
in
ranch
acre
1,000
Brook Benton's latest, "Think The top twenty are chosen each what Dottie Iligeords claim are Dotto has offered
family's
convic- wonderful job you're doing at ers, Pat Patrick, Wilbur Ware,
retire on a spread of his
Twice" in sixth place. Brook's week and sent 'aver wire for, "bogus" illses, a record al- Information leading to
Sim- Great Falls. Montana.
bogus rec- home and abroad. Hearing the Hobart Dotson, Norman
In Montanasounds
acres
thousand
recording is followed by The spotlighting in newspapers and bum titled "Just For Fun." tion of the alleged
"One
singer-comedian on the Gary mons and Riff Ruffin.
Company charges the album a ord makers.
Muelles discing of "Dedicated'on television and radio.
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Nation-Wide Educational TV
Could Bring Degrees To All

A child's feet can easily develop strain or muscle and ligbal.
ament weaknesses from
GOV. LEROY COLLINS
A. PHILIP RANDOLPH
ANDREW T. HATCHER
"The establishment of a na-i Mr. Burns declared that an broadcasting for educational let lessons unless they
are
tion-wide educational television "educational gap," far reach- purposes. ari'ding that our properly supervised, Dr. Edsystem could bring a college ing in it's implications, con- three greatest needs today in- ward Meldman, a foot specialdegree within the reach of fronts us today.
clude forging a stronger union ist in New York cautions.
every American, according to A former professor at Harv- of—teaching, broadcasting and Reporting on the subject In
John L. Burns, president of ard and Lehigh universities, the graphic arts; establishment ' Today's liealth." the expett
the Radio Corporation of Amer. Mr. Burns testified in favor of] of comprehensive libraries of said children should not be
ica. In a prepared statement legislation that would grant educational tapes and films by placed on point — rising on the
to the Senate Interstate and each state up to $1 million to outstanding teachers: and fos- tips of the toes — until age of
Foreign Commerce Committee, establish or improve television tering the electronic distribu- 10 or 12.
tion of instructional material
between school systems in dif. systems. Mc. Burns believes
ferent localities.
would ultimately lead to "the
The RCA executive cited 'the creation of a truly nation-wide
latter as the most important system from which participaof these needs and expressed ting systems might "tap" that
the opinion that legislation which is best for their particunow being considered by the lar need. In closing he told
Mrs. Louise Batson, wife of Zeta of the Year, Delta Alpha committee would "offer strong the committee that educational
Dr. Percival Batson of Brook- Zeta, Boy Scouts of America encouragement to local educa- telnVision promises the first
lyn, was honored with the 1961 for fund raising, Bond Drive— tors to pool their resources in fundamental advance in teach"Woman of the Year" Award U. S. Government and Global operating educational television ing methods since the invenof Zeta Phi Beta Sorority from News Syndicate for Commu- facilities." Providing the "seed tio of the printing press 500
Delta Zeta Chapter of New nity Service.
money"• to state and local years ago.
York.
Mrs. Batson, a native of South
America, is a graduate of How!HART LOUISE HOOPER
GRANGER
B.
LEhTER
WYATT
ard University and has done
LT. GOV. WILSON
GOY. BERT COMBS
graduate work at the N.Y.
School of Social Work and New
York University. Iler membership in Zeta began when she
was a student at Howard, and
she has truly kept the name of
the Sorority before the masses
with her unselfish service in
many organizations Such service includes Directorship of ,
Christian Education,
Lutheran Church inRedmr WashA. Polio., Randolph, union Francisco, Calif. — For tinselBS' FRANK L. STANLEY, SR. a philanthropist.
continuous fish contributions of time and ington, D. C., Recreational
Chairman, National Negro
Several of these honorees will president — For
Newspaper Week
appear on television and radio dynamic leadership in the labor money to the cause of the ad- Worker at Brownsville CenterNewspaper during the 23rd annual celebra- arena, and as prime mover in. vancement of Africans. West Brooklyn, Translator of Dutch
National
The
Publishers Association in ob- tion of National Negro News- founding of Negro American Coast representative of African and German for the U. S. OfDefense Fund formerly South fice of Censorship and Social
Labor Council.
servance of the 134th knniver- paper Week, March 19-25,
Investigator and Supervisor for
Wilma Rudolph, truck cham- African Defense Fund.
sary of the Negro press has The Russwurm
award
is
nampion. Tennessee A&I State Uni- Joint Honor: Ezell Blair, jr., the NYC Dept. of Welfare.
cited fifteen individuals as Russ. ed for John
Russwurm,
editor
Franklin McCain, Joseph Mc- This dynamic personality N
worm Award Winners.
of the first Negro newspaper, versity — For winning three
three
gold medals in World Olympic Neill, and David Richmond, now with the Brooklyn DoThe group includes
FREEDOM'S JOURNAL. Editor
games and repeated record- students at A&T college, Greens- mestic Relations Court as a
Governors, one college presi- Russwurm also
was the first
boro, N. C. — For having in- Case Supervisor. She is currentbreaking performances.
dent, one social scientist, six Negro college
graduate
in
ly affiliated with the following
Dr. James Nabrit, president, itiated sit-ins.
students, a union president, a America.
The citation reads:
Howard university — For con- Hamilton Holmes and Char- organizations: Wisterian Club,
member of President Kennedy's
White House staff, a world's "In recognition of outstanding tributions, guidance and assis- layne Hunter, students at the the Public Relations Commitchampion amateur athlete, and achievement in making possible tance in innumerable litigation University of Georgia — For the tee of the Brooklyn YWCA,
— a richer conception of democra- suits in Civil Rights during his "statesman-like" manner in fund-raiser for the Women's
tic principles and in tribute for tenure as dean of School of Law. which they confronted situations Division of the NAACP, Chairupholding those highest tradi- Howard university.
of unrest upon entering Univer- man of the Women's Division
tions considered as the Ameri- Mary Louise Hooper, San sity of Georgia.
of Boy Scouts (past five years),
can Way of Life."
member of the Catholic Attache Guild, VP of the Board
Russwurm Award winners
of Directors of Maria Lawton
are selected upon the recomCenter for the Aged, Board
mendation and majority vote of
Member of Childville,' Inc.
America's more than 100 Ne(Center for emotionally disgro publishers of newspapers
children), President,
turbed
which have a combined circulaDELTA ALPHA Zeta ChapChild-Haven, auxiliary to Childtion in excess of 11
2 million.
/
of Zeta Phi Beta Sorority,
ter,
ville, Inc., Sponsor of BrookMany famous national and inpraises for
lyn Zeta Amicae, Sponsor of, is still receiving
The Belmont Park Civic club ternational dignitaries have been
Omicron Chapter, Undergradu-' its having honored M r s.
will see its members installed the recipients of the coveted
ate Chapter of Zeta Phi Beta Louise Batson as Zeta's
by Rev. M. Winfield, president Russwurm awards.
Sorority, Sponsor of Center for "Woman of the Year 1961"
of the Hyde Park Hollywood 1961 RUSSWURM WINNERS
Young People at 1662 Broad- because of he r unselfish
night, Former Governor Leroy Colcivic club Tuesday
way, Brooklyn, and Past Na- service in such organizations
March 28, at the Friendship lins of Florida — For giving
tional Publicity Director of Ze- as the NAAC P, the Maria
MB church, pastored by Rev. forthright endorsement to food
Lawton Center for the Aged,
ta Phi Beta Sorority, Inc.
L. L. Love.
services desegregation.
Among the Awards which Childville, Inc., and others. In
All members, as well as Governor Bert T. Combs and
Mrs. Batson has received are the picture to the extreme
friends, are asked to be pres- Lieutenant Governor Wilson W.
left, Mrs. Batson accepts the
ent.
Kentucky — For
of
Wyatt
Zeta Award from Soror Pansy
Officers to be installed are sponsoring and successfully enBorders (extreme righ t),
Rev. H. Sandridge, president; acting by state law, a state
Zeta Regional Director of
Mrs. Elzora Campbell, first commission on Human Rights
the Middle Atlantic Region,
vice president; Jessie Widman, with budget and professional
MARSHALL. Tex. — The first
as the Basileus of Delta
second vice president; Mrs. staff — the first created by any
Science Fair of Wiley College
Alpha Zeta, Soror Almira
Lillie M. Harris, recording sec- state Legislature in the south.
will be held on Saturday, Mar.
Center)
(in
retary; Mrs. Otha J. Johnson, Cited additionally for enacting
25. The aims of the project K. Coursey
with genuine apassistant secretary; Mrs. P. L. non-discrimination in state emwill be to create and stimulate looks on
presentation
proval. T he
Interest in science among stu.1 one s, financial secretary; ployment.
was made at a recent Dinmembers of the banking com- Lester B. Granger, retiring
dents in the East fexas area
George Hotel GOVERNOR BUFORD El- sating April as Cancer Conwho are in grades seven ner at the St.
mittee are W. H. Harris, -Jr., executive director of the NaIn Brooklyn, New York.
lington "primes the pump" trol Month. Tennessee di,,ithrough 12.
chairman; John W. Ivory and tional urban League — For
for the American Cancer So- sion president Finis Nelson,
President Cole has announced
Mark E. Johnson: Rev. Spence distinguished national and inciety's 1961 Crusade and right, seems impressed at the
that R. R. Williams, jr., of the
Gipson, chaplain: and Mrs. ternational leadership to the
wishes Its volunteers luck In Governor's ability to get mondepartment of mathematics,
Lenora Netters, assistant chap- cause of human decency.
their efforts to raise 500- ey out of the old•fashioned
will be the general chairman. • Every man should keep a
lain.
Andrew T. Hatcher, Associate
thousand dollars during April. pitcher pump. Funds raised
fair-sized cemetery in which
classi.
two
in
be
will
Exhibits
Press Secretary of the White
sure
Be
windyour
The National Safety Council says:
Freeman, Tennessee by the Society, in the April
Roy
to bury the faults of his
individual
group,
and
fications,
FOR YOUNGSTERS
House — In recognition of a
perfect
condition.
in
are
shield wiper blades and arms
crusade chairman, is at left campaign, will go to re.
and will be judged on creative friends.
Roll canned apple slices in notable career in journalism
You need one ounce of arm pressure for each inch of rub—(Henry Ward Beecher)
heldin/ a prociamltion which search, education and sere.
thought,
scientific
ability,
peppermint candy crumbs and which led to appointment to the
ber blade length to sweep off rain or road spray, instead
the Governor signed desig- ice in the fight against Canthoroughness, skill, clarity, and
spear each one on a toothpick second highest press secretarial
of Sliding over it and causing poor visibility,
cer.
dramatic quality.
for tidy eating.
post of the President's staff.
DR. JAMES NABRIT

offere,
presents.

JOSEPH MI cN I:ILI,
DA1
RICHMOND

Zeta Woman Of Year
Top Social Worker

Negro Newspaper Association
Cites 15 Russwurm Winners
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Attorney C. 0. Horton, jr. was
the speaker for the program
presented by the Mr. Esquire
Club of Owen College in the
College Auditorium, March 20,
at 10:00 a. ni. during the regular assembly period.
Mr. Horton, a native
of
Bolivar, Tennessee, is a graduate of Morehouse College and
the Howard University Law
School. A member of the American Bar Association, he is lietive in community and civic
affairs. He is particularly proud
of his position on the board of
directors of the Family Service of Memphis. He has been
Memphis
practicing law
in
since 1957 and is married to the
former Miss Eck Randolph of
Bolivar, Tennessee.
Cunningham, popular
Lee
young singer possessing a tine
tenor %ACC, also appeared on
the program. Mr. Cunningham
is a former student of Madame
Florence McCleave and a member of the Memphis Musicians
Association and the National As.
sociation of Negro Musicia011a
Inc. The talented young singer
Ted
has auditioned for the
Mack Amateur Show and hete
appeared on local TV all
annou4',.
sp...eial guest of
Trent Wood.

March 28
Belmont Club
Installation

Wiley College To
Hold Science Fair

Words of the Wise

SOCIET MERRY
GOdWUND
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Dramatist To

Beauticians

Appear Here
April 17

Plan Dance

Plea Made For More
Use Of Womanpower

Excelsior
Beautician
By MARJORIE I. llILEN
The
tempter has made plans for a A plea for greater use of er reminded, suffers from a
We've got to Talk that talk to dine Holmes, Dorothy McDanSpring Dance on Saturday, womanpower in creating a new kind of double jeopardy — a
really do justice to the superb iel, Juanita Arnold, Ceneta
March 25, at the Flamingo social order was made by Dr. double discrimination becadeb
Tillie
Bogard
Smith, a poetry
medern Jazz Concert held at Qualls, Awilda Woods, Helen
on Hernando at., an- John Hope Franklin in an ad- she is a Negro and a woman.
Room
interpreator
and
dramatist, is
LeMoyne College's Bruce Hall Shelby and "yours truly."
the secretary of the dress marking the closing of He was quick to point out hownounces
to
be
expected
present
by
the
the 85th annual Homemaking ever, that women have the relest Saturday night. A capacity Mary knews ladies love
club, Mrs. Teresia Downey.
Gamma
Alpha
chaper
of
the
audience dug the sounds which money . . and she therefore
Club members recently visit- Institute at Bennett College sponsibility to be prepared to
Alpha
Gamma
Chi
sorority
in
perform the tasks they seek
came forth from the fast-paced chose a colorful selection of
ed "Freedom Village" near Sunday.
show which sponsored by The smart French-styled billfolds in Bruce Hall on LeMoyne College
Dr. Franklin, head of the and cautioned that grace and
Somerville, Tenn., to contribute
during
a
campus
Musical
Fete
LeMoyne College Student Coun- Spring colors for several prizes,
food and clothing to the "ousted history department at Brook- charm are no substitutes for
cil and Fred Cook's Jazz Work- and also colognes and Jewelry at 8 p. m. Friday, April 17, acfarmers." T h e delegation, lyn College, recalled that he mastery of a field.
cording
to
an
announcement.
be guilshop which presented the or- . . . all the more to please winheaded by the president, Mrs. was present here 16 years ago ''Women must never
ty," he said, "of seeking cons
chestras of Larry Muhoberac ners Juanita Arnold, Harriet Miss Smith, accredited with
Margaret Pembroke, consisted when Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt
eideration just because they
Devise, Alma Booth, Helen Shel- being "an artist of rare talent,"
and Onzie Horne.
of Mrs. Pearl Jackson, Mrs. addressed the 19th annual inare women."
Fred Cook said, "The exciting by (her low score winning the is widley known on the West
Priscilla Burke, Mrs. Etta Mae stitute and pointed to her as
Dr. Franklin urged that 'huthing to watch for the Jazz "booby") and members Ernes- Coast for her dramatic presenFlowers a n d Mr. an d Mrs. the "most dramatic example
rled women, after performieg
Workshop was the different ap- tine Johnson, Beatrice Johnson tations. She is also employed
Charlie Norris. Club members of career fulfillment of any
the most pressing and urgent
by a radio station in Little Rock,
preaches two fine musicians and Ruby Jackson.
are making plans to contribute woman of the 20th century."
Addressing himself to the responsibilities. ef homemakirig,
take when writing for their or. OLD ACQUAINTANCE CLUB'S Ark.
to the evicted farmers again
should return to the task of
chestras — the instrumentation "CASBAH PARTY"
A graduate of Northwestern
before Easter, according to an theme, "The College Woman's
Quest for Career Fulfillment," career fulfillment and service
each uses, the voicing, tempi, OLD ACQUAINTANCE CLUB university in Evanston, Ill., she
announcement.
to the larger community.
Dr. ,Franklin said:
etc. Both are modern in their used authentic artistic flare . • . majored in speech and oral in"I fully appreciate the im- Mrs. Louise G. Street, insticoncept but note how differ- and the travel lore of Algeria terpretations. She is accredited
portance of utilizing in every tute chairman, summarized
ent one can be from the other." (in peaceful days) to issue dis- with having "a well modulated
way possible the talents, train- the activities of the week;
With that thought in mind, tinctive cut out Moslem girl voice which expresses love and
ing and other resources that pointing out that some students,
we sat back and joined in the head invitations, complete with romance or tragedy with equal
women have to offer if we are as a result of their experiences,
ovation!: which resounded to the glittered face veils . . to bid ease.
to cope with the gigantic task have been challenged to seek
rafter, in appreciation of the guests to . .. "Come with me to Miss Smith will be accompof creating the kind of social new careers, while others has:e
fine music of these two out- the 'Casbah' . . . we shall sip anied at the piano by Samuel E.
received reassurance to Constanding aggregations,
and dine at nine," at Top Hat Weward of Pine Bluff, Ark,
The Sixteen Ebonettes social order for which we do not have tinue toward their chosen cato
apologize
or
rationalize.
It
The audience was really a and Tails Club last Thursday Miss Smith is a member of the
club met recently at the home of
is my strong conviction that it reers.
fine cross-section of the corn- night.
MUSICIAN, TOO — This is spiritual leader to his people, Mrs. Theresa Gates. The PresiSigma Gamma Rho sorority.
Mystery, intrigue, and lavish The Musical Fete is being a rather early photo of Bishop he was song leader as well. dent, Mrs Jimmie Hooks, and is immoral as well as undemo10unity, young and old, college
and high school, white and Ne- care for tourist-guests were all given for the benefit of Alpha Sherred Johnson which proves As a musician he was very all her members, wishes to cratic to deny the existence of
competent, if not superior
gm, 'Old Guard' and beatnik .. there . . . and the night was Gamma chapter's scholarship the amazing versatility of the accomplished.
hank everyone for helping to
all melded in enthusiastic ap- filled with fun . . . cued to a fund.
make their cocktail party such qualities possessed by women
man. Be was more than a
for
almost any task involving
predation of the event.
Casbah scene which had a back.
a success.
the utilization of mental powFolk are talking about Larry drop of the Taj Mahal ea a
Special thanks go out to the ers and talents."
Muhoberac's smooth piano tech- wall, floor pillows, beaded cur12 Matror, social club, Guys As an evidence of the fact
nique, the prevailing trombone tains between rooms . . . face
and Dolls, Hubernettes, the Gay that women belong to a minorof Wade Oldham, Syd Mostel- masks of the Ncrthern African
Senoras, the Hawks and thi ity group as far as the recoglees sweet and cool singing, . continent ... pictures of headMarchioness.
nition of their talents and inArabian
Dancing
set Onzie's "cats" gave with decorated
The Ebonettes are giving a tellectual capacities are con- The Thrifty Twelve social
inad sounds . . . really way out girls, the inevitable cafe tables
charity fashion tea May 28, at cerned, Dr. Franklin asked: club entertained a number of
. were Emerson Able's alto with wine bottles yetis aged
Members of Omicron Omega theme "New Directions for the anti-basileus; Mrs. Savannah the Henry E. Oates manor audi- "How many women presi- guests during an Early Spring
x and the real-gone tenor sax candle and drippings to sct the
Jones,
grammatues;
H
r
s.
Chapter of Alpha appa Alpha Next Half Century."
torium, 1157 N. Manassas.
dents of co-educational colleges Party held last Saturday night
Gilbert Caple. . .
while right mood.
made plans to Sharing the spotlight during Mary Woodruff, anti-gramma. Tasty menu was served at and
universities
can
you at the home of Mrs. Ethel H.
wrt Juanita Reddick came on The bar was resplendent with Sorority lave
teus;
Miss
Ruth
Hawkins,
episthe South- the occasion, expected are:
name? How many women gov- Coleman of Dixie Rd. Hostessthe meeting.
with singing (and we Know that fishnet draped over the mir- serve as hostesses to
tileus;
Conine
Mrs.
T.
Sears,
Conference, Mrs. Julia B. Burnell, southReporter is Mrs. VernIce ernors have we had in the es of the party, Mrs. Alberta
whatever she wants is for the rors, highlighted with sea shells eastern Regional
and easter regional director; Mrs. tamiochus; Mrs. Mary Oliver, Jackson.
history of our country. How Baker, recieved guests in -a
asking as of now!) We loved coral leaves and more candle- scheduled for March 31
financial
secretary;
Mrs.
RosAla. Alma Johnson, personal promany women judges, bank red lace sheath; and Mrs.
Onzie's Pink Lady . . . carried holding wine bottles. The lush April 1 in Birmingham,
lyn
Ware,
parliamentarian;
expected from ducts consultant, will be the
presidents and heeds of indus- Elizabeth Mitchell, who wore an
us away that we wondered about Algerian simulated landscape Delegates are
Louisiana, Mississip- featured speaker for the soror- Mrs. Irma Jones, hodegus;
trial organizations can you all silk outfit.
a- pink lady, in a pink oathtub, was depicted ,nth the many Tennessee,
Mrs.
Marva
Hodges,
reporter
Jessyc- ity's public program; Mrs.
name. Do you raise your eyebathing-in ping champagne to palms which dotted the swank pi and Alabama. Mrs.
Among guest were: Mr. 'and
brows when you hear of a
is Drivers - Hayden is the 1961 Eugene Long, undergraduate of Ivy Leaf magazine; and
prove just how carried away we club rooms.
Julius B. Green, Mr. and
Miss
A.
Lucille
Brewer,
dean
woman architect, engineer or Mrs.
program advisor, will be the
were.
Dinner was served in the Regional chairman.
Mrs. Willie Lynch, Mr. and
mayor."
featured speaker during the of pledgees.
Both of these fine bands are dining room where shades of Sharing hostess responsibility
and
include
Sorors
The Negro woman, the speak- Mrs. Floyd Davis, Mr.
banquet; and Mr. Jimmie Wil- Members
*enable for dances . . .and Spring were evidenced by a to the regional conference will
Josh Prince; Mr. and
Mrs.
Mabel
Anderson,
Mary
Bark+mild that we never, never, colorful centerpiece of white be Chi chapter, an undergrad- liams, special services adminMrs. Wadell Coleman, Mr. and
SILHOUETTES MEET
er, Indiana Benn, Amyle Boynever again have to endure glads, jonquils, hies and bright uate chapter of the sorority istration of Tuskegee, Ala.
When the G.O.P. Women's The Silhouette social club met Mrs. Frank Martin; Mr. and
kin,
Eva
Bratcher,
Madeline
curtains which is located on Talledega TO HOLD CLINIC
some of the horrible blasting red tulips, beaded
Davis, Corine Ephraim, Susie Guild met in monthly session Sunday, March 12. The meeting Mrs. Oscar Baker, Mr. led
sounds we've had to put up with requiring guests to pull College's campus in Tallede. Thirty-five sorors of sister
Evans, Minnie Gaston, Lillian recently at the home of the was called to order by the Mrs. Nathan Anderson, Mrs.
at some of our outstanding them apart to keep the Algerian ga, Ala. Soror Laurel Hand is chapters are expected to partiDenesse
Giscombe,
Mabel Gregg, Cleo- president. Ruth C. McCord, President, Mrs. Charlene Mob- Clearance Mitchell,
dancing.
flavor. The food was strictly basileus of Chi chapter.
cipate on the program. Expect- patra Goree, Jessyca D. Hay- members were enlightened and ley. Prayer was led by the McNeal, Mrs. Annie M. GarWe salute you Fred. Larry American style for the Amen- "In order to obtain maxi- ed to be of particular interest
Miss
den, Ophelia Hill, Edythe T. enthralled by the inspiring and Chaplain and hostess, Miss Ida rett, Claude Redmond,
and Onzie, and each and every I can guests who delighted with mum success in planning and to delegates will be a clinic on
pertinent message of the guest Ruth Clowers. A delicious re- Roxie McGee, Walter Goore,
Jones,
F.
Lydie
Lewis,
Gerone of the fihe musicians and the Casbah doings
. delicious promoting the Regional Con- "Chapter Programming," to
past was served. Mrs. Char- George Price,
trude Long, Mabel Murphy, speaker, Mrs. Ruth 0. West,
singers who have made a fine turkey, ham, caviar, assorted ference, the following commit- be led by the following seven
Mrs. West, interior designer lene Mobley, president; Mrs. And Mrs. Minnie J. Toney,
Mabel
Neely,
Henrene
Smoot,
contribution to the community hot and cold hors d'oeuvres and tee chairmen were appointed:" delegates: Sorors Lois Daniel,
Horders, Inc., Gertha Hunt, secretary; Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. Sammy L. Bells;
Jettye H. Thompkins, Bessie associated with
Mrs. Roslyn Ware, conferin the staging of this unique connoisseurs' choice of drinks.
Sr., Mr. and Mrs. Fred Rafflift,
past regional director; Callie Toney, Gregory D. White and discussed current fashions for Bernice Thomas, reporter
show.
Credit Beulah Preston ard ence financing; Mrs. Savan- Stevens, chairman of the nathe home and the office.
Mr. and Mrs Robert Harrison,
Wyatt.
Emma
0.
‘Why can't we look forward to Yvonne Exum for the exotic nah C Jones. housing: Mrs. tional ACHR
The Guild completed plans SCELPTORS MEET
Mrs. 0, D. Banks, Issac King
committee;
Ruth
more of this periodically? This, decorations and Invitations and Katie Ligon, program; Mrs. T. Wood, nominating
for a forum dinner at which The Seelpter Women social aml Mrs. Jewel Sykes.
committee;
C.
Sears, registration of deleafter all, is the home of the Mickey Fugh for details of the
time a panel of distinguish citi- club met recently at the home Special guests included Mrs.
Sallye McClatchey, graduate
blues—why can't Memphis also catering service which provid- gates; Mrs. Mary Barker, es- member-at-large;
zens will disucss "Why Negroes of the Chaplain, Mrs. Katie Arma L. Newson of Chicago
Mabel
Bell
cort;
Mrs. Ophella Hill, ex-be the showplace for modern ed the delicious menu.
are Democrats."
Evans of 2411 Shasta. Fruit and representatives from the
Crooks, editor of the Ivy Leaf
hibits;
Mrs.
Minnie Gaston,
jazz ? ? ? ?
Members of Old Acquaintance
punch and cake was served. Fisherman, Sportsman clube
magazine;
and
Julia
B.
Purhospitality;
M r s. Madeline
PINS CHAMPAGNE FOR
Bridge Club and their husbands
nell, present regional director.
p. m. March 26, at the All had wonderful time. Next and their wives as well as the
for
4
ed
Davis,
kits;
MODERETTES
attending were: Beulah a n d
hofe of Mrs. Edna McDonald meeting is April 4 at the home Horsemen and the Vanneftet
Miss Marcella White, sou- Detail plans for the two-day
Pert Ann B. Harris feted chic Floyd Preston, Juliece and Rusprogram have been fully de- The Riviera social club re- of 244 - B Pauline Circle • East, of the President, Mrs. Melvin& clubs.
venirs;
Mrs.
Mabel Barker
=embers of THE MODERET- sell Kyle, Alice and Sam Helm,
veloped to carry out the relig- cently held a meeting at the announced the club reporter. Edwards, Mrs. Effie King, sec- Mrs. Elizabeth Mitchell is
TES BRIDGE CLUB at smart Anna and Richard Clark, Loret- Murphy, breakfast; Mis. Edyious, educational, cultural and home of Mrs. Edna McDonald Mrs. L. Patterson is president retary and Mrs. Martha Lewis, the president of the club. Mrs.
the
Tate
Jones,
party which featured pink ta and James Crutcher, Cleo
banquet; Miss
Linda Green is club reporter.
reporter
social aspects of the confer- next meeting has been schedul of the club,
champagne to put one in all in and Ananias Jones, Helen Mil- A. Lucille Brewer. dance; Mrs.
ence.
a rosy glow . . . a perfect pre- er, Rose Long, Yvonne Exum, Amyle- F. Boykin, publicity;
lude to a dinner that followed Mickey Fugh, Jacqueline Flow- Miss Ruth Hawkins, minutes; SORORITY' HOUSE
Omega
chapter
luscious steaks, green beans and ers and Joe Henderson, Elsie Mrs. Gregory D. White, music; Omricon
liaked potatoes, zesty tossed Robinson, Mamie Dillard, Lon- Mrs. Marva Harris, sales; Mrs. during its colorful history, has
salad and waist-line padding nie Hardy and Milton Mickens, Mabel Neely, transportation; rendered invaluable service to
hot rolls all finished with tea Yvonne Hawkins and Calvin and Mrs. Irma Jones, informa- the c ity of Birmingham
through service projects culand coffee.
tion.
Lyons.
tural activities and civic conThere was scads of fun, in- Guests attending were Carl 35 DELEGATES
teresting bridge, and lovely and Emogene Stotts, French The conference program has tributions. It was the first
sfrizes to astute players of the and Geraldine Hunt, Walter and been developed around the Greek-leter sorority established for Negroes in the State of
group . . . winners Joy ce Josie Flowers, Harold and TilBlackmon. Elaine Campbell and,lie Whalum, Alton and Rose keepsie, N. Y., for their Spring Alabama. I twas the efforts of
guest Lily Pat Walker who de- Coleman, Earline and Roland Break. James S. Byes, eon of Omricon Omega chapter that
lighted to their windfalls of a Finley, Ezelle and Hannibal Dr. and Mrs. Jas. S. Byes, will other chapters were establishhandsome rubber plant, a uni- Parks, Fred and Lorene Os- spend his break from Milford ed at Talledega college, Montquo planter and a sharp sport borne, The William Graftons, Academy at Milford Connec- gomery, Mobile and in other
bag.
The Leonard Campbells, the ticut, with an aunt in Mont- sections of Alabama.
The Omicron Omega Chapter
Another guest was Jolene W. John Bowdens, the
Walter clair, New Jersey,
Woman of
Sawyer, who joined other mem- Moores, Julius
and
Helen Chris Booth is home from Scholarship for
Ability was established at
hers Elene Phillips, Cynthia Flake, Edward and Juanita Southern Illinois
university,
Winfrey, Barbara Atkins and Lewis, William and Elms Mar- looking more handsome than Miles college in Birmingham
Juanita Truitt. Missing the fun dis, The William Harrises, The ever, while visiting his parents, in 1945. In 1946 the chapter
was Nora Jackson, who was Jesse Wilburns, The Willie Dur- Mr. and Mrs. Philip Booth and started the "Fashionetta" and
ill,
hams, and still others were: grandparents, Dr. and Mrs. C. h a s successfully continued
since.
COTILIAAN BRIDGE CLUB
Emmett Rogers, Oscar Dick- M. Roulhac,
Members and guests of the son, Delores Bradley, Faye Gen- The Altar Guild of Emmanuel A dream was fulfilled when
Cotillian Bridge Club were beau- try, Jean
House,
Barbara Episcopal church is giving its the local AKA Sorority House
tifully entertained by vivacious Brown, Vera Johnson, Geral- Second Annual Roulhac,
was purchased. Mrs. Mabel
Mary Roberts at her lovely dine DeWalt and Louis Strick- The Altar Guild ce: Emmanuel Neely holds the distinct honor
home at 1263 Effie Road last land, Carlee Bodye, Benjamin Episcopal church is giving its of being the only remaining
Saturday . , . where floral dec- Blakley, Ann Yarbrough, May- second Annual Foreign .eichibit charter member still active
orations of bright yellow and della Reeves Doris Bowers Tea on Palm Sunday at the res- with the chapter.
white proclaimed that Spring Harry Winfield, Timothy Mot- idence of Dr. and Mrs. W. 0. OFFICE HOLDERS
was near. Smart Attire of the me—, Alma Coleman, Ernestine Speight, jr., at 1865 South Park- Officers of Omicron Omega
ladies further proclaimed that Joyner, Frank Lee, Lawrence way East, and requests friends chapter are Mrs. Katie Ligon,
the dreary days of winter we've Jones and Marion Sanford.
and patrons to attend.
basileus; Miss Marcella White,
experienced hereabout were CHIT CHAT
being hastily blown away by The Lilts Bridge club has the
brisk blustery starch winds, town talking about their smart
which were not strong enough orchids and old lace invitations
to deter the wearing of many — engraved no less — to their
hued floral spring chapeaux forthcoming formal to be held
and colorful garb . . . the sure on March 31st at Curries Club
signs of the appro.ch of the Tropicana.
Queen of Seasons.
Mrs. Sadie Clayborn, local
Cocktails were served by teacher who is convalescing at
Hospital, Is
Chapel
Mary's genial husband Jack Collins
Roberts . . . and providing sorely missed by the principal,
Impetus for jolly conversation faculty, students and parents of
and fun. Dinner menu was cued Chicago Park School commune/is approaching Easter . . . and V.
he main course featured baked Dr. W. 0. Speight, Jr., is atam. . . the likes of which we tending a two-week study at Inhaven't tasted ever French diana university, in the specialgreen beans. . . tantalizing toss- ty field, Eye, Nose and Throat
. meanwhile, his domicile on
ed avocado salad with rogueCream itself can't make your coffee taste richer! Today's Carnation
fort cheese dressing, savory but- S. Parkway has been gladdened
tered carrots, hot rolls .. . and by the arrival of his brilliant
is evaporated a special way that makes it look like cream, pour like
coffee and strawberry short- son, "Billy" Speight III, from
1
2 the cost
1
2 the fat calories, and at /
cream, and even whip—with /
cake delighted eveyone. .. even Wooster Prep School in Connecworld's
favorite
brand,
by fart
the
It the delicious menu was tax- ticut, where he says they were
Carnation
is
of cream. No wonder
still knee-deep in snow. Billy
ing to milady's waistlines.
' Members attending were Mes- had made the school's honor
SMOOTHER COOKING RESULTS, TOO! Even when you mix Carnation
dames Ruby Jackson, Maggie roll and ranks 4th in the stuwith an equal amount of water, it gives you better cooking and
oleman, Cora Plackmon, Ern- dent body of 200 in achievement.
1727 Lamar
BR 4-3140
stint Johnson, Larcene Cain, More in the prep school set
baking results than ordinary milk—at far less cost! Look for new
eleste Rambler, Beatrice John. concerns the arrival of Jean
on the red and white labels of today's Carnation.
recipes
von . . . who had a lovely time Letting and her cousin, A. M.
"from Content•ef Cows"
whth guest.. Alma Booth, Harriet (Tony) Walker from Oakwood
Davis, Bernice Barber, Buma- Preparatory school at Pough-
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Now In Stock

Sizes 3-241 —Name Brands

the milk you can use like cream—with 1/2 the fat calories!

We Invite You To Shop At

MANNE'S
LADIES SHOP

[

Plenty Of Parking Space
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Gamma Dance Brings
Back 'Roaring 20s'

By

GRACE WILLIAMS

ma
—a
catLITE
mart.
howe real to
seek
and
for

For Easter dumer let a
crown give your meal an elen
.
gent, party air — a crown amimiaiee
roast of lamb, we mean. Early
Spying Lamb or "Easter
, Jack--Jackson, Ceopal Porter of AlaWith spring in the—air—
Lamb" is coming to market. son is bursting at the seams mo, Cleo Thomas of Jackson,
Because of its reputation for with activity. Two programs Birdie Faye Mathis of Humpurity, a reputation founded on were presented last week on boldt. Miss Peggy Jean White,
who was to do a dramatic
fact, lamb is not excluded Thursday and Friday night respectively. The annual Omega comedy could not perform due
from the dietary of any religPsi Phi Fraternity Talent to illness in the family. A numnationality.
.
iota sect .)r
Demonstration was heid on ber of gifts were presented to
A crown roast of lamb is Thursday night in the Lane all the girls through the courconsidered ultra, ultra or as College Chapel with Kenneth tesy of merchants of Dyersburg, Humboldt and the sorthe teen-agers say "it's the Martin acting as Master of
ority.
.
Ceremonies.
Jacqueline
C.
most." But there are other
Cole who was second place The affair, held in the Merry
cuts of lamb that can be quite winner last year, won out with High School auditorium, was
tastely and attractively pre- first place honors
this year, climaxed with the Grand Ball
pared. The leg may be roasted giving her the
furnished by the
opportunity to with music
or cut into steaks or cutlets. represent the local
chapters of Pipes.
Two legs and the saddle of Omega in the
This is the annual scholarregional talent
lamb is called the baron.
ship project of the Jackson
hunt.
Double refers to two legs not
Alumnae chapter of Delta SigHer winning number was a
separate. These pieces and the
ma Theta Sorority and the
vocal solo, "Calm Is the Night"
baron are roasted in the oven
members will look forward to
by Bahm. Miss Cole is a senior
or on a spit. "Poelage" or
seeing you again next year.
honor
student
at
Merry
high
cooking in a flat pan is also
Mr. and Mrs. Austin Hunt
school and the daughter of Mr.
applicable. Usually they are
celebrated their 50th wedding
and Mrs. 0. C. Cole of Jackserved on a large platter elabanniversary recently in the
son.
orately garnished.
Macedonia Baptist Church dinMedallions of ningnonettes' Second place honors went to ing room. The beautiful table
noisettes or "English Lamb Eddie Forts, Jr., also a Merry was decorated with a white
Chops" are some more cuts of high school senior and son of cloth and a centerpiece of red
lamb that can be attractively Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Forte, Sr. roses. A program preceded
prepared by using a little cook- He did Clarinet Escapade by the serving at the sacred ocing ingenuity. For example, Ward. Willie Harrison was casion at which time Mr.
you can serve minted lamb awarded third place for his James Douglas served as maschops by having the butcher instrumental solo, "Moonlight ter of ceremonies. Mrs. Lula
slit the chops on a loin, or in Vermont." Harrison is not Thomas offered prayer while
lamb rack down to the bone, a Jackson boy. A total of 11 Miss Juanita Peoples read the
then skewer them together high school students were in Scripture.
with fresh mint leaves between. competition with musical se- Tributes were given by Meslections.
Broil chops.
dames Daisy Shaw and DoroGuest artist on the program thy Douglas on love, prayer,
ADDED FLAVOR
To give your lamb roast ad- was Miss Loretha Robertson, faith and devotion, followed by
ded flavor and a soft topping, 1960 winner of the talent hunt. a solo by Daniel Glass. Preplace peeled, quartered wiles MISS DRONE PAGEANT
sentation of gifts was made
over the surface of the roast. STAGED
with some most beautiful ones
Garnish your chops or roast The Miss Bronze West Ten- being received. Baked ham,
With mint or lime gelatine to nessee Pageant which w a s chicken ..nd dressing were the
which you have added seedless staged on Friday, March 10 main dishes of the delicious
was well covered by thz Tri- menu served by Miss Peoples
or seeded grapes.
.Among the relishes most ac- State Defender photographers and Mrs. Cholletta Kennedy.
ceptable to lamb are mint but just a few echoes. Miss At the punch table were Mrs.
sauce or jelly, currant jelly, Loretha Robertson. daughter of 'Lillian Parker and Mrs. Nilia
guava jelly, grape jelly, horse- Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Robert- Bishop. Many more years of
radish, spiced friuts and pick- son of Selmer, Tenn., continues happiness were wished the
les, any kind of green salad, to move forward with first couple.
tomatoes and cucumbers or place honors. Winning first RECEPTION HELD
place in the Omega Talent
Kumquats.
Last Sunday evening at 5
If your favorite is lamb stew, Hunt, both local and regional, p.m. in the lovely home of Mr.
in
1960,
Miss
Robertson
said
(anyone can broil a steak; it's
and Mrs. Shellis Lane, a recepan art to make a stew) make the greatest honor came to her tion was held for their daughwhen
she
was
picked
"Miss
it appealing by decorating it
ter, Henrietta Oneida, who was
with swirls of mashed potatoes Bronze West Tennessee" for united in Holy matrimony re
talent
on
the
displaying
her
browned under the flame of the
cently to Henry Earl Henderpiano. In addition to music,
broiling oven.
son of Mason, Tenn. The color
exceptional
Robertson
is
Miss
To complete your Easter
'scheme used throughout the
dinner that features "Easter in dramatics.
living and dining area was
She
was
preaented
a
$300.00
Lamb" serve parsley buttered
pink and white with the centerscholarship
from
the
Jackson
potatoes; Julienne green beans
piece on the dining table
With the tiny pearl onions; to- Alumnae chapter of Delta
uniquely done in pink a n d
mato salad wit h cottage Sigma Theta Sorority, sponsor
white flowers in the form of
affair.
It
was
presented
of
the
cheese; rolls; ice cream pie;
an "H" which could stand for
milk and coffee. Garnish your to the college of her choice and
first names and also the
lamb dish with orange baskets I think she has chosen Fisk. both
last name of the couple. Mrs.
filled with lime or mint gels. She received the crown from
Miss Leatha Jones of Jackson Henderson was lovely in a light
tine and seedless grapes.
lavender floral print with a
These are just a few ideas who was last year's winner.
white corsage at her shoulder.
for your Easter Dinner. To get The four runners-up in their
Heading the receiving line
other menu suggestions call order were Miss Edna 0. Wowere her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
the Memphis Dairy Council, mack, second place for her
dramatic reading which also Lane and her sister, Miss lone
JA 6-7303.
"A Guide To Good Eating" is included singing; third place to Lane. Receiving the guests at
a service provided for the read- Miss Jacqueline Cole. vocal;
ers of the Tri-State Defender fourth place to Miss Tansy Mae
through the cooperation of the Dodson, dramatics; and fifth
Memphis Dairy Council. Mrs. place to Miss Letricia Thomas,
Williams is teacher of Home dramatics. Both Miss Womack
Economics at Manassas High and Miss Cole are Merry high
school seniors in Jackson. Miss
School.
Dodson, West High School
senior, Madison County; and
MADAMOISELLES MEET
Mrs. Pearl Mae Banks serv- Miss Thomas, Stigall high
ed as hostess to the Mademoi• school senior of Humboldt,
Rene social club last Sunday. Tenn. All are honor students
President Mrs. Dozie Tubble in their respective schools with
made several business plans Miss Dodson carrying the honand all members were present. or of this year's valedictorian
At the close of the meeting of her class.
the " hostess served delicious She also wears the crown of
turkey dinner which was en- Miss West High. Other conjoyed by the members. Next testants were: Misses Barbara
Meeting will be at the home of Hadley of Jackson, Elnora
Mrs. Ora Berry of 387 Eldery Beard of Oakfield, Patricia
at., March 26. Mrs. Dozie Tug- Ann Hampton of Jackson. Nangle, president; Mrs. Lillian cy Sherron of Humbodlt, ShirlBowrick,
secretary;
Mrs. ey Ann Greene of Jackson,
Georgia Larry, reporter.
Loretta Jean Kirkendoll of

Perhaps inspired by the TV Hunky Dory of WLOK and
show, the Roaring Twenties, the Thaddeus T. Stokes. managing
Alpha Gamma Chi sorority, a editor of the Defender.
club made up of business and Part of the proceeds will apt
professional women, are spon- toward the project of the sorOrs'
soring a "Roaring Twenties" ity, Keel Avenue school.
dance Friday night, March 24 Officers and members of the
at Curries Club Tropicana, be- club are Mrs. Sadie Anderson,
ginning at 10 p.m.
president; Mrs. Rosa Pittman,
Replete with costumes of the
secretary; Mrs. Maxine Driver,
"good old days of the twenties"
IreasurJr; Mrs. Vivian Ford,
"Chart.
the dance will feature a
publicity chairman; Mesdames,
shin contest" and will award a
Page, Gissie Driver, Iris
Daisy
strong
hearted
prize to the
Payne, Juanita
colic& who can remain in good Atkins. Bettye
dancing form after 15 minutes Harbert, Vera Clark, Florenees
of the hearty dance. Those of Williams and Delores Binns.
you who are old enough to remember the Charlston will VISIBLE TYPING
know that dancing the spirited CHICAGO — The first typefad of the twenties for 15 min- writer in which the operator
utes is quite a trick.
see the line lie was typJudges for the contest will be could
manufactured in 1883.
Nat D. Williams of WM A, ing was

by
Anna C. Cooke/
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RAY'S DO-HUT SHOP
Ray's Do-nuts are Different
RETAIL AND SPECIAL 'PRICES
FOR

ALPHA GAMMA Chi soror- Mrs. Sinus and Mrs. Florence
ity members laugh it up Williams. (Photo by Marion
while Mrs. Delores Binns,
second from right, imitates a
"flapper from the raucous,
fast shooting days of the
The
Twenties."
"Roaring
dress is f are for a
"Roaring Twenties" dance
the sorority will give March
24, Friday night at Curries
Club Tropicana, beginning at
10 p.m. until 2 a.m. Featured
at the dance will be a
Charleston contest with prizes
going to the couple still on
their feet and in good damlog form after 15 minutes.
From left are Mrs. Rosa Pitt.
man, Mrs. Maxine Driver,

B. Ford, Processed by Billy
Duncan)

Winners To Be
Announced
March 25

the door was her cousin, Miss
Willette Brooks while Miss
Rose Louise Brooks registered gifts. As the guests were
ushered into the dining room,
they were served pink and
white cake squares and pink
frappe. Miny lovely gifts were
received and very best wishes
for a happy future for the
couple. They will make their
home in Mason, Tenn.
John Werthing, biology instructor at Merry High School
has just received notice that
he has been selected as a participant for the Radiation Biology Institute to be held a
Tuskegee Institute this summer. The institute will be under
the sponsorship of the National
Science Foundation. Werthing
was graduated last summer
from Indiana University with
a Master of Science degree
with a major in biology.

Yes Madame,

FILLING

It's time to start "sparking" up to
Dad again. He is so smart he will never
catch on. Jack Sprat and I have worked
out a special pie for Dad called "Dad's
finest Beef Pie," that the small fry will
also ask for seconds of. It is chuck full
of succulent beef cakes and vegetables
with brown gravy under flaky Jack
Sprat pie crust. Good to the last bite.
DAD'S ROAST BEEF PIE
PLAIN PASTRY TOPPING
1 cup Jack Sprat enriched wheat flour.
Vs teaspoon salt. 1-3 cup shortening.
2 to 3 tablespoons cold water
Sift flour and salt; cut in shortening
until pieces are size of small peas.
Slowly add cold water tossing with tork
until mixture will just hold together.

/
1
2 cup minced onion, t'a cup minced
celery; 2 tbsp fat; 2 tbsp Jack Sprat
Flour; 2 cups cubed left over beef
or veal; 1 cup diced cooked potatoes;
1 cup sliced cooked carrots, 2 tbsp.
chopped parsley; 1 tbsp Worchestershire sauce; 1 3-ounce can browned
mushrooms and broth; 1 teaspoon salt;
1-8 teaspoon pepper; 1 cup gravy.
Cook onion and celery in hot fat until
golden Stir in flour Add remaining
incredients Simmer 10 minutes Pour
mixture into well-greased. deep 8 inch
pie pan. Cover with plain pastry Bake
in hot oven (450 degrees) for 20 minutes. I would like to see the smile on
Dad's face. Bye for now.
JANA PORTER

JANA PORTER

XAA

RICE
ICELAND
Turnovers
Tuna

HIGH IN ENERGY VALUE—LOW IN COST
!NOR ED IENTS:
Dash Tobacco sauce
I 6V7-or. can tuna fish
1 10/,-.,. con condensed cream
3 tablespoons •ash, finely
of mushroom soup
chopped pimiento and grated
wet•r
onion
1 cup g,
2/
1
2 sups het Cooked RIS.1m4
sup MAmericaneAmericanican cheese
Slice
MIETHODS
pieces. stir in onion,
1. Early in the day, break tuna into small Pack
liberal 1.•M cup
pimiento, Riceland Rice, Tabasco sauce.
into
a greased shallow
Unmold
cup.
of mixture into wet, custard
wetting the cup each
baking-serving dish. 2. Make 6 timbales,
time mix together
time. Cover well and refrigerate. 3. At meal
timbales.
mushroom soup and water and pour moisture over
F. oven 30 to
Sprinkle on cheese. 4. Bake in pre-heated 350°
browns.
Makes 6
and
35 rninutes, or until cheese bubbles
luscious servings.
Riceland Ries is a perfect. partner for any meat, vegetable, or
fruit. Easy. too. No paring or peeling or washing. High in
energy value, low in cost, and non-perishable.

•

Now At
Your
Favorite
Food Store

Per sielferve, Noe quality potatoes weft
a naturally true flavor there are "Nome
Setter" this those grows is the
fertile ...

RED RIVER VALLEY
OP THE NORTH

POTATOES
RIO RIVER VALLEY POTATO COMMITTEE
it.es,weriee 2500 Ntwth Mamie Mitewwie Groweet

Mum
ttIcE
t-tz

Now testy ways to servo rico
Write Riceland Rice.
I 0 Box 815
Stu,:_ort, Ark.

RICELAND
RICE

GIFTED YOUNGSTERS — These talented youth were
the stars last week on the ponular Big Star of Memphis
and the Mid South's Talent show heard every Saturday
morning on Radio Station WDIA. The youngiters, possi•
bly the stars of the future in the musical world, are posed outside of the Modern radio station studios. Big Star
Is justly proud of this show and the youngsters it has

offered chances to. It is a showcase for youthful talent
groups, and, on occasion an adult sneaks in. Think you
have talent? Give the station a ring so that an audition
can be arranged. Above are Grant Belfoure, Martha
Jones, William Mitchell. Glenda Harvey, J. W. Legge.
Ethel Vann, Leon Moore, Robert Davis, Tyrone Littlejohn
and Charles Joyner.
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'All Around Towne
By Gloria Haley
and
Betty Cunigan

WEEP

PERSON
While
"little bl
the nan
Bonnie, :
by her f
of Mr. a

FOR TEENS and
PRE-TEENS

•

atlitilit111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111I1111111111111ellithmten111111111111111111111111' For You, A Little Closer TO
You, Happy Happy Day, Blue
Moon, Wonderful, and One
Mint Jubp.
NOW YOU KNOW
Best Dressed: J. C. Polk, La.
venia Maxwell, Jimmy Saute,11111111111111111111111111111111I111111111111111111" -..111111=11111111111111111
berry, Sammy Young, Lavern
Not be happy again,
SPECIAL CHAPEL
Stevens,
Savage,
Elizabeth
our
Mrs.
counselor
Tate
Until
Classes were being conductElizabeth Savage, Hazel Moore,
again.
us
guide
back
to
Is
announcean
ed as usual when
Elmer Johnson, and Sammie
ment came over the PA sys- Please hurry and get well R. McNeil.
tem that a special chapel was Mrs. Tate. We all miss you so Moat Talented: Marcus Tugbeing held in the auditoriu:t. very much.
gle, Maxine Curtis, and Larry
ail- THE WATCHFUL EYE SEES Holmes,
The audience hummed
ence when the principal came James McBride and Maxine
Most Versatile: Artie Niter,
forward and introduced the Curtis listening to bells, Oh, you William
Faulkner, Velma Danmost dynamic, sagacious lec- say they're school bells, sure dridge, Elizabeth Faulkner,
are a lot of them!
ture I've ever heard.
John Ivy buying a lot of Most Studious: Ben Key, Jr.,
He was Dr. M. Morris of Los
Mattie Royston, Charles FrankAngeles, Calif. His subject was school supplies, um, I know lin,
Delores Richmond.
not given but he talked on the that too. How about you B. C.?
Best Liked: Shirley Fleming,
Faulkner rushing
traits of reputation, charac- Elizabeth
er, faith and Negroes. Speak- home every evening, what's the Will A Bailey.
Mr. Question: John Eddie
ing in a round-a-bout manner matter dear, "Boo Boo"? A
while keeping his audience cap- friendship ring on Mary A. Hills Bennum.
Robert Savage has a fan
bits of finger, who's the unlucky feltivated, he inserted
low friend? Delores Richmond club, with Ermma Faulkner as
humor.
"Character," he stated, "Is and big brother Robert are get- president. Ruby Coleman can
sing. Florence Hill would be
what you really are, reputation ting along capitally well,
Rosie Echols lost without Press Flynn. Heris what people think you are." wonder why?
Nothing remains constant, he wearing the only Blue Jacket bert Eddins is out of danger,
said, including character. RI with the third Mascot on it. (He's going with Ruby Coleis a train that grows stronger Are you terribly cold William? man again.) (Note to the Capleor weaker as the days go by. Atria Niter sitting under the vile columnist: Please send in
shade tree, Why don't you LA your material double or triple
GET WELL SOON! ! !
Roena sit down sometimes? spaced for better handling —
Capieville,
of
students
We, the
Such couples as: Josephine editors.)
today,
sad
very
Are
Eddie L. Huston,
Because Mrs. Tate our court- Watkins and
Clarence Smith and Annie R.
selor
Patterson, Verdell Evis and
Is ill, and still away.
CHARMERS — This bevy of Searcy Harris, principal of encouraging teachers to deEmmanuel McNeil, Viola
lovely girls from Mt. Pisgah the school is an outstanding velop the total personalLeslie Burchett, To sell Mrs Wands Old Fashioned
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you are lagging, you quit Ira of students making a scholastic Crafts for Girls, Math for Fun, 90.6667; Rose Louise Brooks,
Brown mall.
nresident. Mrs. M. Blanchard.
Son, Howard, to Mr. and Howell.
Ikon only twice this month average of 90 or above in a Personality club, and presently 90.6667; and Ellarean Robinson,
Son. Eugene, to Mr. and
Theme of the tea will be Mrs. Howard Neloms of 403 MARCH 15
111.. Rosie Miles, according to class of 122 students was an- serves on the Student Council, 90.4333.
.
"Snringtime in Paris."
Linden.
Daughter, Debra, to Mr. and Mrs. Oasis Ousley of 658 Lucy.
Iker recent column, considers nounced last week by Principal AN ESSAYIST
Son, Willie. to Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. John Thurman of 1497 Son, Terry, to Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Aretha Malone is chairherself one of the Top Girls C. N. Berry.
Lloyd Buchanan, son of Mr.i
Leonard Crawford of 287 Ponman nf the affair. Mrs. Chris- Willie T. Ayers of 791 N. Clay- Orr.
around Manassas . . . Jackie Cleo Thomas. daughter of Mr. and Mrs. James Buchanan, 133
tine laws is servinn is YIN. brook.
Son, Robert, to Mr. and Mrs. totoc.
Walker, I was informed that and Mrs. Otis Thomas, 304 Davis St., with an average of
Walter Arnold of 2656 Carnes. Son, George. to Mr
Itairroan. A. R. Bland is the MARCH 13
and
.
you are trying to talk to Char- Southern st., has been named 93.4667, is an essayist. A matheSon, Timothy, to Mr. and
Son, David, to Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. George Price of 306
school's principal.
les Miller . . . Mary Wedling- valedictorian with an average matics and science major,
Mrs. Elijah Walker of 1530 Leonard Suggs of 3831 Barron Cynthia.
ban — you don't have to pay of 94.4242 for her three and one- Buchanan has served as presi Business
else to print your name — I'll half years attendance at Merry dent of his homeroom during
high. She is a mathematics and his freshman, sophomore, and
* it for free, see. —
science major and had the junior years and is this year
KARY WADLINGTON
honor of attending the Science serving as vice-president of his Noikshop
011) YOU KNOW THAT
..in'he "Big Apple" is stone Institute for high school stu- homeroom. He has also particiPlans have been announced
mat's happening , . . Willie dents at Knoxville college. 1960, pated in dramatics, the Hi-Y
Dunn is most likely to talk Mr. sponsored by the National Sci- club, Camera club, Science by the Department of Business
out of Russia . . . The ence Foundation. Her other club and is presently in t h e 1 Education for its fourth annual
workshop on April 14.
Melrose Senior Dance . and activities in high school have in- Shamrock club.
rather Bertrand's Spring For- cluded dramatics, N. H. A., Loretta J e a n Kirkendoll. The workshop theme, "ImSIXTY-SECOND ANNUAL REPORT TO NORTH CAROLINA MUTUAL POLICYHOLDERS
al are on the same day . . . Science club, and parlimentari- daughter of President and Mrs. proving Instruction to Meet the
When your Company was organized sixty-two years ago, our racial group VMS less than forty years from slavery
teorge Bradshaw and Samuel an for her present class.
C. A. Kirkendoll 566 Lane ave., Demands of Business and
was inexpenenced In the operations of a financial Institution. When the first death claim of $40 was presented,
and
,daughter
partithe
Kennedy,
guide
will
Society,"
Love have something in corn- Elsa Mae
is a historian with an average
there was not enough money in the treasury to pay it; consequently, the directors had to take the money out of
pion . . . Lena Derdren will of Mr. and Mrs. Elwood Ken- of 93.4000. Also a mathematics cipants in their discussion
their own pockets to pay this claim Today, the Company has admitted assets of $67,600,990.47, and Insurance in
ake a bid for a top posi- nedy, 137 Northwood Alley with and science major, she has under the leadership of the
' i
l
force of $277,186,658.00, and has paid its policyholders during the post year $6,538,981.26, making a total since
n on Carver's football team an average of 94.3000, has been participated in dramatics, N. H. specialist, Dr. Armon J. Law'
organization of $81,120,930.39.
named salutatorian. She earned
rence, chairman of the De;
t season. . .
A., Tri-Hi-Y, served as a library
In addition to the many other things that your Company Is doing, It Is giving dignified employment to nearly
partment of Office Administraher average with a major in
PEVINE
presentis
and
assistant,
student
1,200 well trained, loyal and dedicated employees In more than 50 different lob categories. Members of the Dery
argaret Abernathy is it Mathematics and science and ly president of t h e Future tion and Business Education,
sonnet ore serving our cities, states and nation In various capacities, as well as educational institutions and civic,
University of Mississippi.
Teachers of America, president
social and religious organizations and agencies.
Featured speaker for the
of the 12-2 homeroom president
Mr.
morning
be
will
session
Your Company Is more than a business; as the largest Negro financial institution In the world, It has come to
of the La Cheres club and probe looked upon as a symbol—a symbol of Negro enterprise and capability--of what can happen In a democracy,
Walter Washington, president
duction manager of the school
Of Utica Institute, Utica, MisEvery year, visitors from many walks of life and various ports of the world pass through your Company's cornewspaper.
sissippi.
ridors.
order
in
listed
Other students
Business teachers, secretarof their rank are; Edna °burls ies, and college students are
The Company Is also considered to be of International significance. It is a mark of distinction to be a policyWomack, 93.0667; Patricia Ann expected to attend.
holder of the North Carolina Mutual Life Insurance Company and "no home is complete without a North Carolina
Mutual policy."
Hampton, 92.5484; Millicent Laculia Brown, 92.4000; Courtney
Your continued cooperation and support Is earnestly 'elicited.
OLD FASHIONED
Louis Coleman, 92.0000; Louise
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In The Swing

By
Morris Webb and Bernard Bates

PIT BARBECUE
Hello Guys and Dolls, this is trouble, so stop those wise Linda Reid, 91.9667; Barbara J.
Ev•ry Bite Good
Because It's Cooked With
Hadley, 91.8065; Percy Isreal
Morris Webb bringing you some cracks.
Mississippi Hickory Wood
Griffin
Fred
Haley,
Gloria
space
Lee, 91.5667; Pearl Juanita
of the latest. Time and
Courteous — Curb Service
you
ALLEN • ANNA's DRIVE IN
will not permit me to linger says he will come to see
Hunt, 91.5513; Shirley A n n 2180
So. Bellevue — Mose Si an.
into
you
fit
can
he
as
soon
as
Read Allen • Anna.. Story In
any longer.
Green, 91.2667; Curtis Dean
. Defender
Thl. Week,
Smith,
Tyrone
activities.
his
Williams. 91.2333; Barbara G.
DID YOU KNOW — Joseph
Joesph Brooks says he is going
Brooks and Joan Ford are callto have Helen Prudent to himed the bandroom lovers. Carrie
self next year after you are
lejohn is having sleepless
gone.
ts since James Lewis
Dedications — Find Yourself
ght himself a car. Delois
Another Girl — Edward JohnPrudy is trying to remove Ruby
Pinkey Walker: I Pity
Washington from Thomas El' son and
The Fool — Percy Macon and
rod's heart. Yvonne Lester ls
Lois Bolden; Bewildered—Deola
trying to get Morylan BrownGill and Johnny Rocky; Tear
lee's boyfriend. Morylan, what
Of The Year—Fred Griffin and
are you trying to do? Dorothy
Betty Cumigan; Mother-in-lawWhite let L. M. take her boyNannie
and
Lewis
James
friend, namely Issac Young.
Knoles; I Need You So — JerMarion Brewer wants to be
dy Smith and Louise Willett;
•
BR. 6-4121
on the top ten. Walter Pollard Who's Loving You — Lynnard•
•
has some wayout feet. Eleanor Wallace and Evelyn Simmons.
"Miss
illinnillilliliiinniliillinia
Faye Williams is called
Clorox". Gloria Haley receives
40•444•4•444444•••••••••••••••••••0
Stricklove letters from Leroy
called
is
land. Bettye Sanders
"junglewoman". Bonnie Bibbs
thinks she is highclass. Frank
Farewell dreams of Geraldine
Gray in his sleep. Wonder BroWe Make Surveys of Homes, Stores
gan will soon take Lois Davis'
Churches & Businesses
place in James Sykes' heart.
Marion Brown takes Gloria
Daley out ridlng sometimes.
1161 Union Ave.
Bettye Gunigan wishes that
Cell .2 et any tirn•
'obbyid Needly would stop callFree Estimates
her.
.
BR 4-8700
TOP COUPLES
Sales Representative — Arthur
Edward "Do Funny" JohnMorrison,
Bertha
son and
•••••••MMUMEN•Mal•MMILI
James Lewis and Carrie LittleJessie
and
Wallace
john, Mary
Belfort, Thomas Elrod and
•
Claudia Nevels, Betty Sanders
Henrietta
F'
A
W
Charles
MEMPHIAN
Jones,
T.
Booker
and
Green, Ayers, daughter of Mr. en d
Bowen and Dorothy
Par
Vivian Mrs. Henry Avers of 673 Buntyn
Charles Pepper and
Gal.
Chancey, Johnnie Lumpkins at., has completed her initial
and Willie Johnson, E. J. Wash- course of Air Force basic military training at Lackland AFB,
ington and Fannie Bush.
NOTICES — Yvonne Lester, Lackland, Tex. She has been
Morylan Brownlee says if you selected to attend the technical
don't leave her man alone you training course for Communicaire going to come up missing. tions Center Specialist at ShepE. J. Washington, why don't pard AFB, Tex. Airwoman
you pull off those dark shades, Ayers is a graduate of Maltose
because as pretty as you are high school. Upon completion of
the girls can't help noticing technical training, WAF s are
"Junglewoman" assigned to operational units of
Betty
.
ders you are just asking for the USAF Aerospace Force.

l

runumummumummimum
.
I LEARN TO DRIVE:

•
•
•
•
•
•
11

i

•
IF YOU HAVE ANY
•
WHATSOEVER
TROUBLE
•
IN GETTING DRIVER'S LICENSE :
•

foci! TENN, STATE
:DRIVING SCHOOL
,
WI

•
I

Air Conditioning & Heating
WESTERNHOUSE DIVISION
Associated Southern Industries

:Paint & Wallpaper$200
: SAVE UP TO

:2ILA. CARROLL & co.
:405 Monroe — JA 3-1626
HERBERT STREUU • WALTER STREUU :

al

Sincerely yours,
A. T. SPAULDING
President

STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL CONDITION AS OF DECEMBER 31, 1960
NORTH CAROLINA MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
ASSETS
Real Estate:
Home Office Properties
Branch Offices
Other Properties

$

687,976.75
489,215 91
75,290.69 $ 1,252,483.35

Mortgages:
City-Insured by FHA and
VA Guaranteed
. ...... 9,277,400.37
Other City Mortgages
7,728,349.35
Farm Mortgages
92,831155 17,098.580 27
Policy Loans
2,756,061.47
Bonds:
United States Government
2,879,483.07
Foreign Governments
125.511.80
State and Municipal,
11 S. and Canada
5,681,452.26
Railroads, United States
4,155,277.30
Public Utilities,
U. S. and Canada . ..... 17,283.648 83
Industrial and Miscellaneous
United States
10,344,697 33 40,270,070.61
Preferred and Common Stocks:
Common-U S. Insured
by FSLIC
166,000 00
Preferred, United States .... 657.909 44
Common. U. S. Including
State Supervised Corps .... 2,109,383.90 2,933,373 34
Cash and Rank Deposita
..
1,131,247 3.5
Interest and Other Investment
Income Due and Accrued
588.977.26
Premiums in Course el Collection
and Deferred
1.330,025.11
MI Other Admitted Mesta
261,171.71
TOTAL ADMITTED ASSETS
$67,600,990.47

LIABILITIES, CONTINGENCY RESERVE
AND SURPLUS
Statutory Policy Reserves .
Policy Claims Not Reported
and incomplete
Dividends to Polleyowners

$51,916,277.77
567,678.95
1,371,a77 20

Other Policy Contract
Liabilities

678,357.11

Interest, Rent, and Premiums
Paid in Advance
.•••

175,717.94

Taxes and Accrued Expenses
Payable in 1961

749,617.12

Group Annuity-Employee Past
Service Reserve

223,612.7$

Mandatory Security Valuation
Reserve

1,247,413.27

Reserve for Workmen's Compensation and Fluctuation in
Mortality and Morbidity
el Other Liabilities
TOTAL LIABILITIES
Contingency Reserves and Surplus:
Reserve for Contingencies
94.156,084 57
500,000.00
Asset Fluctuation Fund
5,250,000.00
Unasslmed Surplus
TOTAL LIABILITIES,
CONTINGENCY RESERVES

500,000.00
264,353,41
$57,694,90580

9,906,054.87

$67,600,990.4?

AND SURPLUS

• INSURANCE IN FORCE $277,186,658.00 •

ORIN CAKOLINA MUTUAL

6impany

°

DURHAM. NORTH CAROLINA

The Sam Qualls golfers held meeting of the club will b
At this time of each year, might be mourning to the outtheir second monthly meeting Thursday, April 6 at 8 p.m.
age-old questions come fore- field.
That out of town golfer you
Thursday night with the Presmost to the minds and con- Stan Johnson, up from San
ident Harvey Smith presiding. saw last week enjoying ow.
sciousness of million of baseball Diego, will play his share of
With Spring in the air the golf- beautiful golf course was Otis
fans. Have the
White
Sox games for the White Sox this
ers' minds are at work formu- Lockman of Kansas City, Mo.
settled their third base prob- year. His .333 average of last
lating plans that will take them He is a salesman for Budweislem? Is Bill Skowron t h e year guarantees him a place
through the Summer months. er.
permanent fixture at first base with the generally weak-hitting
Enthusiastic Aubrey Turner
Many golfers have heard
the Yankees have sought since White-Sox.
friends express a desire for is the new Sam Qualls golfer
the declining
days
of Lou LATE BLOOMER
something special to do on often seen on the course trying
Gehrig; Did the winter trades
The Boston Red Sox thought
Sunday afternoons. Big plans to get that par game ready for
solve the Braves second base
enough of infielder Bill Harrell
are being shaped to start very Summer.
problem? Will the Reds get
New golfers of the week into purchase his contract from
soon the Sam Qualls Golfers
the necessary help to offset
Rochester. Harrell is thirty-two
on Sundays at clude Hair Stylist Mrs. Myrtle
Hour"
"Leisure
their potent attack? Are the
years old now, and is likely to
the beautiful Fuller Park club Smith.
Dodgers ready to embark upon
Owen Tuggle is quite disturbbe one of the late bloomers to
house. It is hoped that you will
another long reign as the team
stardom whose success thrills
by for a chat and re- ed over the way his golf game
come
to beat in the National League?
thousands of fans.
freshments with them after is slipping. The senior golfer,
Will the Cubs and the Phillies
they have finished a round of William Jones last Saturday
Minneapolis
T
h
e
Twins
fight
between
themmake a
had him wondering if he really
golf.
brought up shortstop Zorro Verselves to escape the cellar?
This will be an informal get- knew the game
The answer to these and other salles from Charleston. He is the
Next week Lil will be s
to-gether for friends and vissimilar questions confronting Twin's shortstop,
itors. A starting dale and time lighting the champ, El.
each major league team is de- The new Washington Senators
will be announced later. Next Grandberry.
pendent in large upon the cur- helped themselves considerably
when they got R. C. Stevens
rent rookie crop.
What embryo Mays. Banks or from Pittsburgh. A new club,
Aaron will break the shell of the Senators will depend upon
the minors and storm from the Stevens as one of a nucleus of
training camps to capture the outstanding
players LeMOYNE ACE — Robert Ill., Saturday night, March ON KC TEAM — Knoxville left to right: Ronald Daniel
young
imaginations of fans throughout around which to build a future Hambric, a graduate of Chi25. The game is being spon- College of Knoxville, Tenn. (DuSable), Johnell Haggett
the county? What fleet-footed contender.
cago's Parker High school, sored by the Chicago alumni will floor three Chicago boys (Parker) and Clarence Legstrong-armed, steely-eyed young
The Giants could have a sleep- will be on the starting five clubs of both Tennessee col- when the KC team meets Le. gett (DuSable).
giant will emblazon his name
er in Manuel Mota, outfielder of LeMoyne College, Mem- leges. Julian Bell coaches Moyne College of Memphis,
Signed contracts have begun Fla. It starts early next month
across the firmament of the from Rio Grande Valley in the phis, Tenn., when the Lethe KC team and Jerry C. Tenn., in a post-season basketbaseball sky? Time will tell, but
pouring into the Indianapolis with spring training and will
Texas League. Mots hit .307 Moynites meet Knoieville Col- Johnson is the LeMoyne men. ball game Saturday night,
there are a few almost cinch
Clowns home office at Holly- officially mark the start of
last year. is an excellent field- lege, Knoxville, Tenn., in a tor. Both colleges are mem- March 25, in St. Anselm gymthe Clowns 32nd annual road
bets for immediate stardom, er with a stronger than usual
wood, Fla.
post-season
game
St.
Anat
bers of the Southern Intercol- nasium, Indiana and 61st
whose names will become wellteam members who tour.
Among
Another out. selm
Gymnasium, Indiana legiate Athletic Conference.
Street, Chicago, Ill. Chicago
next few throwing arm.
the
known within
have come to terms early are
Play gets underway with a
fielder ready for the majors is and Gist Street, in Chicago,
boys on the KC squad are,
weeks.
Russell Patterson, Savannah. night game at Campbell Park,
brother
Blow,
Malty
Giants
the
In the National League, the
Ga. pitcher-utility player; Jack St. Petersburg, Fla., on Sat.
Felipe. They may not make
Los Angeles Dodgers are es- of
Dennison, Philadelphia, Pa. April 15th. On Sunday (16th)
are so
The
Giants
year.
this
it
Outfielder
pecially rookie rich.
shortstop; Grant Greene, To- the Clowns play at Sanford,
Willie Davis, up from Spokane rich in outfielding talent they
baccoville, N. C. all-around star Fla., under the auspices of the
further
down
for
sent
may
be
very
could
.340,
where he hit
The U. S. Coast Guard urges and entertainer, and Freddie American Legion. Opponents
on
it
bet
seasoning.
Don't
centerregular
their
well be
that the Recreational Boating Battles, Washington, D. C. both days will be the cl
fielder. Charlie Smith is getting though.
barnstorming New York Hip
Guide become constant com- pitcher-first baseman.
third
base
job.
the
at
be
an
shot
promises
to
a
In all, it
als Baseball Club,
panion to the millions of boatNoteworthy is the fact that
Pitcher Jim Golden and Willard exciting season for rookie's.
ing enthusiasts who take to the three of the above can do more
Hunter will in all probability be Perhaps, another Pancho HerBACK HOME
water this year.
than one job for the perennial
around for the season opener..rera, Vada Pinson. or Juan
Dr. Floyd L. Bass, dean of.
Prepared to promote boating favorites of Negro ball, This
this
emerge
from
will
!Marietta'
LeMoyne College, is back from
PERENNIAL ROOKIE
Friday, April 14, has been compete from
,MSD, Bourbon and Auxvasse. safety, this fact-filled guide out- is
anbther big
advantage
season.
Lee Mayes is the perennial
selected as the date for the the relays.
Relay event in this year's lines the requirements of fed- youngsters have found with the Prairie View State college it
rookie of the Milwaukee Braves. GRAMBLING NO. 1
Second Annual Lincoln Uni- Schools may send as many meet include the 440 yard re- eral boating laws and provides high-flying kings of the inde- Texas where he attended the.;
A big gap in the outfield, creat- Perhaps Grambling college of versity Invitational Relays, ac- participants as they desire, but lay, 880, sprint medley, two- some guidelines for safer boat- pendent circuit — a chance to annual meeting of the Nationala
Association of Collegiate Deana
ed by the trading of Bill Bru- Northeast Louisiana should sign cording to Lincoln Athletic the wide diversity of events mile, distance medley and ing.
learn to play more than one
ton, will have to be filled by an outstanding publicity agent Director Dwight Reed.
and Registrars. Approximately
will make it almost impossible mile relay.
,
It offers information on boat position.
either Mayes or Al Spangles. to a contract.
100 delegates attended the three.
Last year the meet drew 15 for one school to dominate any _Individual events are the 100 numbering, legal minimum
They're constantly reminded day
Mayes' .337 average at Louis- Unherald, all they did was class A and B high schools section, Reed stid.
session.
yard dash, 120 yard high hurd- equipment requirements, other
ville is impressive credential. win the NAIA title with what the from around the area. This Last year f our different les, mile run, high jump, equipment you should have, re- of the meteoric rise of Hank
The Chicago Cubs have a daily press called "a surpris- year. according to Reed, a field teams won first places in the broad jump, pole vault, shot sponsibilities when operating, Aaron, a Clowns grad now flychasing for the Milwaukee Your
valuable property in 'Whistling ingly easy victory."
of
or more schools is expect- relays. Only two — Helias and put, discus and 180 low hurdles. aids to navigation, hints on
Braves of the National League.
Willie" Williams, an outfielder
Neighborhood
safety afloat, undersell, paddle Aaron has made baseball histOn the other hand, Tennessee ed. Total participation should Steelville — won more than MEDALS AND TROPHIES
up from Houston ;n the AmeriA team trophy will be given and oars; emergency proceDrug Store
State A&I made a good case exceed 340 persons this year. one first place, and these two
..Whist.
ory with his sensational play,
can Association. The
Reed said that the response took only two.
to all relay event winners and dures, and USCG Auxiliary
themselves for representaand reminds General Manager
ler- hit for a .323 average with
to each member of the first, services.
Tournament. to date indicated a vast in- NO MEET WINNER
Syd Pollack: "We've some
and
80 RBI's.,tion in the NIT
20 homeruns
It also provides copies of the
eliminated in crease in t h e number of There will be no scoring of second and third place winners
other fellows up there who
Free Delivery Service
Only twenty-two years old, the The Tigers were
schools taking part. Twelve points, so there will not be a Medals will be given to first, Federal Boating Act of 1958
NAIA
the
of
round
should be watched also." They
young Negro from Whistler, the first
Prescriptions and Sundries
second an dthir place winners and the "Motorboat Act" of
Winston- schools already have said they meet winner.
little
by
eliminations
Purnell
and
Alex
include Byron
Alabama is expected to become
were coming.
Reed emphasized that any in the individual events.
April 25, 1940, as amended; Harriday, both
college.
outfielders now Pay Your Utility Bill Hare
a fixture in the Cub outfield. Salem
Competition in the relay school. class B or C, within a
Reed said the value of this filled-in samples of an applica- with Houston, Tex., and Van Telephone Bill--Money Order
Grambling
.7. C. Hartman, San Antonio in. From the record,
events will be done on a class radius of 125 miles around type of meet early in the sea- tion for number form, a boatRushing, Catcher, now with the
Every Day Service •
fielder, could stick in a utility is the small college basketball basis this year, according to Jefferson City was invited to son is that it gives the
coach ing accident report and radio Red Sox.
I champions.
role.
Reed. Teams from the B and take part in the relays. The a fair preview of his squad, distress information sheet.
Hours 8 a.m. to 10 p.m.
early
conIn
the
wake
of
The Yankees would seem to
C schools will compete separ- meet was purely invitational and gives participants a taste
Copies of the guide may be tracts the Clowns office has
be set in the catching depart. SLATED FOR PANAL
ately this season. The division and invitations were being is- of running against good com- obtained from Superintendent of
received letters from young- Telephone
assistant
Prof. Cassette Knox,
ment with the likes of Elston
was made at the request of sued on a "more the merrier" petition.
Documents, Government Print- sters anxious to attend base752 E. McLentore et, Miss.
Howard, Yogi Berra and John professor of chemistry and bi- several coaches.
ing
basis. He said if a coach had "Last year's response toward
Office, Washington 25, D. ball school at St. Petersburg,
Blanchard. This year they have ology at LeMoyne college, will FULL SCHEDULE
not been contacted he should the meet was very good," Reed C.. at 40 cents each.
Sunthis
a rookie catcher named Jesse be one of the panelists
A full field of individual ; write the Athletic Office at said. "The coaches were enCinder, who is ready. Last year day on WDIA's "Brown Ameri- events is slated.
The 180-yard Lincoln.
thusiastic about the meet and
dishit
.327
and
for
at Richmond, he
ca Speaks." Subject
low hurdles have been added Class B schools which al- felt it would aid greatly in prohandled himself superlatively cussion is: "Should Greater to
last year's schedule. There ready indicated they would at- moting track in the area.
behind the plate. One of the Stress Be Placed on Handcraft Will be
no division by school tend include Steelville, Eldon, "We would like to see this
''established" Yankee catchers and Trades for Negro Youth?"
size in the individual events. California, Cuba and Warren- thing grow bigger every year,"
Alcorn college of Lorman.
, No more than three entries ton. Class C schools which Reed concluded.
from each School will be al- have responded in the affirm- "It would be much to our Miss., recently announced its
lowed in the individual events ative are Russellville, New liking to have this meet be- track season for the year with
Reed said. Only one team will;Haven. C. C. Hubbard, Sites, come an annual highlight of the following
information:
the high school track season in
March 25: Dual meet with
this area."
the site to be determined. ;.pril
1: Fourth Annual Alcorn ReATTEND MEET
lays, Lorman, April 7-8: PraiA LeMoyne College professor
rie View Relays, Prairie View,
and five students are scheduled
Tex. April 15: Pelican Relays,
to attend the regional conference Baton Rouge,
La. April ?I 22:
of the American Studies Associ- South Central Athletic ConferThe early hustle and bustle ] club, when spring drills open ation, Friday and Saturday, ence Meet, Waco, Tex. April 29'
around the Indianapolis Clowns the first week in April. Houston, March 24-25, at the University Dual Meet, site to he detraining base here prompts! begins operation next season.• of Kentucky in Lexington, Ky. termined. May 5-6: Tuskegee
Relays, Tuskegee, Ala.
')aseball historians to thinkl Harriday, a sensational prosAccompanying Dr. Edith J
')ack over the years.
pect. clouted 43 extra base
To be exact, they're thinking blows last season to help spark Hadley to the conference will LEFT OUT
On reporting the installation
.ind talking of some of the great his mates to 139 whirlwind vic- be Fannie Taylor, Edna Ann
players who the Clowns have tories. He led the club thru Maple, Eliza Young, Warren of the officers of the Sorosis
social club held recently, the
produced during 31 years of un- most of the season with a sizMoore and Bertha Bradford.
Defender left some of the meminterrupted play. The foremost i zling .410 bat mark; has a
bers of the club out of the
is, of course, the celebrated strong arm and is fast on the
SET DEBATE
write-up. These members also
Hank Aaron, stellar flyhawk for base paths.
Warren Moore, Edgar Young, attended. Mrs. Naomi Goshett,
the Milwaukee Braves and one
Purnell joined the club in
of the greatest stars in Nation-,
Jolene Westbrooks-Sawyer. Mel- Mrs. Elizabeth Houston, and
1958, and immediately began
Mrs. Lucille Perry. Mrs. Aral League history.
vin Jennings and Otis Smith
delia McGhee is secretary of
But in the shadow of Aaron showing signs of making a
colLeMoyne
will
represent
the
the club and Mrs. Louise Mitthere are others who may stardom hid. He brought with
invita- chell is club reporter. Presiequal if not exceed his brilliant him a strong arm, bristling bat lege debate team in an
performance in the big league and speed afoot. At one point tional tournament sponsored by dent is Mrs. Helen King.
if given the chance Since the last season, he was the club Clark, Morehouse and Morris
close of the '60 season, major homerun leader with 33 circuit Brown colleges in Atlanta, Ga.,
league clubs grabbed up two blasts, and at thi. same time April 8. Harrison Lee, LeMoyne
top Clowns players, Outfielders sported a lusty .376 hat mark debate coach, will accompany
Alex Harriday and Byron Pur- and led in base thefts with 42. the team.
nell.
The two join a lengthy list of Eleven other colleges in the
Both will report to Houston. youngsters who've gotten their South and Southeast will enter
Tex., a new National League big chance in a Clowns uniform. the forensic meet.

Pleasant Baseball
Contracts—Signed!

2nd Annual Track Meet
ril 14 At Lincoln U

Suburban Drug

WH 8-4516

I

Clowns Baseball Men
Bound For Majors

l

Away

Ot All New Furniture
HUGE SELECTIONS
COMPLETE — STYLISH
MID-SOUTH'S GREATEST
VALUES

BYRON PURNELL is one of
the members of the Indiananobit
Clowns baseball team
who is expected go the way
of Hank Aaron, now a big
star in the major leagues
Purnell, an outfielder, was
snapped up by one of the new
National League clubs and
will report to Houston. rex
for spring drills opening the

first week In April. Purnell
has a strong arm, a bristling
bat and is very fast afoot. At
one point last season Purnell
was leading the homeroom
derby in Clown competition
with 33 roundtrippers and
sporting a .376 halting average. HP led in base thefts
with 42.

Daniel Webster
did...and called it
"the finest in the world."
Taste the magnificent(layoff
of Old Cron. yourself...
next time.
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Have You A Car For Sale, Apartment Or Room For Rent, Real Estate For Sale, Birth Or Death
Notice To Be Announced, Household Goods, Need Help In Your Home Or Business, Furniture You Would Like To Dispose Of, Or, Would You Like To Advertise Your Business?
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3 Lines For Two (2) Weeks
CLASSIFIED DEADLINES
Get Complete
BETHEL GROVE
UPHOLSTERING COMPANY
Will cover on• chair FRES tot
each Customer — for Advertisement. FA 7.2428.

Want Ad
RATES

24 PT.

of.

MaREFRIGERATORS. Waistline
chines
No Service Call Charge
when w• mak• repairs_
ifeltobone J• 7-17041

In The

(Till Forbid) orders subject
rate

to change in

TRULY WONDERFUL
MASSAGES
N. Wiggine
1038 MIII•153IPPI Blvd.
Telephon• WH. 8-1785

without

notice.
Tr -State Defender box num- *
bers — the words comprising *
the address — whether name •
•
and street or telephone, or
•
The Tri-State Defender box
number — will be charged for
as part of the advertisement

SANS
&ATI Al
Ihmil
ordinary

Defender

will

to out of town

ad

The Tri-State
forward

Cancellations of want-ads▪ can
be given until 12 noon Saturday. Copy cancelled after 1'2
noon Saturday will be billed
at regular rates.

verUsers

mail received ad

dressed to our address, but
the excess postage ia to be
charged to the advertiser.

USED FURNITURE
Chairs, all type.. Rugs. dresser*.
or, In• cabinets, kitchen safes,
kitchen elates. floor 11011)., clocks
and all type. of glass ware, chests.
Dinning and all types of tablas.
472 Poplar Street

CAN YOU USE

CASH?
CITY FINANCE
MORE

MAIDS URGENTLY
NEEDED

CROLOND FLOOR

STERICK BUILDING

'fit $60 cash weekly, N. Y.
jobs. We Be.ld your car-
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Pictorial
Coverage
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TRI-STATE
DEFENDER

Accounting
Secretarial
Office Machine
Refresher Course
Modern Equipment

On
Weddings
Anniversaries
Churches
Club Events
Banquets

Day & Evening
Classes

GRIGGS
Business & Practical
Art College

And Ask For
The Picture Editor

192 Vance Ave.- JA 7-4917

We buy old type Antique
Pistols and other Antiques.
Cut Glass - Cook Ware
Furniture
If you have anything in that
bring it to us or
lins to
piste 0 ring.

ENROLL
NOW
COMPLETE
SECRETARIAL TRAINING

MAIN FURNITURE
EXCHANGE

fare

immediatey. Give
fgerences in le- tter — be
prepared to leave right

4th Street Repair Shop
Wrecker Service - Body Repairs
C Paint. 8 a. m. until 1 ? ?
342 So. 4th St.
JA. 7-8703

Write

stymy.

HAV-A/SAID Agency, 4 Bond st.,
Great Neck, N. Y.

346 Na. MAIN ST
PHONE: JA 5-8613

Night & Day Classes

BEDROOM Souse in nice neighborwill
buy same. Call
hood. Or
lAckson 8-8307

Key Punch
Data

WANTED TO BUY, SELL,
REPAIR
Antinue Clocks
COLLINS
4455 Msron Rd.
MU. 641000

Processing

Typing & Filing
Shorthand

OFFICE SPACE FOR RENT

...5o Get. My Mother's Board Rook and
Samples of Profitable Imprints.

For As Little

,c1

g Store

mice
Sundries
fill Here
icy Order
vic•

HENDERSON
Business College, Inc.
JA 1-4754
530 Linden Ave.

As

$30.00 MONTHLY

MEN, AT LAST IT'S HERE

You can hare a Modern, Convenient Office in the Tri-State
Defender Building with Gas, Light and Heat Furnished.
DOCTORS, LAWYERS, BUSINESSMEN, ETC.
Contact MR. WHITTIER SENGSTACKE
9RI-STATI

JA 6-8397

DEFENDER

10 p.m.

-4576
et

SISTER SANDRA

Miss

Tak• Neer RUMTOREX And inioy Life
A dietary preparation RUMTOREX takes
up where nature leaves oft A PHYSICIANS FORMULA, Only $500 for s 2week supply Money-back It not satisfied after 3 bottles. Send COD Check
or Money Order NOW

THE RUMTOREX CO.
239 E. 115th St., Boa 17
NEW YORK 29, N. Y.

NEED CASH!
Phone

Phone

IN* BELMONT
TOLEDO 7. OHIO

URGENTLY NEEDED
In New York
11130 TO 3250 MONTHLY
Opportunity knocks1 Good Jobs
In nice home.. Write today and
you can leave this week. Pros
Tickets adroom and board
HUNTINGTON
Write
vanced.
DOMESTIC AGENCY, II Broad.
way. Huntington Station, N. Y.

City 1 iano
Warehouse Sale
We specialise In all type. of
used Manna
EASY TERMS
810 will put one In your
home
PIANO SALES CO.
1724 Lamar Ave.
Phone BR. 8-7430

BOND MUSIC CO.
6 So. 2nd - JA 6-2828

1403 BROADWAY ON BROADWAY AT CORNER OF 14TH ST
God Gifted Power a healer, I give you your luck days,
your lucky number- advice about Health, Business. Marriage
and love affairs. If you have any marriage problems please
ng them to me. I am sure I can help you.

lo

If you are sick worried and run down please come to me.
I can help, money is no object If you seem to be carrying an
evil condition that's holding you down; if your luck never
seems to just reach you; If your loved ones seem to be
drifting away from you; If you have any of these problems.
I can most certainly help you.
Just 10 minutes from down town Memphis. Get the West
Memphis. Bus at the Continental Bus Station at the corner
of 3rd and Union St.
Ask the Bus Driver to let you off on Broadway corner of
14th street open every day.

%mom,

—Quick Loans—
Automobile, Furniture
Signature
There is a reason with people
ilk, to do business with us.
You, too, will lik• our courteous treatment and desire to
help you.
"Open Thursday and Friday
Nights Until 8:00 P. M.
Saturdays 9:00 to 1.00
DIXIE FINANCE CO.

Home Owned - Home Operated
DIXIE
FINANCE COMPANY
"We like to say yes to your
loan request"
Examined and Supervised by
the State Department at
Insurance and Banking.
2 LOCATIONS
161 S. Main, JA. 5-1351
152 Madison, JA. 5-7611

BAY ST. LOUIS, Miss. — (UPI) — National Guardsmen
found the body of a teen-ager who died attempting to swim a
flooded river with a friend to get aid for other campers threatened by rising waters.
The search by a rescue party of 400 men in boats and airplanes continued for the second youth who struck out Friday
morning front a flooded campsite between two creeks in the
Jordan river area.
The body found Sunday was tentatively identified as Wallace Bourgeois jr., 14, of Waveland. Ile was found on the banks
of the Jordan river northwest of this gull coast town.

•
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Ribicoff Raps AMA On Health Plan

Tri-State Defender
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WELLINGTON

Finds Goodwill For U.S. In Africa
NEW YORK — (UPI) — G. Mennen Williams, assistant
secretary of state for African Affairs, returned from a 16country African tour and said that he had found a great reserve of good will for America.
Williams told newsmen in an airport interview that there
must be understanding by the American people U the United
States is to capitalize on this good will.
The former Michigan governor and his wife arrived by
airplane from Paris. They continued on to Washington.

Plan Monument To 63 Plane Victims
TELL CITY, Ind. — (UPI) — A $5,000 granite monument
will be erected in a farm field near here soon in memory of
63 persons who died in a Northwest Airlines Electra plane
crash on St. Patrick's Day, 1960, the spmisors said.
The Kiwanis club in nearby Cannelton, sponsor of the
monument, said the monument will be dedicated May 28. Relatives of many of the victims, who helped contribute to the
monument fund, have sent word they will attend.
The marble shaft will rise in a field on the farm of George
McIntire — the site where the plane crashed on a flight from
Minneapolis to Chicago to Miami, Fla.

WASIIINGTON — (UPI) — Welfare Secretary Abraham A.
Ribicoff accused the American Medical association (AMA) of
misleading the public by branding President Kennedy's methcar program as socialized medicine.
Ribicoff said many doctors did not go along with the
AMA's opposition to Kennedy's proposal but were afraid to
speak out because the association could hit them with "very
strong sanctions."
Ile said the AMA is a "very strong force and a very influential force with "very strong sanctions."
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. — (UPI) — Police said an angry husNevertheless, he said he was confident Congress would
his home with shotgun blasts, then set fire to
approve Kennedy's plan to provide health care for the aged band peppered
the structure and fled into the Tennessee hills when his wife
under the social security program.
obtained an assault and battery warrant against him.
Deputies said it "might take days" to find George W.
Renfro, 30, who allegedly laid siege to his home in retaliation
LISBON — (UPI) — Portuguese concern over bloody disfor his wife's court action.
orders in African Angola has not diminished indignation
against the United States for voting with Russia against nortugal in the United Nations Security Council last Wednesday.
BOSTON — (UPI) — Mrs. Eunice Shriver, sister of PresiThis feeling was demonstrated anew by a group of stuwas in good condition at St. Elizabeth's hospital
dents who deposited a bale of hay in front of the U. S. Embassy dent Kennedy,
an appendectomy.
Information center here. A sign attached said It was "for Mr. where she is recovering from
The surgery was performed early Tuesday by Dr. Roy
(Adiai) Stevenson."
Stevenson, U. S. ambassador to the U. N., joined the Heffernan of Boston. She was admitted to the hospital Monday
Soviet Union in voting for a Security Council inquiry into night after flying here from Chicago.
conditions in Angola.
Mrs. Shriver, 38, is a mother of three and the wife of R.
Sargent Shriver jr. of Chicago, director of the nation's New
Peace Corps.
She is expected to remain in the hospital about a week
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — The United States has urged
"immediate
take
to
and will then have a period of further recuperation, according
the United Nations and local authorities
but
Congo,
the
in
to her physician.
steps" to protect Americans remaining
again warned American missionaries to get out of "unsettled
areas" of the Congo.
The State department Instructed U. S. delegates to the
United Nations to request that "no efforts be spared" to assist missionaries who have been prevented from leaving the
eastern Congo and who in some cases have been mistreated.
The department demanded that Congolese troops that
have mistreated missionaries be brought to justice.

Angry At Wife, Husband Burns Home

Portuguese Leave Present For Adloi

Mrs. Shriver Recovering From Surgery

SAN FRANCISCO — (UPI) — The Rev. John J. Tierney.
a Roman Catholic missionary in China for 22 years, died from
cancer at the age of 69.
Father Tierney was a missionary in South China until
arrested by the Communists and expelled after public trial
in 1950. He was accused of being an American spy. A member of the Maryknoll Society of American missionaries, he
served in the Kong Moon diocese under Bishop James E.
Walsh who is still held by the Chinese Reds after refusing to
leave the country.
After being expelled from China, Father Tierney was assigned to a Maryknoll parish in Hawaii. He returned to the
U. S. last September and has been hospitalized since October.

AUTO LIABILITY, COLLISION AND
FIRE INSURANCE
Small Down Payment — 6 Months To Par
A Plan for All, Regardless of Past Record

Obey the Law and Save Your License
If you have a Mead) lob CALL NOW1 far details on our

MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE

Yon Can Earn Cash By Selling
The Tri-State Defender

NOW YOU KNOW
The percentage of Illiterate
men in the United States is
2 5 per cent, compared to an
Illiteracy rate of 1.8 per cent
among women. — (UPI) —

NEW CASH LOAN FINANCING PLAN
$10.00 DOWN - $10.00 PER MONTH

1. If your Driving License has been lakes
2. If your Imurance hae been cancelled
3 If you h•ve been Involved in an accident
4 U you are under as, 25
Call Now to Save COW License — PHONE: W/1 81-5734

ADKINS INSURANCE &
REAL ESTATE AGENCY
222 West Brooks Road

CALLING
ALL'
YS
NEWSBO
—.—

Missionary Expelled From China Dies

— Memphis, Tennessee

MADAM BELL

1721 POPLAR
TEL. BR 5-4388
20 MAIDS NEEDED
For Chicago — New York
To 00 Weekly Alm 25-48
V
Free Room. Board. T
'ticket Sent. References Needed.
Write or Call
United Employment Agency
2572 Lamar, Memphis. Tenn
GI,. 141750
FA 7-8124

YOU

Flours S a.m. to 9 p.ni.
leading, Dilly Open on Ciintfey•
I don't maks any home ealls toy answer any letters. Be sure
be look for the right sign and the right name.

Call or Come In Today.
Hurry! Call JA. 6-8397 Now!
236 So. Wellington St.

Taylors Upholstery Shop
Platform Rockers $29.95
R-Z Terms - Nothing Down
24 MONTHS TO PAY

(English Lady)
KNOW SHE IS NOT
A GYPSY
Mississippi
IS YOUR DRINKING
This is her saw office at the
after a
State Line. MADAM BELL Is back
Becoming A Problem?
Is
she
last
at
and
long time of being away
If So, Call
borne.
back to stay to her new
Alcoholics Anonymous
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marriage?
1 Times
with
Are you Dianatisfled
BR. 4-8344
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Figure
60c
sweetheart? Are vet
lost tattb In your basband. INN or
you
5 Average
90c
any of these are Mu
In bad health? Are yoo discouraged? If
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*ostler won,'
Words To
1.20
as ones. Rise WANTED
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problems, come let MADAM BELL advise You
Call after
with reasonable rates.
The Line
read an open book
1.50
WTI 0-8018.
7 pm
will read Ilte to you lust as she would
have
yea
u
success
Is net a
AUTOMOBILE REPAIR
(TWO LINE MINIMUM) Tell you by your lob or haziness
at epee.
SHOP EQUIPMENT
failed In me rest mine see MADAM BELL
State
FOR SALE
Located en Righterty 51 South, lust Oyer Mississippi
below
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s
Reasonable Rent at a
Line, on the way to Hernando. Her home Is
Location
Good
Motel. Ile tars
where she used to stay right aside the Deliote
962 Willoughby JA 6-0208
there
bar
rind
you'll
to look for the RED BRICK HOUSE end
West Memphis )
at all times. (She never bad an 'Glee in
FOR SALE—Refriseratore WiehIng
Caleb yellow bus marked Whitehaven State Line and get Machines. Gas Stoves.. $2000 Ms
BELLI
eff at State Line and walk I blocks and see MADAM
We also mu top prices for used
TELEPHONE
Refrigerators. ./4 14704
HAND SIGN.
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COME TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY BE TOO
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OR
GUARANTEED
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Money Order to ..
Kindly Address All Your Replies to the Classified Ad Dept.
ORE,- I
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CHATTANOOGA, Tenn. — (UPI) — A white man charged
with attacking a Negro minister during a stand-in demonstras
tion Thursday told police he was knifed by three Negroes Saturday night.
Harry Light was treated for a minor knife wound on his
left arm. fie said his assailants fled in a car.
Light was arrested Thursday and charged with punching
the Rev. Itobr:t Hunter when the minister was apparently
giving moral support to Negro demonstrators at an all-white
downtown theater.

STRASBOURG, France — (UPI) — French Premier Michel Debre promised here that his government would protect
the interests of Algerian settlers who want to "stay French"
in peace negotiations with Algerian Moslem rebels.
The peace talks, informed sources said, will open late
this month or early in April in Evian, a French resort town
on the shores of Lake Geneva.
Debre spoke at the closed session of the national convention of the Gaullist Union For a New Republic (UNR).

MAIL IN YOUR CLASSIFIED ADS
15e
Per
Insertion
Per
Line

Gets Cut After Stand-In Attack

Ask Help For Americans In Congo

MAIDS

THE BEST DEAL IN
Conn's Band Instruments
SEE

LOCATED AT WEST MEMPHIS. ARR.

•

Martha C. Chambers

RE 5-9192

RE 5-9192

Teen. Drowns Trying To Swim River

Promises To Aid Algerian Settlers

Call: JA. 6-8397

Accounting

Irug

.70

PHONES lAckson 6-8397
JAckson 6-8398
YOU WILL GET RESULTS

SEPTIC TANILS - GREASE TRAPS
R•asonahle
- repaired
Cleaned
Price.. P.O Impectlom —
SHELBY COUNTY nEPT1C
TANS SERVICE
FA I-04011
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Get In On The Biggest Want-Ad Bargain In Town!!

Pay Your Defender Boy Promptly

3
If you buy your Defenders from a salesboy, please sl
pay him promptly.
He is a young merchant who owns and operates his I
own business. As such he has his obligation .0 meet. If 9
you don't have your money ready — if you ask him to
wait for his cash — you place a great hardship on him.
Unless he pays promptly for his papers. he will lose =
his opportunity to earn liberal profits, Valuable Prizes
and a real Business training. And the Defender's :egular
visits to your home would be interrupted.
PLEASE PAY HIM PROMPTLY

THE TRI-STATE DEFENDER

MOTHER CHRISTIAN
Is not a Fortune Teller
But Is a God Gifted Religious
Woman who Heals and helps people
By Her Prayer

SEEING IS BELIEVING
One visit with Mother Christian is convincing—
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
Drive out Highway Si North—S Miles
North of Millington, Tenn.
Watch For Indian Head Sign
Just a short drive from Memphis
If You Wish to Call
Munford, Tenn.

TEmple 7-3798

lynx ciF %emit% 23-31,'Mot

DEFENDER

"Mit 76

Humboldt, Tenn.
St James Baptist church ob- menu of southern style fried
Italian
spaghetti
served its Annual Youth Week chickens,
Activities March 6-12. Theme style, congealed salad, lemon
of the week was "The Strength pie, hot rolls and coffee. Memof a Christian's Influence". On bers present besides the hosMonday night the young peo- tess and Pres. were Mesdames
ple presented a panel discus- Mossie Floyd, Louella Thompsion using the theme as the son, Lerlia Cunningham, Eva
subject. The following persons Moody, Mrs. N. N. McKelvy
participated, Miss Mary Jo was guest. All members were
Bonds, Lane Chapel C M E asked to be present at the next
church, Ervis T. Warren, Morn- meeting so planes can be made
ing Star Baptist, Miss Lennette to give a scholarship to some
Landers, Faith Temple Church senior boy or girl.
of God in Christ, Albert The Gloxinia Art and Garden
Brown, St. James Baptist, Mis- Club met in the home of Mr. CLOUDBURST — 17th An- lion, banquet, and a theatre
ses Joyce Thomas, Williamson and Mrs. M. H. Croom Tuesday nual Cloudburst of North party during the three-day
Chapel Baptist, Mattie Cleaves, night with Mesdames Croom Carolina Mutual Life Insur- period. Seated from left:
Salem Baptist. Miss Charlie and Louise Cooper hostesses. ance co. honored the retired Mrs. Ethel E. Clay, Albany;
Mae Rutherford served as The President Mrs. Jennie Vice President and Agency Mrs. Esther E. Ransom,
moderator.
Vance presided over the meet- Director Aaron Day, Jr., in Raleigh; M r s. Alm a H.
public
Wednesday night March 8, a ing. Mrs. Jewell Ridley con- Washington, D.C., at the Wade, advertising and
a very impressive candlelight ducted the devotion. Mesdames Sheraton-Park hotel, recent- relations director; M1 r s.
Goldsboro;
Service was presented. Friday 011ie Farmer and Ora Gentry ly. Twenty-six combination Mary R. Evans,
night was Social night. The reported for their committees. agents and one staff manag- M r s. Addie F. Morgan,
young people enjoyed games, The club pledged its support er qualified as winners and Goldsboro; Miss Merietta L.
group singing, and refresh- to Miss Dorothy Reid a con- were awarded all-expense• Spencer, Columbia; Presitestant for Miss Debutante for paid trips to the nation's dent and Mrs. Spaulding;
ments.
On Sunday afternoon at 3 1961 a contest sponsored by capital, where they were en- Mrs. Dorothy G. Cook, Cotertained with a sightseeing lumbia; Mrs. Wilhelminia B.
p. m. Rev. Edward McKelvy Sigma Gamma Rho Sorority.
a senior at Stigall high school Miss Joyce Thomas was one tour of Washington; a recepam' assistant of Lane Chapel of the five finalists in the Miss was guest speaker. Rev. Mc- Bronze West Tenn. Pageant
Kelvy spoke from the theme. sponsored by Delta Sigma
The youth choir of Lane Chapel Theta Sorority.
furnished the music for t h e The Girl Scout Troops of
afternoon program. The choir Morning Star Baptist and Lane Announcement of four win- and its sensitivity to develop
is under the direction of Mrs. Chapel CME Churches, were ners of the 1961 Curators ments on the African contin
Addle Roe with Mrs. Frances in charge of the Chapel Pro- awards for significant contri- ent."
Givens, pianist.
gram of Stigall High School butions to better human rela- CHOSEN FOR STAND
talent program was given this morning (Thursday). The tions was made this week by The University chose t h e
Sunday night. The following girls gave their Promise, mot- the Lincoln University Depart- Springfield newspapers for its
editorial stand and news coy
youth participated: Arthur Gil- to slogan and laws. Miss Len- ment of Journalism.
lespie and Morris Fair, Lane nette Landers gave the history The awards will go to the erage attending recent integra
Chapel, Misses Carolyn Fly, of Girl Scouting. Music selec- Saturday Review, the Spring- tion efforts M the southwesern
Dorothy Reid, Nancy Sherron, tions were rendered by Bernita field (Mo.) Daily News and Missouri community.
Flora Harrell, Morning Star Farmer, Julia Porter, Brenda Leader Press, the Criterion, The vigor and initiative with
Baptist, Misses Sylvia and Burnett, Clementine Lacey, Vir- and the U. S. Information which The Criterion, an India
Jacqueline Wynne, John A. ginia Wilson, and Jacqueline Agency. Presentations will be napolis weekly, has projected
Wynne, Jr. St. James Baptist. Wynne. Readings were given by made at the 13th annual Head- the problem of race relations
Robert Bryles was general Sheron Newhouse and Dorothy liner Banquet at Lincoln uni- and its report of a survey of
Chairman for the week. Mes- Reid. Dorothy Reid was mis- versity, Wednesday, April 12. Negro news handling in three
The Department of Journal- Indianapolis dailies won the
dames Elizabeth Balard a n d tress of cermonies.
Mary Porter are supervisors of Mr. a n d Mrs. William H. ism each year selects the award for this publication.
Youth. Rev. W. H. Burrell is Baskerville, Sr., are the proud award nominees which are Lincoln University chose the
pastor of St. James.
parents of a baby boy born then reviewed for approval by U. S. Information Agency "for
The Sewing Club met recent- March 10, 1961 at St. Mary's the University Board of Cu- its distinguished record of pre
ly in the home of Mrs. Addie Hospital. He has been named rators.
senting the positive picture of
Rawls. Mrs. Addie Roe, Presi- Donald Lord Baskerville. They The Saturday Review is be- America and its aims to the
dent presided over the busi- are the parents of three others ing cited for its "editorial world." The U.S.I.A. was seness. After the business t h e Chester, William (Billy) and leadership in helping unfold lected also for its basic role of
hostess served
a delicious Marva.
the American Integration Story increas i n g understand-

AT DAYS IN THeN
cc_ti.S• AIR FORCE"
NE DAWN OF FLIGHT,MAN HAS TRIED /D BREAK FREE OF
siNeE
RJEL

RESTRICTIONS WHICH IMPOSE LIMITATIONS ON THE RANGE
AND STRIKING POWER OF HIS CRAFT, FIRST FLIGHT;
()e
ac
9EC
I7C1121. ALOFT,KITTY HAWK,

IIAK/451/7111/011ZZAVIS:
LTS. LOWELL H.SHITH AND JOHN P
RICHTER STAY ALOFT OVER SAN
DIEGO IN A DH-4 FOR OYER 37
HOURS,JVNE 271923.

Weeks, Columbia; Mrs. Virginia M. Dawson, Goldsboro;
Miss Pauline Fowler, Spartanburg; and W. A. Clement,
CLU, Agency Director.
Standing: A. E. Lee and A.
P. Dumas, assistant agency
directors; L. B. Frasier,
agency secretary; Charlie F.
Morris, Memphis; L. A.
Brock, Spartanburg; Otha
Davis, Roanoke; Comus E.
Duster, Washington; L. A.
Valentine, Newport News;
N. L. Gregg, assistant agen-

cy director; S. L. Dunston,
Raleigh; E. Haynes, Spartanburg; Louis Boykin, Pittsburgh; Robert L. Hunter,
Memphis; Hayward 'Wilson,
Norfolk; S. G. Parham,
Raleigh; S. Welborne, Winston; Richard Robinson, Pittsburgh; D. R. Spencer, Winston; Willie E. Stubbs, Durham; T. E. Hammonds,
Winston; T. H. Jackson, Columbia; N. Faison, Goldsboro; and M. A. Sloan, CLU,
associate agency director.
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Lincoln Names 1961 Curators Winners
ing among peoples of diverse National Bioadcasting Corn
nationalities and races, and pany, Radio Corporation of
products, is currently shipping
for its admirable service as a America, The N e w York
its brands directly to Ghana,
cultural arm of the American Times, Columbia Broadcast- 7
Liberia, Nigeria, Sudan, Kenya,
ing System, the Toledo Blade,
government."
Uganda, Tanganyika and other
J. R. Cominsky, Saturday and The Associated Press.
countries in Africa, as well as
The Jefferson City PostReview publisher, will receive
throughout the Free World.
the reward for this publication. Tribune and an Italian daily.
Although Lorillard, now in its
Tom Ellis, editor of the Spring- the Rothe Daily American, rethird century of continuous opfield newspapers, will repre- ceived the award in 1958.
erations, has licensing arrangesent the News and Leader The human relations awards
ments with local manufacturers
were established in 1952 to honPress.
in several foreign nations, the
TOASTMASTER NAMED
or those media and agencies P. Lorillard
Compan y, company exports directly to
James C. Kirkpatrick, pub- whose reports and published America's oldest
tobacco com- wholesalers in Africa who then
lisher of the Windsor (Mo.) materials serve to promote pany, is looking to
Africa for sell to retail outlets_ While
Review, will serve as Headlin- understanding among t h e an expansion o fits foreign American cigarettes are at a
faiths, ethnic and culturals sales, as part of its wordwide premium price in Africa, the
er Banquet toastmaster.
In former years the human groups of this a n d other perations.
demand for them is growing.
relations award has been giv- countries.
Lorillard's international opGONE TO MARKET?
en to:
the Ladies Home Dr. Earl E. Dawson, Presierations (via foreign licensing
Journal,
Time, Minneapolis dent of Lincoln University, will
John Thomas of 1844 Gilles is
agreements) are the broadest
Tribune, Pottstown (Pa.) Mer- present the awards to repreoffering a five dollar rewate
of any domestic tobacco manucury, Life. Reader's Digest, sentatives of the federal agenfor the return of his three pigs.
facturer, and its Kent cigarette
Redbook, St. Louis Post-Dis- cy and three publications at
The animals, two males and
is the best-selling filter exportone gilt, are black with white
patch, Chicago Daily News, the banquet.
ed from the U. S.
spots and about three months
Lorillard, which also makes old.
Newport, Old Gold Straights
Anyone seeing the pigs or
Old Gold Spin Filters, Spring knowing of their whereabouts
cigarettes and other tobacco are asked to call JA 6-5341.
e•••••••••)4••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••1

Tobacco Co.
Bids For
African Sales

B. T.

School Notes
By
DAVID PORTER
Hymelia
Walker, Beverly
BASEBALL TIME IS NEAR
Around BTW a new phrase Buntyn, Joan Hampton, Caroof the sport season is shaping lyn Barbee and Vernax Walkup and that is baseball. This er.
year the team plans to conquer BIG FIVE (Boys)
all who happen toget in its way. Charles Mille r, Bernard
Last year the Warrior team Bates, Henry Hunter, Roy
came in second place in the Hopkins and Percy Wiggins.
league. In their homecoming HINT TO THE WISE
game played at Mt. Pisgah, It doesn't hurt to be big,
the Warriors won by a score but please don't get fat. — Joe
of 24-2. The coach of the team Ham.
is none other than William
Folkwer. The first game will
be played against Hamilton,
March 27. Some of the members of the team are Willie J.
Williams, Charles Walker, Willie Ward, Billy Garrett, Leonard Lee, Hollis Hill. David
Porter and Honeybee Cobb.
WE LEAD!!
The entire Washington family would like to congratulate
Miss Hymelia Walker, Miss
Jubliect for the year 1961.
Ilymelia is a senior who has
many
been outstanding in
phases of her school life. Next
week I will spotlight Miss
Jubilect, Hymelia Walker.
JUNIOR REVUE
What is it that is so big,
you can't get over it, so popular you can't get around it?
It's annual and you can't afford
to miss it? That's right, the
ANNUAL JUNIOR REVUE this
weekend at the auditorium. Do
not miss it. Get your ticket
today.
BIG FIVE (Ladies)
SHINING
STAR — Mitch and Sons, Brewers, for NBC- Cr, Leslie Uggams, will be
Miller, whose "Sing Along TV Thursday nights at 9 (CS- the No. 1 girl vocalist in TV
With Mitch" hour-long show T) starting in the Fall, pre- next season.
has been bought by Ballantine
diets that his featured singThat — Kimberly Ann Wil- baby-sitters will meet the reliams. probably the younges1 quirements, which are: one
teenager in the world (3 yrs. Stereo Hi fi. 'food in the refrigold), will stop running her erator, records, telephone, telmother crazy
by singing, evision. and of course the child"There's A Moon Out Tonight," ren should be in the bed and
sleep.
and "Shimmy Like Kate."
ROBBE L. HENDERSON
That — on Monday every- That — the boy who is pickMy predictions for this week body will start on something ed as "teen-ager of the year"
are:
again to give up for Lent. (It's should be "Duke," of Corpus
That — M. Mitchell of Mercy almost over, but better late Christi.
will someday learn the differ than never).
That — you'll see my colence between the Latin words That — the people who hire umn next week.
for "this and that."

Crystal
Gazing

That — the party given by
Lynne Henderson and Cynthia
Brown of Mercy will be a social success.
That — F. Godwin of St.
Philip's will stop doggin' D.
McCormick
of
Josephinum
around.
That — S. Parks of JosephMien will stop trying to kid
herself and everybody else and
go on that trip to Washington
tad New York .
That — the cheerleaders of
Loretto will receive a reward
wf a week off for that wonder- I
!:11 game they cheered for
`ihree weeks ago.
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LAKE ESTATES
First State Park In Mississippi
For
700

Negroes

Lok• Sites & Joining

Loh

For Sole By

MID CONTINENT LAND
INVESTMENT CORP.
1. Selected Clientele
2 Reasonable Price
3. Easy Terms

OUTSTANDING MEMPHIS LEADERS
ARE ALREADY PURCHASERS
MORE THAN 100 ALREADY SOLD
Call Today
4 SHOWS FOR NEGROES-ELLIS AUFORIUM
Mon , Mar 27 (110-2-8 p.ns ) Tues., Mar. 2$ (10 a.m. only)

Children 75c — Adults $1.50

Mid Continent Land Investment Corporation
Mrs. Ann Gilmore
Mrs. Eva K. Williams
EX 8-1395
BR 5-7394
Louis Lenti
BR 2-1186

l

Clean, Convenient

Hotel
QUEEN
ANNE.
I
Home Cooked Meals

228 Vance at Third
Telephone JA 6-1481
rainN4 M(m8(11 Tat 5055505 iNVITUTI

"IF
YOU CAN
FIND A BETTER
BOURBON
...BUY IT"

•

oriental° e
KENTUCKY'S FINEST 6 YEAR 01.0 BOURBON—STILL IT A 4 YEAR OLD PRICE
STRAIGHT KENTUCKY BOURBON WHISKEY • 6 YRS. OLD •

9° PROOF

°ANCIENT AGE 01ST. CO.. FRANKFORT.
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